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FOREWORD EnroLLment rates are going in the wrong direction.
A Larger proportion of young cohorts is buiLding

As the transition began, countries in the Europe Less human capital; a smaller proportion is build-
and CentraL Asia (ECA) region had reason to take ing more. Since 1989 the number of years of fuLl-
pride in their education systems. They had soLved time education (excLuding preschooL) that an
problems that still bedevil severaL other regions average six year oLd chiLd in ECA can expect to
of the worLd. Adult literacy was generally univer- achieve over his or her lifetime has declined by
saL; participation and completion rates for chiL- about two-thirds of a year. In contrast, the
dren and youth of both genders were high at all school expectancy for the average child in OECD
levels of education; teachers came to work; stu- countries has increased during the Last decade. By
dents had textbooks; students from some of the 1998 the average OECD child could expect to
countries that participated in internationaL complete almost five more years of education
assessments of mathematics and science per- than the average ECA child.
formed well; and repetition and dropout rates
were low. Most countries have yet to control significant

inefficiencies in the sector, especiaLLy in their use
The Bank conducted this study of the education of teachers, nonteaching staff, and energy.
sector to increase the vaLue of our contribution to Student/teacher ratios, initially low relative to
our ECA counterparts. A sobering picture emerged other regions of the world, had dropped to an
that surprised the WorLd Bank as much as it may average of 14:1 across the region by 1997. Most
surprise our colleagues in the region. countries are accommodating these Large teaching

forces by Letting teacher wages fall beLow the
ECA education systems that were a good fit with average public sector wage, not by rationaLizing
pLanned economies and authoritarian poLiticaL the teaching force by reducing its size and
systems are a poor fit with market economies and increasing class sizes, contractual hours, and pay.
open political systems. International evidence
shows that they are not creating the best product ECA poLicymakers are too often handling severe tim-
for a market economy. Market economies-and its on public budgets for education in ways that
open societies-require abilities to apply knowl- compound the problems of the sector. Energy and
edge flexibly, to cope with the cognitive require- wage bills have crowded out other inputs to educa-
ments of unfamiliar tasks, to recognize and solve tion. The underfunding or nonfunding of school
problems, and to seLf-manage new Learning. The maintenance has created an education infrastruc-
content and structures of curricula and textbooks ture crisis, especially in the former republics of the
and prevailing teaching practices in ECA do not Soviet Union. Governments have cut the purchase
seem to support the acquisition of these skills. of didactic materiaLs such as textbooks, cLosed

schooLs to conserve on the costs of heat, reduced
Just when human capitaL is becoming increasingLy or eLiminated in-service training for teachers, and
important in the region, inequities in Learning Let teachers' wages fall relative to other pubLic sec-
opportunities are increasing-to the detriment of tor wages, thereby increasing the risk of losing the
the poor everywhere. Since the human capital best teachers. Some governments have run up
acquired by parents affects that acquired by their arrears in energy biLLs and teacher wages. They have
chiLdren, lower leveLs of human capitaL in one shifted costs to familie, with unintended but
generation can trigger less human capitaL and nonetheless real effects on the demand for educa-
greater poverty in subsequent generations. tion by poor families.
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In most countries of the region, goal setting and The transition process has brought to the surface
steering processes, which provide the basis for challenges that are much broader and deeper than
assessing the performance of the sector, are stiLl anyone had anticipated at its start. As in other
partisan, nontransparent, weak, or missincl. The sectors, the job ahead for our clients and the Bank
managers of the sector have to cope with respon- in the education sector wilL be technicalLy and
sibiLities incommensurate with resources and politically difficult. The World Bank stands ready to
functions alLocated to the wrong leveLs of govern- traveL this road with our clients, mobiLizing the
ment. Functions are missing, incLuding po.icy Bank's and our partners' resources and skilLs to
analysis, pLanning, and financial management help ECA countries buiLd exceLLent education sys-
that are key to the rationalization of the sector. tems. The Bank's commitment to economic devel-
The efficient delivery of educational services opment and poverty alleviation and our recognition
depends on a vigorous checks-and-balancEs rela- of the role of human capitaL in realizing these
tionship between three forces: the state, the pri- objectives demand nothing less of us.
vate sector, and stakeholders. However, in most
ECA countries the state now dominates the deliv-
ery of educational services, unchecked by compet-
itive processes and stakeholder voice.

Johannes F. Linn
Vice President
Europe and CentraL Asia Region
1 August 2000
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PREFACE country. But it cannot provide a blueprint that
an individuaL country might use to move from an

The audiences for this book are poLicymakers in undesirable to a desirabLe state. Such a bLueprint
the Europe and CentraL Asia region (ECA), espe- would involve too many country-specific particu-
cially ministers of finance and education, and the lars and is best developed in the context of
World Bank's top management for the region. country-specific sector work.

The purposes of this book are diagnostic and ECA countries can be clustered into subregions of
strategic. By the start of the transition, ECA countries that are more similar to one another in
education systems had soLved problems that stiLl their historical, social, political, and economic
pLague other regions of the world-for exampLe, contexts than they are to countries in other
Limited access, gender inequalities, and poor subregions. However, the World Bank team found
quality output relative to the economic and polit- that countries did not cLuster neatly according to
icaL requirements of individuaL countries. Both the the variabLes used to analyze the state of educa-
World Bank and our clients thought that in ECA tion, and this complicates the design of strategy.
education was not a probLem sector. This report For example, most countries showed efficiency
wiLI therefore surprise many ECA governments, probLems, but the infrastructure crisis tended to
just as its results surprised the World Bank team be limited to countries of the Former Soviet
that conducted the work. The team found that Union and Albania. Underfinancing of education
deep and broad probLems were emerging in the is scattered about the region.
sector that threatened many countries' previous
achievements in education. The introduction points out that the issues

identified for the sector cut across aLL leveLs of
Thus, an important purpose of the book is as a education but pLay out in different ways by level.
regional alert. Another is strategic-to chart how For example, governance probLems affLict aLl LeveLs
ECA governments and the World Bank might move of education, but their nature and the strategies
toward more effective deLivery of educational for dealing with them differ by level. Subsequent
services in the region as a whole. This book can regional sector work wilL focus on particuLar levels
delimit the general Lines of a strategy for address- of education-especially higher education, voca-
ing a particular issue. It can identify approaches tionaL/technical education, and upper secondary
that seem effective in a range of countries and education. Such work wiLl complement this book
are thus worth considering. It can warn against by detailing the issues and strategic solutions for
actions that seem ineffective, regardless of those leveLs.
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INTRODUCTION evaluative skills. Most ECA education systems focus
on memorized factual and procedural knowledge,

Accomplishments in education were one of adequate for the predictability of a planned econo-
the triumphs of communism. At the time of the my but notfor the volatility of a market economy.
transition in 1989, adult literacy was generally
universal; participation and compLetion rates for * The years of education compLeted by students
chiLdren and youths of both genders were high have to increase, as do the rates of compLetion of
at aLL leveLs of education; teachers came to work; upper secondary education and participation in
students had textbooks; students from some postsecondary education. In several ECA countries

countries in Europe and CentraL Asia (ECA) that years of education completed are declining.

participated in international assessments of
mathematics and science performed weLL; and * The shift from mass to fLexible production
repttion and dp res were low requires broader knowledge and skills than earLy

speciaLization provides. Although some ECA
countries are eliminating early specialization

But the Rules of the Game immediately after basic education, some are not,

Have Changed and some are introducing it earlier.

Given such a legacy, the education sectors of the a The variation in students' educational attain-

transition economies seem to have few probLems ments-whether measured by years of schooLing
relative to education systems in other regions of completed or by the nature of the skilLs and

the worLd-for example, they do not have probtems knowledge mastered-has to be narrowed. In gen-
of low participation or gender inequities. eral, variations in attainments are increasing, not
However, the ruLes of the game that resuLted in decreasing, in ECA countries.
good educational outcomes under the require-
ments of communism have changed. * The productivity of education systems-their

outcomes reLative to the costs of attaining those
The rules for market economies outcomes-has to improve. Almost all ECA coun-
systems differ from those for command economies tries lack a productivity focus and the information,
and authoritarian politicaL systems. Although
countries of the region differ in how far they managerial skills, and incentives needed to improve

have traveled down the road to their new politicaL productivity.

and economic destinations, aLL countries will a PubLicLy financed educational services have to

ultimately have to soLve similar problems in their be accountabLe to taxpayers and beneficiaries for
education systems. The countries of the the costs and quaLity of these services. Most ECA

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and countries cannot measure service delivery in these
Development (OECD) are stilL trying to solve some terms, and almost none make what information
of these probLems, the differences between ECA they do have widely available to the public.
and OECD countries often being more in degree
than in kind. * The management of education systems has to

be structured to protect national, subnational,
* To deal with the uncertainties and continuous and school-LeveL interests. Most ECA countries

changes characteristic of market economies, have changed the management of their education
students need strategic skills, such as knowing- systems, but generally not in ways that protect
how-to-learn skills, problem-solving skills, and these interests.
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* Education systems have to respond to the 3. Financing. ECA countries have to reaLign the
changes in external circumstances that redefine financing of their education systems with fiscal
what the larger society needs from its education realities without jeopardizing the fairness and
system. The region is bimodat here. Some ECA quality of educationaL services. Their failure to
countries understand this point; others do not see rationalize the financing of education systems is
that social and economic context defines educa- eroding the achievements of the pretransition
tionat purposes and achievements. period and undermining the sector's ability to

respond to the challenges of a market economy.

These changes in the rules of the game 4. Efficiency. Most ECA education systems use
have opened up fault lines beneath thervegopn' educ fato snems , inputs inefficiently. These inefficiencies are the

legacy of centrally planned economies, where

Beneath the surface of ECA's education systems, aLlocation decisions were made in physical terms
then, are fault lines that, unless repaired, wilL without the intermediation of prices or budgets.

ultimately undermine these systems. The region's 5. Goverance, management, and accountability.

education systems have five shared problems, Most ECA education systems do not perform well
each of which is discussed in a separate chapter.
The final chapter lays out the impLications of against standards of transparent and effective

governance, efficient management, and vigorous
these issues for the Bank's business strat:egy. accountability to a range of stakeholders. The

1. Alignment. As touched on above, educational sector is still dominated by government, inade-
quaLity is contextual; it is not a constan. under quateLy counterbaLanced by competition (choice)
all conditions. ECA education systems that were a and participation (voice).

good fit with planned economies and au-:horitari- These fault Lines apply to al levels of education:
an poLitical systems do not fit open market preschool, primary, Lower secondary, academic

economies and open political systems wVEll, secondary, secondary and postsecondary vocation-

2. Fairness. Education is an important mechanism al/technical, university, and aduLt education and
for reducing and preventing poverty. Differences training.2 However, they pLay out in different ways
in children's learning opportunities are ernerging at each Level. For exampLe, all LeveLs have ineffi-
in ECA at that very point in the region's history ciencies. At the preschooL LeveL they take the
when human capitaL-summed up as skiL.s and form of excessive numbers of nonteaching staff,
knowLedge-increasingLy determines individual such as caretakers, doctors, nurses, cooks, assis-
and family incomes and the probabiLities of inter- tant cooks, and cleaners. For secondary vocation-
generationaL poverty.' aL/technicaL education they Lie in the faciLities

and equipment required to support excessiveLy

1. Human capital results from investments in individuals that increase their future welfare by increasing the efficiency of their
future consumption and productivity. These investments include, but are not Limited to, education and training.

2. ECA countries vary somewhat in the organisation of their education systems and in the ages and grades associated with each
level of education. The region's education systems have also gone through substantial restructuring over the decade, particu-
larLy at the LeveL of vocational education. However, in general, preschooL (as distinct from nursery care for children ages 0-3)
incLudes children from age 3 to ages 5, 6, or 7. When preschool includes 7 year olds, the curriculum for 7 year oLd preschool-
ers tends to approximate that of the first grade in primary schooLs in other countries. Primary education can be grades 1-4/5,

the normal age range being 6/7-10. The lower secondary level can be grades 5/6-8/9, the normal age range varying from
10-14 to 11-15. "Basic" education refers to primary and lower secondary education combined. After eight or nine years of
schooLing, students choose from among three aLternatives: (1) an academic stream that leads to matricuLation from secondary
education and that lasts two to four years; (2) a technical/vocational stream that also leads to matriculation from secondary
education and that lasts three to four years; or (3) a vocationaL program that does not Lead to matriculation and that lasts
one to two years.
Postsecondary education is quite variabLe in it,; organisation. However, there is usualLy opportunity for postsecondary techni-
cal instead of university training. Adult education and training target those of labor force age.
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Table 1 World Bank Financing in ECA by Educational Level, 1984-99

World Bank financing

(Millions of (Percentage
LeveL of education U.S. dollars) of total)
Preschool 14.5 1

Upper secondary (vocational/technical and academic) 230.4 14

Adult training 166.9 10

Total 1,640.7 100

Note: This table is based on closed projects and those under supervision at time of writing
Source: Authors' compilation.

narrow and speciaLized programs. Where impor- Despite their differences, these countries can be
tant, this book discusses differences by LeveL. cLustered into subregions of countries that are

more simiLar to one another in their historical,

Truth in advertising-or what this social, political, and economic contexts than they
paper does not try to do are to countries in other subregions.3 Figures 1

through 3 and tabLe 2 present some of the basic
This report makes no a priori assumptions about demographic and economic reaLities of the region.
the Bank's investment priorities by Level. As tabLe Most countries have small populations (figure 1)
1 shows, since 1984 Bank investments in the of 10 miLLion or Less, with one country, the
region have ranged across the leveLs. It is a sine Russian Federation, accounting for 31 percent of
qua non that basic education has to be protected the totaL population of the region and six of the
in aLl countries because deterioration at this leveL 28 countries (incLuding Russia) for 73 percent of
affects the incidence of poverty so strongLy. the region's total.
Beyond this imperative, investment priorities
emerge from the needs of individual countries and The percentage of the popuLation that lives in
the feasibiLity of meeting them. rurat areas varies from 68 percent (Tajikistan) to

24 percent (Russia), with the average percentage
This bookfocuses on problems that are generally Living in ruraL areas being 41 percent (figure 2).
common to the 27 ECA countries. Countries in the
region differ from one another, and by the end of The number of ethnic groups within a country
the first posttransition decade these differences varies significantLy when small minority popuLa-
had increased. For example, a significant gap is tions are counted. Figure 3 shows the percentage
opening up between the Central European and of the dominant ethnicity, which varies from 98
Baltic countries and other ECA countries as the percent (Poland) to 40 percent (Bosnia-Herzegovina).

former surge economically and succeed in estab- In the last decade a.L countries experienced

lishing political stability and the rule of law. declines in totaL fertiLity rates (figure 4.1 in

3 The subregions are Central Europe (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and SLovak Republic), Southeast Europe (ALbania,
BuLgaria, and Romania), the BaLtic states (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania), the western CommonweaLth of Independent States
(Belarus, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine), the Caucasus (Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia), former Yugoslavia (Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Croatia, Former Yugoslav RepubLic of Macedonia, SLovenia, and FederaL RepubLic of YugosLavia), and the CentraL
Asian repubLics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz RepubLic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan). Turkey is a subregion by itseLf.
ExcLuding the Federal RepubLic of YugosLavia, these countries constitute the ECA Lending region.
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Figure 1SAix Countres Aountedw for 73PrcentdofAthe KA Population in 1997
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Source: Based anannex tl Al. f

Figure 2 Pecntages of Rwral and Urbant Population Varied by Country in 1997
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Figure 3 Size of the Dominant Ethnic Group Varied by Country, 1996
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chapter 4; annex table A3). Between 1989 and and in the form that the issues take in country-
1997, Turkey, ALbania, and the Central Asian specific contexts. Where these differences are
republics show smatler declines, whereas rates in cLear and important, the book discusses them.
the Baltic states and the western CommonweaLth
of Independent States (CIS) are Little more than SoLutions to shared education problems have to
half the rates of 1989. Most ECA countries now be country-specific. This book can only map out
have rates below replacement. the general Lines of a strategy for addressing a

particular issue. It can identify approaches that
The economic fortunes of the region's countries in seem effective in a range of countries and are
the Last decade have differed significantLy (tabLe thus worth considering. It can warn against
2). Between 1989 and 1998 Turkey's gross domes- actions that seem ineffective, regardLess of coun-
tic product (GDP) grew by 73 percent; Poland's, try. It cannot, however, provide a useful blueprint
by 37 percent; SLovenia's, by 30 percent. for how a country can move from an undesirable
However, Ukraine's GDP declined by 51 percent; to a desirabLe state. These strategies necessarily
Tajikistan's, by 58 percent; and Georgia's, by 65 involve too many country-specific particulars.
percent. Despite differences, except for Turkey the
27 countries face simiLar transition requirements.4 This book does not discuss the particuLar educa-
As these affect their education systems, they tion probLems of countries in conflict or postcon-
have to solve similar education probLems. flict situations. Albania, Azerbaijan,
Countries differ in the severity of these problems, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Georgia, and the
in the extent to which they see them as problems, Nagorno-Karabakh region (inside Azerbaijan but

4 For example, unlike other countries in the region, Turkey faces problems of participation in basic education, especially for
girls at the tower secondary level.
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Table 2. Percentage Change in GDP, by Country, between 1989 and 1998
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- Not available
a. Rate is based on available data.

Sources: Authors' calculations based on GDP-PPP (purchasingpowerparity, based on current international dollars); World Bank, World
Development Indicators (variousyears).

cLaimed by Armenia) are now in a postconflict * ReaLign education systems with market
status. Russia's Chechnya region is stiLl cDnvulsed. economies and open societies.

* Combat poverty by increasing educationaL

The World Bank's Goals for Education fairness.
in ECA * Finance for sustainability, quaLity, and fairness.

* Spend resources more efficientLy.

The five fauLt Lines identified above define the * Reinvent the sector's governance, manage-

Bank's development objectives for the edication ment, and accountability.

sector in ECA countries:
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CHAPTER ONE adjust their human capital to new skill demands.
Changes of this magnitude require a sophisticated

REALIGN EDUCATION SYSTEMS political and technical strategy.
WITH MARKET ECONOMIES AND
OPEN SOCIETIES ver the Long run, education systems onLy

Oremain credibLe to the societies in which they
are embedded, and to the citizens who pay the

Summary biLLs, if they meet one condition: they have to

ECA education systems must respond to the new adapt to the fundamentaL economic, political,
economic and civic imperatives of emerging and sociaL changes that affect the skiLL, knowL-

markets and open societies because these changes edge, and vaLue profiLes that citizens need. This
will dramatically affect the knowledge, skills, and chapter shows how economic and politicaL
values that citizens need. changes profoundLy affect ECA education systems

and discusses ways in which these systems can
The economic imperative. ECA countries are adapt to them. The changes required are at the
moving at different rates from centrally planned core of teaching and Learning.

economies to market economies. This shift will
increasingly require workers with better information- Why This Development Goal?
processing, problem-solving, and knowing-how-
to-leam skills. Available intemational test data Economic and civic imperatives in ECA countries
show that ECA countries are significantly behind are forcing changes in all major social institu-
OECD countries in many such skills. tions, incLuding education. After onLy one decade

of transition, ECA countries are moving at very
The civic imperative. Two attributes of a civic different speeds toward market economies and
society are particularly important for economic open societies. Pressures for forward motion in
growth. The first is a strong body of civic institutions these areas will persist, chaLLenging the region's
that provide the transparency and accountability education systems to change in both obvious and
needed to attract investors. The other is a shared subtLe ways.
commitment, across social divisions, to the rules
of social participation, thereby increasing trust and The Economic Imperative
social cohesion. Trust reduces transaction costs;
social cohesion promotes economic development ECA countries are negotiating three economic
by reducing the risk of political instability. If the changes that affect education:
broader society supports these civic objectives,
schools can encourage both of them. * From centralLy planned economies to

market economies5

Fundamental changes in ECA education systems * From protected trade based on poLitics
will be required to achieve these objectives. to gLobaL trade based on economic
Educators, supported by govemment, hove to comparative advantage
change the methods, content, and timing of teach- . From mass production to flexibLe or cus-
ing. Among other things they must realign the tomized production of goods and services.
content of instruction with new objectives, ensure
that all students attain higher levels of foundation Figure 1.1 shows that these changes are taking
skills, and establish opportunities for adults to pLace at different rates in different countries.

5 In fact, countries worldwide have mixed economies, in that both the state and the private sector control means of produc-
tion and allocate resources. However, from the perspective of education, private sector activity has the cLosest link to human
capital requirements.
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Figure 1.1 B;y :f1999, Two-hird ofECA Countries Showed Some or Substantial
Progress in Their Transiton towar a ::Markt Economy

1995 1999

Little U SoMe I Substantial

Source Be n, data fiom EBRD (0variOw;yar)

Average scores for ECA countries on nine indica- The other two economic shifts challenge ECA edu-
tors of privatization, markets and trade, Financial cation systems Less obviously, but both require a
institutions, and Legal reform for 1995 anid 1999 worktorce trained to function in new ways.
show an increasing percentage of ECA countries
moving toward a market economy. Between 1995 From protected trade based on politics to global
and 1999 the percentage of Laggards dropped trade based on economic comparative advantage.
from 56 to 32, and the percentage making some Integration into the global economy imposes a
progress increased from 20 to 32. The percentage discipline on domestic producers by increasing
of those achieving substantial progress inlcreased competition and clarifying comparative advantage.
from 24 to 36. Integration is a stimulus for doing what producers

have to do anyway in order to raise productivity,
From centrally planned to market economies. The which is the key to higher wages and higher stan-
implications of a market economy for edL cation dards of Living. Globalization, in conjunction with
are radicatlly different from those of a planned the flexible production of goods and services and
economy, but they are fairly easy to see. Price- expanded and cheaper communication and trans-
based economies generate relationships bietween port systems, gives customers more choice. Thus,
wages and human capital; in planned economies moving into the global economy raises the stan-
there is little relationship between the twio. When dards for goods and services that suppliers have
market forces, not planning, define the skills and to meet. These higher standards prevail even
knowledge that workers need, the profiles of within suppliers' domestic markets, since standards
human capital required to compete in Labor mar- 'leak' back and forth across national boundaries
kets must change to let individuatls adapt to rapid in the form of traded goods and services.

changes in skill demand. Market forces are? also
spotlighting the inefficiencies and fiscal sustain- From mass production to the flexible or customized
abiLity problems of ECA education systems. production of goads and services. Moving from
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mass production to the flexible production of to exercise judgment, initiative, or problem-solving
goods and services changes the opportunities skilLs, and most decisions were referred up the
and, ultimateLy, the basis for economic growth. chain of command. This productive regime was
Computerized technologies have revolutionized predicated on stow rates of change that minimized
production by atlowing both Long and short the need for adult learning.
production runs that can respond to niche or
customized markets at the cost savings of mass Under flexibLe production, by contrast, employers
production. Mechanically based technologies are broaden job descriptions to give each worker
inflexible in that "instructions-for example, on authority over more of the component tasks of
how to cut metal for the production of a particular production, flatten organisational hierarchies, and
model of car-are embedded in the physical introduce job rotation and team-based work.
tools, forcing automobile manufacturers to shut These changes simultaneously save the time lost
down their production lines to retool for any in referring decisions up and down organisational
changes. Computerized technologies, by contrast, ladders and reduce middle management and
are functionally flexible; instructions are now supervisory jobs. The jobs of less skilled workers
embedded in computer programs that can be easi- begin to incorporate some of the supervisory,
ly changed. Modern carmakers can now produce planning, repair, maintenance, and quality control
utility vehicles, passenger cars, and light trucks functions previously reserved for managers
on the same assembly line on the same shop floor or specialists.
On the same day. Banks can vastly expand the
rangte sameiray. Bankscancl srviestby rexpatind c- Thus, workers even in previously lower skill jobs
range of their financiaL services by creating com- nedhgr vLsovrbLadqntaie

puteizeddataase andcomptatonalprogams need higher levels of verbal and quantitative
puterized databases and computational programs skiLls. Since change is the defining characteristic
that Let them customize services to their
customers' needs. of globalizing market economies, workers need

broader job knowledge, better probLem-solving
Globalization and flexible production have thus skills, knowing-how-to-learn skiLls, and
combined to foster a changed profile of customer greater initiative.
demand in manufactured goods, agricultural prod-
ucts, and services. International and, increasingly, The increasing demand for highly skilled labor

dometic ustoershavecometo xpec a lrge shows up in increasing unemployment rates fordomestic customers have come to expect a large, those with Low educational quaLifications, falling
varied, and continuously improving basket of sreal wages for those with low skio s, and increasing
goods and services, fast delivery of orders, high growth in white coLLar, high-skilLed occupations
and consistent quality, and low prices. grcentage cotar, growtio

as a percentage of totaL job growth.

Taken together, these economic Test data show that ECA countries
shifts put a premium on information- are behind OECD countries in their
processing and problem-solving skills citizens' information-processing skills

Meeting these demands requires changes in tech-
nologies and the organisation of work. Mass The education and training systems of ECA coun-
noLoductione ofgoods and theorgisevics d d w . Mtries fit their pretransition economies well, and

routinization and a hierarchical speciaLization of many ECA educators believe that they still have
function, where most workers, even middle man- good systems. However, evidence from the OECD

funcion,wher mot wokers evn midLe an- International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) sug-
agers, were order takers. They were not expected
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gests that the region's education systems are a 3 predict ability to function in modern work-
poor fit with modern economies (OECD 2000). The pLaces. About 75 percent of workers in each of
IALS defines literacy as the information-processing the three low performing ECA countries tested
skilLs that adults need to perform Literacy tasks below level 3 on the prose scale; between 67 and
encountered at work, at home, or in the communi- 75 percent, below Level 3 on the document scaLe.
ty. The survey measures the individuaLs capacities Hungary performed better on the quantitative
to expand and interpret the meaning of verbal scaLe, although still beLow the OECD distribution.
and quantitative texts, using three scaLes: prose, However, 65-70 percent of the Polish and
document, and quantitative.6 It does not measure Slovenian 16-65 year oLds tested at Levels 1 or
the individuaL's retention of specific information 2 on the quantitative scaLe.
or ability to use that information in acadlemically
structured problems. Scores on these scales corre- * Analyses of IALS data for all participating
late strongly with probabiLities of unempLoyment, countries found that achieving the literacy Levels
wages, and per capita GDP. The amount ol variance required in modern workplaces (LeveL 3 and
in literacy scores within a country correlates with above) was associated with having completed
the extent of income inequality in that country. upper secondary education. Of the four ECA coun-

tries, the Czech RepubLic had the highest upper
Four ECA countries participated in the two rounds secondary completion rate for those 25-64 years
of the IALS: the Czech RepubLic, Hungary. Poland, of age and a significantLy higher compLetion rate
and Slovenia. Assessment results indicate that the than the average for participating OECD countries.
education systems of three of these four countries Nevertheless, two of the low performing ECA
(Hungary, PoLand, and SLovenia) are producing the countries (Poland and Slovenia) aLso had comple-
wrong product for a market economy. As ligure tion rates above the average for the OECD coun-
1.2 shows, in contrast with the results for the tries, whiLe Hungary's rate was only modestLy
Czech Republic, significant shares of those 16-65 lower. This suggests that the differences between
years of age in the other three ECA countries the tested skills of aduLts in Hungary, Poland, and
performed poorLy. A comparison of the IALS data Slovenia and those of aduLts in participating OECD
for these four countries with those for the OECD countries cannot be attributed to the quantity of
countries in the survey teLls an important story. education that ECA popuLations compLete.

* In three of the four ECA countries vely high * The performances of those stilL in, or recently
percentages of workers aged 16-65 testec at low graduated from, schooL reflect most pertinentLy
Literacy levels (LeveLs 1 and 2) on alL thre2 on the quaLity of a countrys education system.
scales.' (See figure 1.2.) Scores at or above Level SubstantialLy higher percentages of 20-25 year

6 Prose literacy is defined as the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from texts, including editori-
als, news stories, poems, and fiction. Documert Literacy is defined as the knowLedge and skiLLs required to locate and use
information contained in various formats, incLiding job applications, payroll forms, transport schedules, maps, tables, and
graphics. Quantitative literacy is defined as the knowLedge and skiLls required to apply arithmetical operations, either alone
or sequentially, to numbers embedded in printed materials.

7 Level 1 indicates individuaLs with very poor skills. For example, the person may be unable to determine the correct amount of
medicine to give a chiLd from information prinmed on the package. Level 2 respondents can deat only with material that is
simple and ctearly laid out and in which the tasks invoLved are not too compLex. It denotes a weak level of skitL but more
hidden than Level 1. Individuals may have developed coping skilLs to manage everyday literacy demands, but their Low profi-
ciency makes it difficuLt for them to face novel demands, such as learning new job skills. Level 3 is considered a suitabLe
minimum for coping with the demands of everyday life and work in a compLex, advanced society. It denotes roughly the skiLL
LeveL required for successfuL secondary school compLetion and college entry. It requires the abiLity to integrate several
sources of information and soLve more compLex probLems. Levels 4 and 5 describe respondents who demonstrate command of
higher order information-processing skills.
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Figure 1.2 Percentage of 16-65 Year Olds who Test at Low Literacy
Levets, 1994-98
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olds in Hungary, PoLand, and SLovenia tested at of sociaL participation. Such commitments reduce
Low Literacy LeveLs than those in the same age transaction costs and increase sociaL cohesion.
group in participating OECD countries.8 Lower transaction costs increase the efficiency of

economic activities, and greater social cohesion
* This indicates that the current educaition sys- reduces the chances of the civil strife that is
tems of the transition countries are not producing so disruptive to economic growth. Under some
the skills that new entrants into the workplace conditions, schools can encourage both of these
will need as those workpLaces modernize. civic objectives.

* Multivariate analyses show that different The civic basis for a state that attracts investors.
factors account for the literacy performances of Studies show that private investment correlates
countries that participated in the IALS. Hlowever, with investors' perceptions of the predictability,
one factor-parentaL socioeconomic status-dis- accountabiLity, and transparency of the state. One
tinguishes the three low performing ECA countries survey of investors in 69 countries found that
from the Czech Republic and the OECD countries.9 the ECA region performed particuLarLy poorLy on
Parental socioeconomic status has significantly these dimensions, relative to other regions
more effect on Literacy performance in Hungary, (WorLd Bank 1997d).
PoLand, and Slovenia than in the Czech RepubLic
and has more effect than in most OECD c3untries. The civic basis for a state attractive to investors
ApparentLy, education poLicy in these three ECA requires more than mechanisms that let citizens
countries is not designed to minimize the effect enforce demands for accountabiLity and trans-
of parental background-and may operate to parency. It also requires that citizens be willing
reinforce it via mechanisms such as earLy -tracking. to use these mechanisms-in other words, that

citizens beLieve that they have rights relative to

The Civic Imperative the state and obligations as citizens to exercise
those rights. These civic habits are poorLy deveL-

For decades ECA countries were ruled by authori- oped in ECA. Decades of authoritarian regimes
tarian regimes that controLLed their popuL3tions left in their wake citizens who are often passive
through fear and the deliberate creation a.nd and fataListic and who shift bLame and responsi-
manipuLation of distrust. The region faces common biLity to others.
civic chaLLenges in its transition from authoritari-
anism to open societies. The concept of an open A shared commitment to the rules of social
society is variously interpreted. However, two participation across social and political divisions."0

attributes of the civic society are particuLarLy Shared ruLes create a basis for trust among
germane to economic deveLopment. One is having citizens, and evidence is growing that trust and
strong civic institutions that attract domestic civic mindedness strongLy predict better economic
and internationaL investors. The other is a shared performance (Knack and Keefer 1997).11 Economic
commitment across social divisions to the ruLes development is based on human cooperation and

8 The average Literacy skill leveL of PoLish youth :ranslated into a Lag of 2.5-3 years of education compared with the 16-25
year oLds in the fulL sampLe. PoLish 16-25 year olds had completed an average of 11.2 years of education, compared with
12.1 years for the full international sample of this age group, but only 0.9 years of this difference can be attributed to the
difference in years of schooling actually completed (WilLms 1999).

9 Socioeconomic status is measured by parentaL education (OECD 2000).
10 This interpretation of "open society" is related to the concept of sociaL capitaL, which is broadly defined to mean social rela-

tionships as resources that actors can use to achieve their economic interests-for example, to reduce economic risk or to
acquire information pertinent to economic transactions. The economic benefits of these reLationships are unintended or onLy
partiaLLy intended; that is, they are not the main purpose of the retationship-but they are nonetheLess reaL and persistent.

11 These terms are defined relative to items on the World Values Surveys of the university of Michigan. Trust is measured by the
question "Generally speaking, wouLd you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can't be too careful in deaLing
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Box 1.1

USING ThE SCHOOLS TO DUCATE STUDENTS FOR AN OPEN SOaETY

Efftive partcpation in open sociies reufe capacties and perspectives that are fairty easily taught and

practiced in schools.

Engederinq skepticism about absoles seem rela to the acusition of the fundamentals of epistemotoo

what does it mean to knom something, and t what extent does a text or statement satis the requirements

of knowing? Prestng different poin: of view on an issue-and usingtexbooks that reflect1these differ-

ences-can be used to bul skill in reconcitin onficting perspectes.-
.* A capacty for empathy can be cultivted principally through good lerae that enables a person to enter

vicariously into the lfe of another person
* A strong foundation in history ad thesocia sciees can provide an erstadi of the benefits of sound

social insttutions and cooperation.
* Maitreamirqng education-timiting the grouping of students by abilityor achievement-is a way to avoid

excusion. This implies avodng rigid divisions' between vocatinal and acadenic curricua and adopting

teaching methods and curicula that allow studet of dffent aptitudes to "succeed" in shared spaces.

Classroom observations in the rgion iniate tat many ECA counfties have yet to adopt perspecfives such as

these. Schools tend to sess the transmission of absolute truth, blunt the imaginon, and segregate students

by abiitt social background, an ethncty

exchange-on transactions. Trust increases the life affects ethnic and communal vioLence. When

efficiency of these transactions. Economic activi- groups otherwise divided by ethnic and other

ties that require agents to rely on the future differences have vigorous intercommunaL associa-

actions of others are accomplished at lower cost tions and frequent everyday engagements, there

in environments of higher trust, in part because is less sociaL space for communal vioLence and

of a lesser need for costLy enforcement. more constraint on the poLarizing strategies of

poLiticaL elites.
Shared ruLes aLso heLp citizens to see one another

not as "cultural strangers" but as citizens of the A number of ECA countries have muLtipLe ethnic

same or simiLar communities and countries. The and reLigious divisions that can threaten social

term social cohesion refers to the willingness of cohesion (UNICEF 1998, table 3.3, p. 56). For

groups to cooperate across boundaries that nor- exampLe, Georgia, with a popuLation of onLy 5.5

maLLy divide them (e.g., cLan, ethnic, or reLigious miLLion, has muLtipLe distinct ethnic groups and

membership). SociaL cohesion increases economic four distinct religions. Countries such as Bosnia-

deveLopment by reducing the risk of poLitical Herzegovina, Estonia, the Federal RepubLic of

instability and civic strife, both of which increase YugosLavia (FR YugosLavia), the Former YugosLav

the instabiLity of codes of sociaL participation and RepubLic of Macedonia (FYR Macedonia), Kazakhstan,

the uncertainty of transactions. Studies such as the Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, MoLdova, and Ukraine

Ashutosh Varshney's (forthcoming) on Hindus and have Large minority groups.

MusLims in India find that the structure of civic

with peopLe?" Civic mindedness is measured by responses to questions about whether each of the following behaviors "can

aLways be justified, never be justified, or something in between": (a) cLaiming government benefits which you are not enti-

tled to; (b) avoiding a fare on public transport; (c) cheating on taxes if you have the chance; (d) keeping money that you

have found; and (e) faiLing to report damage you have done accidentally to a parked vehicle. (See Knack and Keefer 1997.)
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Schools can be used to develop civic Strategic Paths for Governments
obligations and adherence to shared
rules of the game These imperatives pressure governments to

change their education systems in fundamental
The school can complement other institttions in ways. Educators have to change what they teach
the society in socializing children to the rights (curricuLar content) and how they teach it (their
and obLigations of citizenship and in developing pedagogy)."3 They have to educate the majority
those values and perspectives that support volun- of students to higher standards, and they have to
tary adherence to shared codes. (See box 1.1.) see education as continuous through adulthood,
Education poLicies reLative to minorities will rather than as a process that ends when individu-
affect whether a country that wants to create aLs reach maturity. Finally, policymakers have to
cohesion can use its schooLs to do so. The change the incentives that govern the behaviors
European Union supports minority language of all the players in the system in order to
instruction, and ECA countries that hope to apply energize change.
for accession to the EU are moving in this direc-
tion. Minority instruction, however, imposes effi- Curriculum: Align the content of instruc-
ciency costs and can impose costs on inclividuaLs tion with new objectives
by restricting their mobility within the Labor
market. In terms of sociaL cohesion, separate Communist ideoLogical content has been removed
instruction can work both ways-either buiLding from most ECA textbooks. ECA education systems
social cohesion by showing respect for differ- teach the enabling skills, such as reading, writing,
ences, or enforcing division. oraL communications, some foreign languages,

mathematics, and the principles of science and

Summary of needs technology. However, as taught, these skills'
effectiveness in the modern economy is reduced

The economic and civic imperatives confronting in the following ways:
ECA mean that individuals have to acquire
the foLLowing: * The syllabus for any given grade usually

includes such a large number of subjects that
* Knowledge that is broadly based, allowing learning is necessariLy superficial, with no

a flexible response to change time for teachers and students to reflect on
* Solid foundation skills that support and question content or for team-based and

future Learning individual projects.
* Adequate metacognitive skiLls (knowing-how- * The sylLabus, textbooks, and learning materi-

to-Learn, or executive thinking, skilLs) and als structure content more as facts to be
higher order cognitive thinking skilLs2 memorized than as a set of building blocks

* SubstantiaL experience in applying knowledge and fLexible tooLs. Facts are an essentiaL part
and skills to unfamiliar problems of the individual's cognitive architecture; the

* Habits of exercising choice and voice problem is balance. In the information age,
* Respect for differences and for sharec rules recollection of facts has become significantly

of citizenship that establish the grouids for less important, with the advent of the
trust and cooperation. Internet and easily accessibLe printed materi-

12 Higher order thinking occurs with regard to problems that have certain characteristics: the path of action is not fully speci-
fied in advance, nor is the path to a soLution TientaLLy visibLe from any singLe vantage point; the probLem yieLds multiple
rather than unique soLutions and requires nuanced judgment and the appLication of multiple criteria that sometimes conflict
with one another; and not all of the information needed to solve the probLem is availabLe (Resnick 1987).

13 Pedagogy is defined as how teaching is conducted. Differences in pedagogy that affect how well an education system
achieves certain human capital and civic objec-ives are discussed Later in this chapter.
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Table 1.1 Differences between Traditional and New
Teaching Strategies and Workplaces

Traditional arrangements New arrangements

Teaching strategy Workplace Teaching strategy Workplace

convejk' -to:) V .tude tsassume - -tonm ti bilt
er ~ ;t r; v-r int afd

to .,--ti -- in the process sting rbe 
de-..e-op ing knowing radptingt-o-ad chane

-- f - - - s -. -t n .- .-. - - - ., . * Mw.-i l cha-m
how-to learn skitts by larnig

Emphasis on facts and Emphasis on Limited Focus on alternative Workers deal with non-
on getting the right responses to limited ways to frame issues routine problems that
answers problems and on and problems have to be anaLyzed

getting a task done and solved

-S - t;h---. seXifi- Ideas) principLes aid Workers aree
-f4tareitrtduced, -o'madci st

ofs i . - > .¢onex use, ad un tood Iequ-re unrstanding-
meaningfuL context br<buslrinsi strategy in meaningf -cotntext the brioaer ext of

thei work sd

Source Berryman (1997, Table 6, p.14).

aLs, whiLe the abiLity to interpret and evalu- starts from a base of 1,500 speciaLties,

ate information has become more important."t Hungary has aLready restructured 200 occupa-

* In most ECA countries the curricuLum is a tional speciaLties at the secondary level into

specification of content, not of the knowledge 15 families.
and skill standards that students must master. * Pushing more specialized training up to the

* The way minorities within the country and postsecondary Level.

groups outside the country are handLed in

the curricuLum remains probLematic in some Pedagogy: Change how content
ECA countries. is taught

ECAs occupationaLLy oriented secondary and post- In the traditionaLLy organized teaching and
secondary programs (incLuding university programs) Learning of the ECA countries, the teacher is the

also have to be restructured if they are to refLect expert and the students are passive receivers of
market demand. In most cases this means knowLedge. This organisation discourages the

the following: open debate required for airing and tempering

* Replacing narrow and excessively specialized subgroup differences. Students do not interact
instruction with broader based training in with problems and content and thus do not

occupationaL families that have more acade- engage in choice, judgment, control processes,

mic content. For example, while Ukraine and problem formulation. They have little chance
to make and learn from mistakes. This dependence

14 In contrast to the focus on facts in ECA curricula, an analysis of the French secondary school exit examination, the

Baccalaureate, shows a very different set of performance expectations for students. In bioLogy, for exampLe, the
BaccaLaureate measures the studenfs abiLity to master compLex information and thematic information, to abstract and
deduce scientific prncipLes, to use scientific principLes to expLain, to construct and use models, to design investigations, and
to interpret investigative data.
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ondary Level. Vocational/technicaL programs can among school leavers in their achievement of

have substantiaL academic content. For the Less those standards, and the society's pressures for

academically inclined, instructionaL programs that and support of continuous learning.
integrate academic and vocational content are

highly effective in deLivering a quality education. The state does not have to provide or finance
For example, a high school in New York City is retraining opportunities, but it should stimuLate

organized around the repair of aircraft engines. In their provision, possibLy regulate them, and prob-

the context of Learning something that reaL people abLy provide consumer information about their
do in the real world, students acquire the acade- vaLue for students. Box 1.3 gives exampLes of how

mic foundation skilLs and knowLedge that position three countries have created adult training systems.

them for aduLt Learning and adaptation. The stu-
dents have to use mathematics, decode the com- Alter incentives to achieve the
plex manuaLs published by the manufacturers of new objectives
different kinds of engines, and exercise diagnostic
and probLem-soLving skilLs. The incentives that govern the behaviors of

players in the system-from bureaucrats to
Educating all students to higher standards also students-have to support the changes just dis-

means avoiding early specialization that can stunt cussed. If students know that they are condemned

the development of the foundation skills for those to a low skill educational track at the age of 14,

in appLied or vocationaL tracks. ECA education they have little incentive to strive for excelLence.

systems specialize early-sometimes before the If the examinations that determine whether

end, and certainly by the end, of basic education, students are promoted to the next grade or gain
when chiLdren are 14 years oLd or younger. As access to university remain organized around

observed earlier, excessive educational specializa- facts and correct answers, teachers and students

tion reduces the ability of individuaLs to adapt to will continue to concentrate on facts and

the broadLy defined job responsibiLities and rapid correct answers.
change that are characteristic of modern
economies. ReguLations that precLude Later transi- Basic to all these reforms are setting national

tions between educational tracks are as damaging Learning standards, measuring students' Learning

as early specialization. In fact, it is this structured performances against these standards, and hoLding

Lack of second chances that makes earLy speciaL- educators, students, and their famiLies accountabLe

ization so damaging. for meeting the standards. UnfortunateLy, learning
assessments are not common in the region. Prior

Ensure that adults can modify their to the transition, and even today, the high degree

human capital as skill demands change of central control over the curriculum, the sylLabus,
textbooks, and teachers was thought sufficient to

Governments have to ensure opportunities for ensure Learning. Assessments of student perfor-
midcareer education and training. Most countries mance for purposes of decisions about promotion

across the region do not have such systems. In to the next grade or level were left to the teacher
Croatia, for example, the belief is that once an and tended to be grossly subjective. There was
individual completes formal education, he or she also enormous variance between teachers in the

is "done". Differences among countries in scores standards to which student performance was held.

on the IALS are partLy attributable to the nature
and Level of learning standards, the variation
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A few countries have moved to create inter- assessment of students for diagnostic purposes
pretable and fair assessments and examinations, and examinations.
For example, Romania has established a strong
National Assessment and Examination Service that How Do Governments Get
has designed and niow impLements a new assess- from Here to There?
ment and examination system, incLuding the
national Learning assessment for grade 4 and the In reaLigning education, governments can best
country's schooL leaving examinations (copocitate intervene at certain points in the process. These
and baccalaureate). The service has also framed points are defined in tabLe 1.2 and follow the
and oversees continuous teacher training in objectives for change discussed above. There are
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Table 1.2 Realigning Education to Fit New Economic and Civic Imperatives

Essential changes Points of interxlmThiM

Change how content * Restructure preservice and in-service training for teachers to atter the
is taught organisation of teaching and learning in the classroom

Restructure education * Ensure that students have the foundation skilis that enable
as continuous across continuous teaming
the lifetime * FaciLitate provision of and consumer information about retraining

opportunities for adults

Source: Authors' compilation.

certain prerequisites for achieving the changes cracies around the world value the current
outlined in the table. configuration of education, whatever that hap-

pens to be, and resist policies that wouLd alter it.
Build political support. This change agenda InvoLving these groups in designing the specifics
requires political commitment across a decade (or of the change agenda not only builds commitment
Longer) from all of the players who affect its but also helps them understand the probLems that
success. Thus, a consensus about the objectives the agenda is trying to solve.
of change must first be built among the different
political parties to protect the agenda from Constructing a strategic partnership with teachers
changes in governments and ministers. Other is one key to sustained change. The teaching
groups critical to the success of the change agen- profession can be a powerful source of innovation
da are bureaucrats in the education system, local and change-and of overt and covert resistance
governments, leaders of ethnic groups, teachers, to change. If a change agenda fails at the level
and parents. Typically, for example, most bureau- of the classroom, it fails overall. Several factors
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in the region are tilting teachers in the direction cooperation. This reform can be accomplished by
of resistance. framing a strategic partnership with teachers that

covers a range of issues. These might include:
* Political and economic changes in l:he 1990s
rendered some teaching skiLLs obsolete and added * Decentralization of hiring to locaL or
others almost overnight. Examples include the school levels
need to retrain Russian teachers in Cenlral Europe * Introduction of new contracts that define
and the need to teach applied as welt as theoreti- teachers' workloads, including contact hours,
cat knowledge in subjects such as mathematics tutorial activities, special student needs, cur-
and the sciences. Although there is pressure to riculum development, and in-service training
change teaching skills and knowledge, Freservice responsibilities
training institutions have not respondec to these * Reform of preservice teacher training, separa-
new demands. Governments in many cointries tion of subject-specific university programs
either are not funding or are barely funding from professional teaching modules, and
in-service training. For exampLe, the ALbanian adjustment of the latter to new standards
education budget has no in-service training line. and needs
Caught between new performance standards and * Financing for continuous in-service training
few means of Learning how to meet thern, teachers * Keying of promotions and salary increases to
often respond to their anxiety by resisting change. teachers' performance and their participation

in innovations in curriculum and
* In most countries, teachers are civil service teaching/learning methods
empLoyees. Their employment, promotion, and * Establishment of forums for dialogues
saLaries are regulated centralLy. Salaries are an between government, local authorities,
issue in many countries, especially in the Former school leaders, parent and student organisa-
Soviet Union (FSU); see annex table A17. In some tions, and teacher associations.
other countries teachers are not being paid at all.
For exampLe, by 1998 MoLdova had accumulated To change the teaching and learning process, start
arrears in the salary and benefits budget line that with the curriculum. Everything else flows from
amounted to 81 percent of the actual expenditure decisions about the curricular framework. That
for salaries and benefits in 1998. framework reflects assumptions and agreements

about content, about how content should be
the Tretachrs'ions areod eitr lref overy eMEromt taught, and about how students learn. The frame-
thfragmentrdansitioperid oor smaro npew emgent, work should include agreements on the Learning
fragmented, an toonsmal to eaksefcely standards, by subject and grade, that all players
on behalf of the profession. In the asn of in the system are accountable for meeting. Box
ways of coordinating members of their own pro- 1.4 shows how Hungary has met the chalLenge of
fession on issues such as recruitment, stzandards, 14soshwHnayasmthecaegef
orssioning, ond,issu such cas reruintment sf~dare coordinating the curriculum with learning standards.
Or training, and, in some cases, in the fa,ce
of real economic pressures, teachers tend to Align textbooks, leaming assessments, and
focus on issues such as compensation ani examinations for students and teachers with new
empLoyment protection. content standards. Textbooks and other Learning

materiaLs have to be aligned with the curricuLum
To involve teachers collectively, as a professional g

group, in reomigteetr,gand Learning standards for a given subject and
group, in reforming the sector, governments will gae h is diitaino l seset

hav toretbihmtaLtutadtrso grade. The first administration of aLL assessmentshave to reestablsh mutual trust and terms of
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Box 1.4

NATIONAL CURRICUM STANDARDS IN A DECETRAE[EDUCATION SYSTEM:
THE lCASE OF HUNGARY

$ungaqs- nafiona curticutar framework leaves programming decsio (numbers of curses, cass sihedules,
and hours of insution) entreLy to local authoritis The national curriculum integrates content and Leaming
standards by deflining content in terms of the sils and knowedge that students are expeced to master by
certain grades. Currcutar performance standards give equal weight to the interests of the indiiduat and to
those of the wider communit The core cuniaukm Is designed to use less than two-thirds of tota schol time,
leaving one-third available for lcat prefe-n Nalio examinto that must be passed for students to
prg through the system reduce theposibtiftes of erme curiula at local levets.

and examinations that incorporate the new [earn- words, they see new ideas through old tenses. If
ing standards should be for informational and retraining is superficial, teachers merge only par-
diagnostic purposes onLy. This first experience tially understood requirements of the change
shows all the players in the system the gaps agenda with their prior beliefs and teaching prac-
between students' (and teachers') current perfor- tices. The result is idiosyncratic practice that
mances and the ultimate goaLs. It cLarifies the approximates neither their old practice nor that
task ahead and focuses attention on getting it envisioned by the change agenda.
done. Even at this dry run stage, pLayers need to
understand the costs of faiLing to improve and T Teachers are often Left to struggLe with
when these costs wiLL be imposed. conflicts that higher level managers and poLicy-

makers should have resolved. Teachers may face
With new standards in place, start the process of a Lack of aLignment among the changes expected
retraining experienced teachers to teach new con- of them and the textbooks and examinations that
tent in new ways. Typically, poLicymakers view should support these changes. Or they find that
teachers as conduits for instructional poLicy, not policymakers have vastLy underestimated the
as actors. Studies of teachers' experiences with classroom time required to cover new content and
change agendas telL a consistent and dishearten- ways of Learning. In these situations they resoLve
ing story. the conflicts in their own, individual, ways.

* Teachers' understanding of the content and The message is that one-shot workshops, which
skiLl changes expected of them is often quite dif- define most staff development, do not work in
ferent from that of policymakers, Largely because changing teachers' cLassroom behavior. What does
they receive only brief and superficial training work is staff development that allows a continuous
and guidance. Thus, teachers tend to change their interaction between cLassroom practice and
classroom activities, but without a conceptual opportunities to reflect on that practice against
understanding of the reason for the changes. The clear standards and models. One method is to
result is that activities get structured in ways combine Local networks of teachers that meet
unintended by the change agenda. reguLarLy for purposes of in-service Learning;

high quaLity distance Learning materiaLs that
* Like all learners, teachers interpret and carry encourage benchmarking and reflection; and
out new instructional policies in light of their well trained facilitators.
own experience, beliefs, and knowledge. In other
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CHAPTER TWO turing of secondary education; relaxation of the
barriers to moving between tracks, levels, and pro-

COMBAT POVERTY BY INCREASING grams; objective examinations for university
EDUCATIONAL FAIRNESS entrance; opportunities for adult retraining; and

policies that target educational access and quality
in rural areas.

Summary
T his chapter focuses on differences in educa-

As ECA economies increasingly approximte Te tionaL opportunities that affect [earning and
market economies, human capital will increasingly those aduLt outcomes that are reLated to Learn-
affect the prospects of individuals. Education helps ing, such as wages, employment probabilities,
create human capital. Fairness of educational oppor- and poverty. The issue is equitable opportunities
tunity is therefore important in combating poverty, to learn, such as access to an upper secondary

Since the transition, inequitie in leamischool or to textbooks, not equal learning.
S.ine the transio in.Equite in. lingr pp Factors that create differences in learning oppor-nites have increased in ECA. One indicat2r is
a decline in enrollment rates, especially at the tunities incLude unequal financing, residential
preschool and upper secondary levels. Preschool Location (ruraL versus urban), parental education,
education can affect children's readiness to learn, family poverty, and minority status. Although the
Failure to complete upper secondary education objective is not equal learning, measures of out-

handicaps the individua inamarketecncomes shed tight on the issue of opportunity.
handcapstheindiidul ina maketec9nmy. They show when differences in inputs do not

Enrollment losses at the upper secondary level
reflect losses from vocational and techni'cal matter educationaLly and when they may. Unequal
programs as the perceived relevance to a market outcomes can have many causes. Differences in

the opportunities to learn are one cause, buteconomy declines.
onLy one.

Increasing costs to families are probably gffecting
enrollments among the poor as a new tendency Why This Development Goal?
to shift education costs to families coincides with
growing income gaps between families created by This chapter focuses on differences in [earning
the transition to market economies. So fcr, there opportunities among individuals within countries,
is only fragmentary evidence that increased private not on differences in educational Levels between
costs for education are driving down the participa- countries. Education affects poverty through wages.
tion of children from poor families. However, In distorted labor markets with skewed
studies in other regions of the world docLment a mechanisms for distributing incomes, the fruits
clear relationship between families' demand for of greater worker productivity may not accrue to
education and their incomes. workers. However, alL else equal, education builds

human capital, which increases worker productivity.
The downstream and intergenerational co.sts of Greater worker productivity increases output
seriously unequal learning opportunities may over- (economic growth) and individual incomes.
take the region before policymakers recognize the
need to develop a solution. Preventive ani equili-
brating strategies include a range of education
financing policies (discussed in chapter 3,1; low-
cost alternatives to fee-based preschools; restruc-
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Unfair learning opportunities now steadily increases as the Literacy LeveL increases
matter in ECA because human capital (OECD 2000).
now matters

* The probabilities of being trained by employers.
In ECA levels of human capital increasingly matter In OECD countries the better educated are more apt
for economic growth and individuaLs' life opportu- to be trained by employers, and employers reward
nities and their probabilities of being poor."5 more training with higher wages (Mincer 1993;
As ECA economies start to approximate market OECD 1998b). As Literacy scores increase, an
economies, Labor markets will increasingly allocate increasing percentage of the popuLation aged 16-65
employment opportunities and wages according reports having participated in adult education and
to variations in human capital. An individual's training in the preceding year (OECD 2000).
level of human capital will be vital in affecting
the foLlowing: We already see relationships [inking educational

attainment, empLoyment status, wage Levels, and

* Expectedyears in employment. In 1996 in poverty in the region. For the period 1993-95
OECD countries men aged 25-64 years who had household poverty in Belarus, the Czech Republic,
completed tertiary education couLd expect 5.6 Estonia, Hungary, PoLand, Romania, and the
more years of empLoyment during their working SLovak RepubLic was cLoseLy reLated to the educa-
Lifetimes than men who had not completed sec- tion of the househoLd head. HousehoLds whose
ondary education. The differences in expected heads had completed only basic education were
years of employment by education for three ECA 20 to 60 percent more likeLy to be poor than the
countries were more pronounced: Czech Republic, average household. Vocational education yieLded
10.8; Hungary, 13.1; and Poland, 8.8 (OECD, an average probability of being poor; academic
Education at a Glance, 1998). For the onLy two secondary education reduced that probability by
ECA countries with reliable estimates (Czech about half; and, except in BeLarus and the Slovak
Republic and Hungary), unemployment probabiLi- RepubLic, a university education virtualLy guaran-
ties steadily decline as prose literacy scores teed that a household would not be poor
increase (OECD 2000). (Milanovic 1998, figure 5.1, pp. 68-69).

* Eamings. In 1995 women aged 30-44 in In Georgia both the incidence and the depth of
OECD countries who had completed university poverty were greater for the less educated (World
earned an average of 61 percent more than upper Bank 1999e). In Bulgaria educational attainment
secondary graduates; for men of these ages, the powerfully predicted the probabiLities of being
difference was 57 percent. Women with upper unemployed: a worker with basic education faced
secondary education earned an average of 32 per- odds of being unempLoyed 4 times higher than a
cent more than those who had not completed worker with a university degree and 1.9 times
upper secondary schooL; their male counterparts higher than a worker with secondary general
earned an average of 19 percent more (OECD education. Among the employed, educational
1998b). For all three literacy scales, the percent- attainment explained 8.2 percent of total vari-
age, at each literacy level, of the population aged ance in earnings (WorLd Bank 1999a). In Estonia
25-65 that is in the top 60 percent of earners better educated workers got larger pay increases,

15 In preparing its World Developmnent Report 2000/01 on the theme of poverty and development, the World Bank published a
series of reports, "ConsuLtations with the Poor," that summarized the views of 60,000 poor men and women from 60 coun-
tries. Five ECA countries (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Kyrgyz Republic, Russia, and Uzbekistan) were included in the study.
Notably, across the ECA region the poor perceive schools and education as essential institutions (Consultations with the Poor
1999a). In Uzbekistan receiving a good education ranked first or second among the criteria of well-being (ConsuLtations with
the Poor 1999d, p. 10). In Bosnia education was considered a "means for the society to overcome the present crisis"
(ConsuLtations with the Poor 1999b, p. 26).
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were less apt to be Laid off, and, if Laid off, found portion of children who obtained upper secondary
new jobs faster (World Bank 1996b). In FYR or tertiary credentiaLs. The three BaLtic states and
Macedonia almost 80 percent of the poor lived in BeLarus showed simiLar patterns (UNICEF 1998).
househoLds headed by individuaLs with basic edu-
cation or less. Analyses showed that, of alL the Since the transition, enrollments have been
factors considered, education had the Largest pos- declining. A Larger proportion of student cohorts is
itive impact on Macedonian household welfare buiLding Less human capital and a smaLLer
(WorLd Bank 1999f). proportion is buiLding more.8 (See tabLe 2.1.)

CalcuLations show that the number of years of full-

Enrollment rates are going in the wrong time education (excLuding preschool) that an aver-
direction in the region age 6 year oLd chiLd in ECA can expect to achieve

over his or her Lifetime has decLined. For compari-

EnroLLment rates are the best availabLe measure son, in 1988 the average full-time school expectan-
of Learning opportunities in ECA, complernentary cy for OECD countries was 15.4 years (OECD,
measures such as attendance and students' Learn- Education at a Glance, various years). In 1989 the
ing performances being scarce."6 average fuLl-time schooL expectancy was 11.21

years; by 1997 it had decLined to 10.57 years. In
Before the transition, leaming opportunities in ECA contrast, the average full-time school expectancy
were inequitable. However, unfairness seems to have tor OECD countries in 1998 was 15.4 years (OECD,
been Largely restricted to the noncompulsory various years).
leveLs.'7 Wage compression (Little variation in
wages) under communism meant that unequaL Pretertiary enrollment rates have been declining in
access to education was not, as in the rest of the some countries for preschool and generally for basic
world, strongLy associated with variations in family and upper secondary education. Figure 2.1 shows
income. Preschool enrolLments varied acros. coun- the trends for preschool for the subregions. Annex
tries, being especiaLLy Low in YugosLavia, TLirkey, tabLe A5 shows that from 1989 to 1997 preschool
and most Central Asian countries (see annex table enrolLments increased in a few countries, such as
A5). ChiLdren in the rural areas of the Soviet Union Estonia, SLovenia, and Turkey. However, they
were Less LikeLy to be enroLLed in school, in:Luding dropped in more countries, sometimes to 25 per-
preschool, than children in urban areas (UNICEF cent of their 1989 leveLs. Those in this category are
1998, p. 43). Children from minority groups were Albania, the Caucasian and Central Asian countries,
less apt than children of majority populations to Lithuania, Moldova, Romania, Russia, the Slovak
complete more than basic education (UNICEF RepubLic, and Ukraine.
1998). Before the transition, fathers occupation in PreschooL is not compulsory, so parentaL demand
Hungary and Poland showed almost the sanie pat- drives enroLLments at these levels more than at
tern as for Western countries in terms of the pro-
16 There is little systematic evidence on actual school attendance. However, the Azerbaijan Survey of Living Conditions estimat-

ed an extended absence rate of 10 percent for those aged 6-16 years, as opposed to the official estimate of 0.6 percent. The
rate for nonpoor families was lower than the rates for very poor and poor families (World Bank 1997a). The Armenia poverty
assessment found that for rural households with children in school, only 52 percent of poor households and 68 percent of
nonpoor households said that their children attended school very reguLarLy. The poor condition of schools and lack of heat,
water, and electricity were the most commonly given reasons for irregular attendance (World Bank 1996a).

17 Before the transition, ECA countries adopted policies of recruiting members of the manual working classes into institutions
of higher education through a system of quotas and other preferential treatment. Analyses of the educational attainment of
different classes in 10 industrialized nations, including Poland and Hungary, show that children of the nonskilled working
classes are disadvantaged educationalLy in all -.o countries but to a lesser extent in the two socialist nations (Ishida, Muller,
and Ridge 1995).

18 Gross enrollment rates for the ECA region must be treated cautiously. The age-specific population numbers are somewhat sus-
pect, the last credible censuses having been conducted in 1989. (Most countries will conduct new ones within the next two
years.) In the intervening decade civil registralion of births and deaths has declined sharply, and mobility across borders has
increased. The enrollment numbers are questiornable for those countries, or regions within countries, engaged in conflict.
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Table 2.1 Gross Enrollment Rates in ECA by Level of Education, 1989-97
(percentage of relevant age group)

Level of education 1989 1997

Preschiot 51.4 41.0

Up er secondary 71.4 61.2

Vocational/technical 45.2 33.8

Expected years of education comp d

Source: Based on annex tables AS-A 11.

the compulsory Level. Lower employment rates education, is particuLarLy sensitive to increased
and government financing policy have both costs. Preschool supply has aLso declined as state
reduced family demand. With more aduLts at owned enterprises have divested preschools to
home, families need preschooL Less. In cases of municipalities that cannot afford to run them
severe fiscaL constraints, governments have (figure 2.1).
focused their resources on compuLsory education,
shifting more costs of preschool to famiLies. The "Basic" education is called basic for a reason:

demand of poor families, whose chiLdren most it is the base on which further learning builds.
need preschooL services to prepare them for basic Thus, it is of concern that, as figure 2.2 and

annex table A6 show, enrollments in basic educa-

Figure 2.1 Enrollment Rates in Preschool, by Subregion, 1989-97
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tion drifted downward between 1989 and 1997 in Estonia, Hungary, Poland, the Slovak RepubLic,
a number of countries. In several cases, including Slovenia and FR YugosLavia. (See figure 2.3 and
Azerbaijan and Slovenia, the rates are staible or annex tables A7-A9.) In a number of countries
have even improved. In others the slippage is the rates fell precipitously, by 15 to 30 percentage
minor-for example in 1997, Estonia's rat:e was points. For exampLe, ALbania's rate fell from 79 to
97 percent of its 1989 rate; Latvia's, 95 piercent. 40 percent; Armenia's, from 68 to 42 percent;
But Armenia, the Central Asian countries, Croatia, Azerbaijan's, from 61 to 43 percent; Kazakhstan's,
FR Yugoslavia, and Georgia show significant from 76 to 56 percent; the Kyrgyz Republic's,

declines, some of them alarming. Armeniai and from 61 to 47 percent; and Romania's, from 91 to
Turkmenistan both had an 83 percent enyoLlment 67 percent. These declines account for much of

rate by 1997; the basic enrollment rate for FR the reduction in the years of full-time education,
YugosLavia was 76 percent of its 1989 rate, excLuding preschool, that an average 6 year oLd

ECA child can expect to complete over his or
The lower and generally decLining total enrollment her Lifetime.
rates at the upper secondary Level signaL emerging

and important educational inequalities. Irl 1989 Countries that had steep declines in upper sec-
enrollment rates in upper secondary education ondary enro[lments showed declines in all three
(generaL or academic, technical, and vocational) tracks. Those countries that did not experience
were below the rates for basic education-- steep declines tended to increase their general
substantiaLy so for most countries. l By 1997 education enrollments, their overall enrollment
upper secondary enroiLment rates, su tmed across declines at the upper secondary LeveL being
the three tracks, had dectined except in Croatia, attributable to reduced vocational/technicat

19 This book discusses vocational programs as an entity, although, in practice, different countries handle their programs in dif-
ferent ways, sometimes running them as two Aeparate tracks. Tech6nica programs tend to be somewhat more sophisticated
than vocational programs.
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Figure 2.3 Enroltment Rates in Upper Secondary Education,
by Subregion, 1989-97
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enrollments. For the region as a whoLe, figure 2.4 SuppLy has aLso diminished. State owned enter-
shows that by 1997 the vocational/technicaL prises, which ran many of these programs, either
share of totaL upper secondary enrolLments had went out of business or cLosed their training
decLined to a share that onLy slightLy exceeded programs. The ALbanian government shut many
the academic (general) share. secondary vocationaL schooLs because it Lacked

the resources to restore schooLs that had been
The turmoiL at the upper secondary LeveL couLd vandaLized during the civic unrest of 1991 and
have been predicted. In aLl countries the majority saw them as offering programs of low vaLue.
of upper secondary enroLLments were in the
technicaL and vocationaL tracks, where, as annex The region seems to be adjusting to the increasing
tabLes A8 and A9 show, secondary enroLLment irreLevance of vocationaL/technicaL programs to
decLines are concentrated. EnroLLment Losses in emerging Labor markets. However, the IALS (OECD
these tracks refLect both demand and suppLy 2000) cLearLy shows that faiLure to compLete
factors. These tracks were cLosely aLigned with the upper secondary education, whether academically
pLanned economies of the region and are there- or occupationally oriented, wiLL increasingLy pLace
fore poorLy aLigned with transforming economies. the individuaL at a disadvantage in ECA Labor mar-
Students have understandabLy found them Less kets. The question is whether ECA countries wiLL
attractive. They have entered the generaL education reverse the observed enrollment declines in upper
track at the upper secondary Level or, since sec- secondary education by increasing the market
ondary education is not compulsory, simpLy Left vaLue and attractiveness of upper secondary programs.
schooL after compLeting basic education.
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Figure 2.4 Trndids i Academic and Voationa/Tehnical Shares of Upper
SecondaryEnrollMents in EtA 1989--97 (ercen tag Of total)
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better wage returns to more education. their children translate into poverty legacies that,
unless the cycLe is interrupted, can persist

Enrollment rates are related to the level through several generations.

of family income Examples from four ECA countries show the rela-

Poverty assessments show that youths fromn poorer ti onship between family poverty and children's
and less well educated families are more aipt to investments in education and the extent to which

teave school before or on completing basic educa- governments act to compensate for it.

tion. Their Lower levets of human capital c:an be 0 Romania. Family income and urban versus

expected to perpetuate their families' marginal rural residence both predict enrollment rates. For
economic status intergenerationally. Intergerierational tepoetdfl,er[mn ae nbsceu

povrtycyces lls thoug th stongreLation- tepoetdcl,erlmn ae nbsceu
povert cycle aris throuh the trongcation, upper secondary education, and tertiary

ships between parental education, household education were 80, 47, and 5 percent, respectively.
poverty, and children's educational achiev2ments. The corresponding figures for the wealthiest
Children of poorly educated parents complete
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decile were 93, 85, and 27 percent. Government Although lack of textbooks and of instruction in
spending for education strongLy favors the poor at the mother tongue probably reduces the enroLl-
the basic level; it is distribution neutral at the ments of children from minority groups, in generaL
upper secondary Level and only weakly favors the the most powerful factor Limiting enroLLments is
nonpoor at the tertiary Level (World Bank 1997c). probably famiLy poverty. International studies

show that quantity of education demanded is
* FYR Macedonia. ALL income quintiLes had sensitive both to family income and to the incre-
approximately the same net enrollment rates in mental costs of education that famiLies must bear
basic education-around 80 percent. At the sec- (Gertler and Glewwe 1989; King 1995). Thus it is
ondary level chiLdren from famiLies in the poorest surmised that increasing private costs for education
income quintile had net enrollment rates of 29 in the region increase the negative relationship
percent; those of the wealthiest quintile, 63 per- between family poverty and enroLLments.
cent. At the university level the rates were 2 and
20 percent, respectively. Private spending is Family costs for education. The data on famiLies'
regressive in that poorer households spend more costs of education are fragmentary and elusive
on education reLative to their incomes than because costs are levied both officially and infor-
wealthier households. Public spending favors the mally. For example, families make "voluntary"
poor at the preschooL Level, is distribution neutraL payments for teachers who have not been paid,
at the basic level, and strongly favors the non- or they contribute fuel to heat schooLs. In some
poor at the upper secondary and tertiary levels cases they pay for 'private lessons' from their
(World Bank 1999f). child's teacher to ensure that the chiLd gets a

good grade. Although some governments officiaLly
- Bulgaria. In 1995 enrollment in basic educa- charge for textbooks, others purport to provide
tion did not vary much by expenditure quintile; them free. However, textbooks often turn out to
even in secondary education, the variations were be scarce, forcing parents to buy them on the
not great. However, by 1997 the net enrollment private market or have their children do without.
rates for basic education, while stabLe for the top Students are now more likeLy to have to pay for
four quintiLes, had dropped by about 20 percent- transport to schooL that was previously free.
age points for the lowest quintile. Net enrolLment TabLes 2.2 and 2.3 give some information on
rates at the upper secondary Level for the Lowest private costs for education.
quintile also declined by over 10 percentage
points, to a 40 percent enrollment rate. Although TabLe 2.2 shows that in the Kyrgyz Republic the
overalL pubLic spending is distribution neutral, it poor spend a higher percentage of their per capita
is propoor at the preschool and basic education household expenditures on education than the
leveLs and favors the nonpoor at secondary and nonpoor. Kyrgyz informants in both rural and
especiaLly at tertiary levels (WorLd Bank 1999a). urban areas reported that training manuaLs are

costLy and in short suppLy and that parents con-
* Albania. Although public spending favors the stantly have to contribute money to meet the
poor at the basic level of education, it strongly needs of the school, such as heating, buses,
favors the nonpoor at the upper secondary and teacher saLaries, books, and suppLies. They noted
tertiary Levels (World Bank 2000a). that the ability to pay for educational services is

now an important difference between the rich and
The poverty assessments just discussed show a the poor. With limited househoLd resources, "boys
strong negative relationship between family are bein h insted of rl s, toatn

povety ad deand or oncopuLsry eucaton. are being chosen, instead of girls, to attendpoverty and demand for noncompulsory education. schooL (Consultations with the Poor 1999c, p. 7).
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Table 2.2 Private Expenditures on Education, by Poverty Group,
Kyrgyz Republic, 1997 (Kyrgyz som)

Meals, transport, other48 5

Totaltas percentage of per capita consumption 16.9 14.1 13.1

Source: Vandycke (2000).

Table 2.3 shows that in FYR Macedonia the poor but one in a department of economics, law, or
pay a third more, as a percentage of per capita medicine costs between $5,000 and $7,000 (World
consumption, than the nonpoor for basic educa- Bank 1999g)." Box 2.1 describes these same
tion and twice as much as the nonpoor fcir upper processes for Russia and Georgia.
secondary and tertiary education.

It seems safe to concLude that education is costing
Parents often have to pay bribes to get their chiL- families more today than before the transition,
dren into university, either in a Lump sunr or in although costs vary by country and, in fiscalLy
the form of high hourLy rates, paid to those who decentralized systems, by subnational governmen-
write entrance examinations, to "tutor" their taL unit. Not surprisingly, those countries under
child for the examinations (Balzer 1998; the greatest fiscaL pressures seem to be shifting
ConsuLtations with the Poor 1999c, p. 19,.20 In costs to famiLies more than those that are Less
MoLdova bribes vary in amount, dependint on fiscally constrained. UnfortunateLy, it is just these
whether a degree in a particular fieLd of study is countries that tend to have higher LeveLs of
expected to yieLd a high income. Thus, a place in famiLy poverty.
a humanities department costs $2,000-$5,000,

Table 2.3 Private Expenditures on Education for the Poor and Nonpoor, by Level
of Education, FYR Macedonia, 1996 (Macedonian denars)

Admiso fe 60 4 916

Otherepniue 0 685 2 4 133

Tta as percentageopr
capit consupin66 .2 24 821.60 11.04

Source: Vandycke (2000).

20 The poverty assessment for Azerbaijan reports that students at university there also pay their teachers for good grades, a
top mark in an examination costing between LIS$100 and uJS$125 (WorLd Bank 1997b).

21 ALL dollar amounts are current U.S. dollars.
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Box 2.1

-GAINING ACCES TO ELITE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND TO UNIVERSITY:
RUSSIA AND GEORGIA

in Russia etite secondaty schools (lyceums and gynasiums) have been emerging in the urban centers. Entty
into university from these elite schoots is much more certain than from regular secondary schools. Although
the new schools are publicly funded, family wealth affects access. hatents often gain access fr their children
to elite secondary schGoos by dorating expensive items of equipmernt. They pay university teachers for teaching

-coege preparatofy courses taf1ored_precisely to th entrance requirements of their universities-examinations

that are often set by these same teachers (World Bank 1999h).

In Georgia educatfon expenditures are the most unequally distributed item in the structure o famity consump-
tion. On average, a poor family sending a chil to school spends annually about 2 pement of its cash budget

on education. For the norpoor the share is about 5 percent of totaL cash expenditures. About 10 percent of all
private spending on education is for private lessons, but onLy ronpoor families purchase these lesson. Given

the Low quaity of secondary education in GeOria poor youths, lacking textbooks and access to private
lessons, are effeciey barred frm higher education. The charge of 10 lari per monrth for secondary education,
an amount that is ha the average conwsuption per capita of poor families, futher discourages enroUment. In
fact, the data show that only 20 perent of individuals- aged 16-17 (seondary schooL ages) from poor families

are enrotled in schooL compared with 78 percent from nonpoor famiLies. Of al students enrolled in higher edu-.
cation, only 6 peren come fm poor families(World Bank 19994}

Family poverty. ECA has substantial poverty overall, those OECD countries where income inequalities

and income inequality is growing as a predictable are low. By 1996-98, however, ECA countries var-

and inevitable consequence of the shift to market ied much more in their Gini coefficients, ranging

economies, where demand, not central wage set- from 0.25 in the Czech Republic to 0.61 in

ting, determines prices for labor. In 1993-95 Armenia. At that time, the average Gini coeffi-

poverty rates varied by country from 2 percent in cient for ECA was 0.38, above the average for

Central Europe to 66 percent in the Central Asian OECD countries in 1994-95 of 0.33. Countries

republics. For ECA as a whole, the poverty head- such as Armenia, the Kyrgyz Republic, Russia, and

count was estimated at 45 percent and the total Tajikistan now have Gini coefficients comparable

number of poor was 168 million (Milanovic 1998, to those observed for the most highly unequal

figure 5.1, pp. 68-69). Latin American economies. In 1998 in Russia,
incomes of the top income decile were 9 times

Greater income inequality translates into more those of the bottom decile; for the Kyrgyz

unequal abilities to pay the costs of education. In Republic and Tajikistan, the comparable ratio was

1987-88 ECA countries had low levels of income 10; for Armenia, 35 (World Bank 2000b).

inequality. On a common measure of income
inequality (the Gini coefficient, which ranges
from 0 to 1, with 1 being the maximum), all fell
between 0.19 and 0.28.22 The average was 0.24,
which was roughly equivalent to the average for

22 The Gini coefficient measures the degree of inequaLity of the distribution of earnings. It is equaL to zero in the case of total
earnings equality and to 1 in the case of totaL inequaLity.
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Lower enrollment rates for rural ruraL Locations (De WaaL 1999; Dudwick and
populations and for marginal minority Shahriari 2000; Palomba and Vodopivec 2000).
groups seem related to poverty The textbook distribution system is less effective

in rural than in urban areas, and villages often
Rural enrollment rates. Enrollment rates are depend on ad hoc strategies to get textbooks
generally Lower in rural than in urban areas, but from urban centers to the viLLage. RuraL schooLs
the reasons for the differences are not c.ear. have fewer teaching materials and Less equipment
Since rural popuLations are usually poorer than than urban schools. Rural schooLs are in worse
urban ones, the gap may be Largely attributable physical condition than urban schooLs, students
to differences in famiLy income and parental edu- sometimes sitting under umbreLLas on rainy days
cation that affect famiLy demand for education. because of Leaks in roofs. In the worst cases the
However, data from a few countries in the region schools are open to the weather, having Lost walls
indicate that the quality of educational services and parts of their roofs. In urban areas 85 percent
differs between ruraL and urban areas. Since per- of preschooLs, 75 percent of basic-LeveL schooLs,
ceived educationaL quaLity affects famiLy demand and 95 percent of upper secondary schooLs have
for education, countries may be creating lower bathrooms. The comparable percentages for rural
demand by not attending to problems of quality schools are 17, 41, and 76 percent.
in ruraL areas.

Rural areas have a much smaller percentage of
For example, in 1998, 45 percent of Romania's teachers with higher education qualifications
population Lived in rural areas. A 1997 Labor force than urban areas, especially at the level of basic
participation survey showed that 27.6 percent of education (44 versus 70 percent). School inspectors
the working popuLation in rural areas, compared confirm that many teachers in rural and remote
with onLy 2.6 percent of the working population vilLage schools Lack both subject matter knowL-
in urban areas, had only primary education or edge and pedagogic skiLLs. Villages with no access
no formal education at alL. Of students enrolled to a road attract qualified teachers only with
in primary education in ruraL areas, 3.5 were great difficulty-teachers may have to waLk 1.5-2
repeaters; in urban areas the figure was 2.1 miles in hard terrain to reach the schooL. Urban
percent. RuraL schooLs are in worse physical con- settings offer more tutoring opportunities
dition than urban schools, and most rura. schools because the families tend to be weaLthier. These
Lack basic teaching materials. A nationaL assess- opportunities make teachers reLuctant to take
ment of the educational achievements of grade 4 teaching posts in ruraL areas, or, if they commute
students in June 1998 showed that the strongest from urban to rural areas to teach, they leave
influence on students' performance was tie loca- their schooLs sometimes even before the end of
tion of the school (rural versus urban). Variance the school day in order to return to the city
analyses found that other factors, such as regular to tutor.
versus multigrade teaching, or qualified versus
nonqualified teachers, had less influence on Minority enrollment rates. Data on the enrollment
the results. rates of minority children are scattered. They

are most systematically available for the Roma
In Albania, where more than 50 percent of the popuLation. In ECA the Roma are concentrated
population still lives in rural areas, analyses show in just a few countries-BuLgaria, Hungary, FYR
that the most pervasive inequities in the system Macedonia, the Slovak RepubLic, and FR
have to do with differences between urban and Yugoslavia; they constitute between 8 and 10
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percent of the populations of each of the first lack the relevant data. Measures of key outcomes
four Listed (Ringold 2000). of education, such as learning outcomes, pinpoint

whether unequaL Learning opportunities might be
Roma enroLLment rates differ at the country Level, at issue. LittLe variance in key outcomes means
between urban and ruraL areas, and across differ- that any inequalities in [earning opportunities do
ent types of Roma communities (for exampLe, not materially matter. Where there is substantiaL
according to leveL of assimitation). However, the variance, however, it is necessary to find the pre-
share of Roma who do not attend school is Larger dictors of this variability. This means being able
than among the majority popuLation, as is the to relate outcomes to the folLowing:
proportion of Roma who do not continue in
schooL beyond the compuLsory basic education * Inputs that might pLausibLy affect outcomes,
cycLe. In Bulgaria, for example, figures from the such as variations in per capita expenditure,
1997 househoLd survey showed that enrollment availability of textbooks, or qualifications
rates for children in the bottom expenditure quin- of teachers
tile of the popuLation are significantly lower than * Private costs of education
for those in the top quintile. Roma children were * Family factors that schools do not control
heavily overrepresented in the bottom quintile. but that affect chiLdren's participation and

performance in school, such as family pover-
Even in countries with significant shares of other ty, mothers education, and minority status.
ethnic minorities, the Roma are more likely than
other groups to be at the bottom of the income Analyzing these data allows sector policymakers
distribution. However, Low Roma enroLLment rates to assess the relationships between variations in
reflect multiple causes that represent the cumuLa- inputs, family characteristics such as poverty,
tive effects of centuries of discrimination. Poverty costs of education to families, and participation
is onLy one cause. rates in education and training. These analyses

provide the basis for policy. International studies
Strategic Paths for Governments show no necessary relationship between per chiLd

expenditures and Learning outcomes. However, the
ECA policymakers generally do not see-and have fiscal crises in some ECA countries have so
not yet had the chance to see-the downstream reduced per student expenditures as to compromise
and intergenerationaL costs of seriously unequaL the provision of those inputs to the educationaL
learning opportunities. Thus, the problem may process that, studies have shown, increase learning
overtake the region before anybody recognizes results. Textbooks are one example.
the need to take action. Markets do not solve
fairness problems. These problems are the naturaL Design and implement preventive
responsibility of the public sector and have to be and equilibrating strategies
integrated into public education debate and poLicy.

Country-specific analyses of the extent, effects,
Measure, monitor, and analyze and causes of unequaL Learning opportunities

should be the basis for a country's design of an
Are unequal opportunities for [earning a problem? educational fairness poLicy.
Where? Why? What do anaLyses of the data imply
about appropriate poLicies? Few countries in the Education finance is a major lever for ensuring fair-
region can answer these questions because they ness. Financing strategies for protecting fairness
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are discussed separateLy in chapter 3. In addition It is inconsistent with what one OECD country
to using financing to mitigate inequitable after another has come to understand as the
educational opportunities, the folLowing seven education preferable for a modern economy: broad
interventions shouLd be considered. based preparation with speciaLization reserved for

higher levels of education. It also sorts students
* Restructure upper secondary education. on bases related to family poverty and parental
* ReLax the barriers to moving between sec- education, thus potentially reinforcing rather than

ondary tracks, between secondary and tertiary mitigating inequitable Learning opportunities.
education, and between tertiary programs.

* Create cheap aLternatives to fee-based Sorting is inevitable as students move to the
preschooLs. later stages of education. The key is to make it

* Consider multisectoral strategies for improving easier for them to transfer between tracks, to
educational access and quality in particular gain access to tertiary education, and to move
locations, such as ruraL areas, or for subpopu- between tertiary programs. Policymakers can take
lations, such as minority groups. a range of steps to increase transitions across

* Desegregate training opportunities by gender educational boundaries, in addition to the fiscal
to eLiminate or reduce wage differences ones, such as scholarships and student loan
between men and women attributabe to programs (see chapter 3), that are particularly
gender-based occupational segregation. important for those from poor families.

* FaciLitate opportunities for aduLt retraining
so individuaLs can adjust to changes in "Easier" does not have to mean, and should not
labor demand. mean, lowering standards. Nonfiscal steps include:

* Create objective examinations for university Ensuring that students who arrive at
entrance to reduce the relationship between

.. ... . . . ......... ~transition points already have the foundation
families' abilities to pay bribes to urniversity skills and problem-solving skilLs that let
faculty and university entry. them accommodate the demands of aLterna-

Restructure upper secondary education. Reversing tive tracks
* Allowing cross-registration-in other words,the enrollment dectines at the upper secondary ALlowin stue tioneta otae corse

level requires, among other measures, crEating g
more attractive secondary vocational/tecinical in another

* Encouraging "second chance" programs thatprograms. These programs have to be res:ructured
to adapt to changes in labor market demand. Let individuals master the knowledge and

skiLls needed to enter a new field of study.Since more and more employers can be expected sThese programs often take the form of night
to want workers with soLid foundation and prob-

courses and distance education courses avail-Lem-soLving skills, vocational/technicaL programs
have to integrate the "head and hand" to continue able in open universities or two-year colleges.
buiLding students' foundation skiLLs while deveLop- The success of these efforts can be monitored by
ing their occupationaLLy relevant skills. Tesceso hs fot a emntrdb

measuring transition rates between levels and

Relax the barriers to moving between tracAs, levels, among tracks.
and programs. As discussed in chapter 1, ECA
education systems tend toward early and narrow
speciaLization. This policy deserves to be evisited.
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Create cheap altematives to fee-based preschools. cannot attract and retain qualified teachers, but
Early childhood programs that focus on child decisions on roads are not under the jurisdiction
development, not baby sitting, are an important of the Ministry of Education and Sciences. In
compensatory strategy for getting poor children Romania the Ministry of NationaL Education has
ready for school. Primary schools can reduce the Launched a special program dedicated to rural
performance gap between poor and nonpoor chiL- education. Action plans are being based on anaLy-
dren, but they are working against the Lost learning ses of the nature of the problem, whether access,
opportunities of the preschool years. The United retention, or transition.
Nations ChiLdren's Fund publication Educationfor
All? has an excelLent discussion of the facilitative The causes of any given probLem are not aLways
role that governments can play and have pLayed clear. For exampLe, low transition rates from pri-
in mobilizing local communities to create quality, mary to Lower secondary education in rural areas
inexpensive early childhood development pro- (65 percent) may indicate not a demand problem
grams (UNICEF 1998, pp. 67-71). These programs but a suppLy problem-the lack of a Local Lower
have the side benefit of enabling poor mothers secondary school or the lack of transport to a
who cannot afford the tuition of regular preschooLs nearby school. Since rural areas are heterogeneous,
to work. average data showing rural-urban disparities

may hide diverse conditions. Any program target-
Whether scarce public funds should be used to ing rural areas will therefore have to be
increase preschool services for the poor is a dif- community-specific.
ferent question. In terms of preparing for school,
which ages most benefit from these services-the The strategy for minority groups, such as the
infant and very young child, or the slightly older Roma, whose options and choices refLect the
child? Do chiLdren who attended developmental cumuLative effects of sustained discrimination has
preschooL programs perform better in primary to be muLtisectoraL and taiLored to the conditions
education than those that did not? Are any of individual communities (RingoLd, 2000).
measured differences between "treatment" and
"control" groups sufficient to warrant the Desegregate training opportunities by gender.
public expenditure? Although wage differentials by gender are now

smaller than in the OECD countries, they can be
Consider multisectoral strategies for improving edu- expected to grow as wage scales decompress.
cational access and quality in particular locations, Gender differences in wages operate through
such as rural areas, orforsubpopulations, such as different wages for the same work and different
the Roma. In some cases unequaL learning oppor- wages for different work segregated into "men's"
tunities can be fixed with money-for example, as distinct from "women's" jobs. Clearly, gender-
by subsidizing poor parents so that they can buy based occupational preferences will limit women's
required textbooks for their chiLdren. In other (men's) demand for training in traditionally male
cases the causes of unequal opportunities are (femaLe) occupations. However, ensuring that
muLtivariate, cutting across sectors and affecting women and men have access to training in occu-
nonpoor as weLl as poor families. In Albania pations nontraditional for their gender will heLp
reducing the serious differences in educational reduce wage differences between men and women
access and quaLity between urban and ruraL areas that are associated with gender-based differences
probably requires a multisectoral rural policy-for in access to different occupations.
instance, the lack of roads means that villages
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Facilitate opportunities for adult retraining to let Payment of bribes to facuLties predated the
individuals meet changing demonds for labor. transition, but this practice, in the form either

Many individuaLs in the current ECA Labor forces of tutorials to prepare students for examinations

stitll have years of potentiaLLy productive work that the tutor himseLf/herseLf might be writing

ahead of them before they can expect to retire. or of outright gifts, has worsened.
An individual who Left schooL in 1989 at the end
of basic education, for exampLe, is now onLy It is a pernicious practice. It excLudes inteLlectualLy
about 25 years of age. SkiL demand is aLready gifted youth from poor famiLies from the university
changing, and these changes can be expected to LeveL. It undercuts what should be the basis for
acceterate. Minimizing structuraL unemptoyment admission: merit. When merit is compromised,
fueLed by mismatches between skiLL suppLy and three things happen. First, the meaning of a

demand requires retraining opportunities. university degree wiLt utimateLy be devatued

Government can faciLitate the suppLy of and because emptoyers wiLL not be abLe to trust what
individuaLs access to market-responsive retraining it is supposed to signaL. Second, the country,

programs. ALthough the issue is beyond the which reLieals o pr erstuento create the

scope of this book, there is substantiav interna- highLy skiLLed individuaLs needed for its economic

tional experience to guide governments' development, wilL get a tess competent resource

retraining policies.me than expected. And third, the practice undermines
citizensi beliefs in the fairness of government.

Create objective university entrance examinations.
The purpose is to reduce the relationship between Many countries have created objective and fair

families abiLities to pay bribes to secondary examinations for entry into university. Box 2.2

or university facuLties and university entry.ed gives an exampre for SLovenia.

23 For useful examples, see Fay (1996); Meager and Evans (1998); FretweLl and WiLson (1999).
24 This proposed poticy change does not redress differences among famitiesuivr ty egr will ultima to buy their chiLdren

access to Lyceums, gymnasiums, and tutoring at the secondary Level to prepare them to take the entrance examinations.
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CHAPTER THREE meaning especially basic versus tertiary and general
versus vocational education. They need to optimize

FINANCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY, the educational input mix, especially personnel
QUALITY, AND FAIRNESS versus didactic materials, energy, and maintenance.

Each decision entails complex issues and risks that
require careful consideration and management.

Summary
TEhe major financing goaLs for the region's edu-

Education systems in many ECA countries have cation systems shouLd be fiscaL sustainabiLity
been experiencing seriousfiscal constraints that and use of pubLic finance to ensure educationaL
will almost certainly persist for the foreseeable quaLity and fairness. This Links the theme of this
future. Governments have tended to delay genuine chapter cLoseLy to several others in this docu-
adjustment with temporizing measures that ment. Decisions about the sources, distribution
increase the eventual costs of adjustment, under- mechanisms, and uses of financing affect educa-
mine educational outcomes andfairness, and only tionaL quaLity (chapter 1), fairness (chapter 2),
mask fiscal shortfalls. Moreover, countries fail and governance and accountabiLity (chapter 5).
to position themselves fiscally to expand upper ALthough an efficient system may not be fiscaLLy
secondary and tertiary enrollments in response sustainable, reducing the inefficiencies in the
to the skill demands of market economies. This region's education systems (chapter 4) wiLL cLearLy

failure can have long-term implications for their heLp achieve fiscaL sustainabiLity.
economic growth.

Virtually all ECA countries generate revenue for Why This DeveLopment Goal?
educahion at the central level, and many of them

education at the central level,This objective emerges out of two reLated realities.
then distribute it to localities using various sharing One is that the education sectors of many ECA
arrangements. Central revenue generation is trans- . . .w
parent and efficient and can also be consistent ctries are ated ith se oustfiscalo
with local control of education spending. Any straintso The other is that these countries are

supplmenttionwithloca revnuesshoud bereacting to fiscal constraints in ways that threaten
cuppllyentadione it avoid uevendermin eodutn educationaL quaLity and fairness. Education minis-

caefll don toaodudrinn .dctoa ters in the transition countries tend to consider
opportunities for poor families or the quality of tersuint trnsi t ento conder
education in schools that are unable to mobilize insufficient funds their most serious probLem
local support. Centrally generated funds should be and are treating fiscaL constraints as temporary

crises that can be handLed by "muddLing through".distributed to units of local govemment that are

large enough to manage a school system rather But austere budget constraints are not temporary.
than a single school, and yet small enough to be Ministries of education wiLL face serious fiscaL
politically responsive to the local populace. The constraints reLative to spending pressures for the

best way to ensure fairness in the distribution foreseeabLe future. They cannot continue to muddLe
of resources among these jurisdictions is probably through. By failing to reconcile their education

.moneyfollows ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ trogh stdet" usingn t capitatiheionucaio"money follows student", using a capitation- sectors with fiscaL reaLities, they are jeopardizing
based formula. educationaL outcomes and fairness in the medium

Spending units need to improve the use of avait- and Long term.

able resources by rebalancing the product line,
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Many countries have reduced the deterioration. Today this represents a hidden cost
resources available to education that has to become expLicit.
just as the prices of educational'
inputs have increased * Didactic materials. In the past textbooks

and written didactic materials were pubLished
The present imbalance has three immediate by government printing houses and subsidized
sources: macroeconomic decLines in manv countries in ways difficuLt to assign to education budgets.
have caused the resources available for education Now, prices refLect costs to a greater extent. The
to drop; the true costs of energy and other inputs effect is simiLar to the effect of 'honest" energy
have surfaced; and pervasive inefficiencies in prices, though smaLLer in magnitude. This effect
the sector have not been confronted. The Latter may be greater now than Later. A number of coun-
problem is discussed in detaiL in chapter 4. tries are trying to repLace their entire stock of

textbooks for pedagogic and poLiticaL reasons,
Macroeconomic decline has reduced the public and the acceLerated purchasing schedule bunches
funds available for education. FoLLowing the textbook costs in the short term.
disintegration of the Soviet Union, macroeconomic
conditions deteriorated dramaticaLLy in aLL ECA * Teachers. Teacher saLaries are a nascent
countries. Most countries in Eastern Europe have source of pressure on education finances. Teacher
subsequentLy recovered, but as tabLe 2 in the salaries are generaLLy below the average wage
Introduction showed, many countries of the FSU in countries of the region (see annex tabLe A17).
continue to face macroeconomic decLine or stag- However, price-sensitive markets for Labor are
nation. Countries experiencing secuLar decLines emerging. As the service sectors begin to com-
in GDP have tended to react by reducingI pubLic pete for weLL educated workers, they are likely to
spending on education even more rapidly, causing bid up teacher wage rates, thus reversing the
not onLy an absoLute decline but aLso a decLine downward reLative wage trend that has prevaiLed
in the ratio of pubLic education spending to GDP. for severaL years and increasing the pressure on
Countries whose GDP has grown have tended to education budgets.
increase pubLic spending on education even
faster, increasing the ratio of education spending In addition to these actual and potentiaL increases
to GDP. These points are shown in figure 3.1. in the costs of inputs, poLicymakers now or in the

future wiLL be under pressure to increase upper
True prices and costs have surfaced. The removaL secondary and tertiary enroLLments in response
of subsidies and price distortions is compounding to the skilL demands of market economies. Even
the effects of the decLine in the resources avaiL- though the demographic trough that all but
able for education. ALbania, Turkey, and the CentraL Asian countries

are experiencing wiLL reduce the size of cohorts
* Energy. When energy prices in the region going through the system, upper secondary and
began to refLect worLd energy scarcities in the tertiary educationaL services are generally more
earLy 1990s, the energy biLL for ECA education expensive to provide. Depending on country partic-
sectors increased by as much as 2,000 percent in ulars, the net resuLt may be increased totaL costs.
the areas with the most severe climates.

* Infrastructure. Maintenance of infrastructure
has been deferred, resuLting in its cumu.ative
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How have education sectors reacted to Revenue generation: Continue to gener-
budget pressures? ate most education revenues centrally

ECA countries have generalty not yet adjisted It is sometimes thought that most ECA education
effectiveLy to reduced funding (in some cases) or systems use decentralized revenue generation.
to increased prices (in all cases). They have not This misperception arises from a confusion
positioned themselves fiscaLLy to handLe what may between the generation of revenues and their
be increased costs attributable to higher enroll- control. In fact, aLL but three countries (Bosnia-
ment rates at the upper secondary and tertiary Herzegovina, Georgia, and Russia) now rely
leveLs. Instead, as chapter 4 eLaborates, they predominantLy on centraLLy generated revenues
have tended to take temporary measures. Such to finance education.26 Revenue generation for
measures include continuing to defer building education is truLy decentraLized onLy if subnational
maintenance (thereby decapitalizing the sector LeveLs of government define the tax bases and
even more rapidly), cutting the purchase of determine the rates of the taxes that raise funds
didactic materials, not heating schools, allowing for the education sector. Almost aLL ECA countries
teacher wage rates to faLL reLative to other wages, finance basic education primariLy from national,
and, in some cases, running up arrears in energy general revenues, meaning that tax rates, bases,
biLls and teacher wages.25 In a few cases countries and administration are controlled by the central
have decentraLized revenue generation tc, get government. Although aLL ECA countries rely to
fiscal probLems off the centraL books, not. because a certain extent on LocaLLy generated revenues
this measure necessariLy makes good sense for to finance education, such resources generaLLy
governance, equity, or quaLity. account for small fractions of totaL spending

on education.
These measures increase the eventuaL cost: of
adjustment, hurt educational outcomes, aid only Within the broad pattern of central revenue
mask fiscaL shortfaLLs. Since the financing of inputs generation, there is considerable diversity in
to the sector is often de facto shifted froin the spending responsibilities. Ministries of education
public sector to private families that vary in their sometimes use national funds to pay for educa-
abiLity to pay, these measures undermine Fairness. tional inputs directLy-for exampLe, for teacher

and other saLaries, as in Latvia, FYR Macedonia,
How Can Countries Adjust? Moldova, and Romania. More often, however, the

"vertical fiscaL imbaLance" created by nationaL
The next sections discuss several promising possi- responsibiLity for revenue generation but LocaL
biLities for sustainabLe and fair adjustment that responsibiLity for spending is resoLved by
maintains educationaL quaLity. This discussion is channeLing nationaLLy generated resources to
organized into revenue generation, mechanisms local governments.
for resource distribution to spending units, and
aLLocation of resources among the eLements of the Funds may be channeled to the education sector
education 'product Line" and among the inputs through bLock grants to locaL governments-in
used to produce them. other words, via grants that are not earmarked

excLusiveLy for education. ExampLes of countries
with such arrangements are ALbania, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Hungary, PoLand, MoLdova, Romania,

25 For exampie, by 1998 MoLdova had accumuLatad fiscaL arrears in the education sector that were more than 50 percent of
total actual expenditures for the sector in th2it year.

26 Russia's obLasts (regions) are as large as most ECA countries. In Russia decentralization from nationaL to subnational Levels of
government should be thought of in terms of decentralization from obLast to suboblast Levels of government.
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Russia, Tajikistan, and Ukraine. Sometimes, as in compliance than local governments can. Local
Armenia and Bulgaria, countries use grants ear- taxes entaiL administrative costs that are a muLti-
marked exclusiveLy for education. The Kyrgyz pLe of the administrative costs associated with
Republic finances some education expenditures national taxes. For example, a Local saLes tax
via taxes that are shared between the national wouLd strain the administrative capacities of
and local governments. In Latvia education is subnational units in most countries. Since educa-
financed in part by taxes that are "owned" by tion would need only a smalL VAT, the costs of
localities but colLected by the national govern- administrating such a tax Locally are uneconomic.
ment and returned to the LocaLities where they
notionaLly originated. In Bosnia-Herzegovina, Third, nationaL taxes are neutral with respect
education is financed almost exclusively in this to geographic location. Local taxation invites
way, via assignment to cantons of taxes adminis- destructive tax competition among jurisdictions-
tered by the Bosnian federal government. In for exampLe via rate cuts or tax holidays.
many countries redistribution among localities
isny implicit-hes redstruiogn aorno trcanfers Fourth, it is easier politically to distribute national
does notdependhe ecsivelf ants were other transfer revenues to localities in ways that help equaLize
revesnotudepeoriginated. excusiveyonwhereeducational opportunities among jurisdictions

than to implement a zero-sum equalization fund

ALthough most ECA countries now raise revenues or some other equaLizing mechanism. Such
for the sector centrally, many countries are con- devices necessitate confiscating resources in one
sidering devoLving responsibility for revenue jurisdiction in order to apply them to another.
generation to locaL governments. There are a num- A common feature of ECA countries is the wide
ber of reasons for continuing the present pattern. differences in tax bases (personal and business

income, turnover, property) among locaLities;
First, centraL governments can raise Larger there is a "horizontaL fiscaL imbalance'. The ratio
amounts of money than Local governments can- of high to low per capita income is typically five
local governments do not yet have much to tax. to one or greater. If subnational governments
NationaL taxes such as value-added taxes (VATs), pay for the education onLy of chiLdren in their
personaL and business income taxes, and trade jurisdictions, geographic differences in income
taxes have the potential to generate Large amounts translate into unequal educationaL opportunities.27

of revenue. The obvious candidate for a subnationaL Poor regions have poor education systems that
education tax is a property tax. However, in many produce poor educationaL outcomes that result in
ECA countries government ownership of property Low incomes that reinforce regional poverty.
that would otherwise be taxable continues to be
important. In others property rights remain uncLear, Data on Russia illustrate the point. The relation-
property markets are thin, and property values ship between variations in gross regional product
are unstabLe or difficult to ascertain. DupLicating (GRP) and education spending per school age chiLd
nationaL taxes or dividing a fraction of a national in 79 oblasts (regions) and autonomous republics
tax among subnational governments confuses for which both figures are available is shown in
accountabilities, and neither measure departs figure 3.2. There are substantial differences in
significantly from nationaL revenue generation these variables and a clear correlation between
for education. them. The richest regions are able to afford the

highest education spending, and vice versa.
Second, the central government can administer
taxes with lower administrative costs and higher
27 Just as incomes vary widely among jurisdictions, so do costs. However, it seems likely that although some costs may be

Lower in low-income regions, others undoubtedly are not. It is likeLy that education costs vary between regions much less
than do incomes.
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channeLed to Local authorities must be used for There may be a case, however, for temporarily
specified purposes. An earmarked education transfer earmarking education transfers in extraordinary
(whose size might be determined by a capitation circumstances. In a few countries-for example,
formula, as discussed below) couLd be used only Georgia and MoLdova-the normaL cash fLow of
for education, for exampLe. Earmarking reduces pubLic funds may break down from time to time,
the flexibiLity of Local authorities to taiLor their so that central funds intended for localities never
spending patterns to fit LocaL circumstances, so it reach their destination, or they may be "hijacked'
shifts control from localities to the center. It is for crisis management in other sectors. This might
difficuLt to confine earmarking to just one sector result in arrears in teacher wages, no didactic
such as education; the arguments in support of materials for schooLs and students, no heat for
earmarking for education can aLso be applied to schooL buiLdings, and even the suspension of
health, water and sewer services, and Locally classes for lack of funds. Under such extreme
managed social assistance, for exampLe. ObviousLy, circumstances, it may be usefuL to consider
if most of the funds avaiLable to locaL governments temporariLy earmarking funds for education. If
are centraLLy generated, and if most centraLLy gen- resources are terribly scarce and the normal cash
erated funds are earmarked, then Local authorities flow of public funds is breaking down, however,
have almost no discretion as to spending pat- one must ask whether earmarking wouLd be any
terns, and centraL authorities have almost totaL more respected than other budgetary practices
control. These considerations apply to any region. and procedures.

In ECA there are two additionaL regional consider- Revenue generation: Cautiously
ations. First, health care is increasingly financed
via health insurance systems that in effect earmark
funds that are centraLLy generated by a wage tax. Almost aLl ECA countries suppLement centralLy
HeaLth insurance means that education is a much generated revenues for education with local taxes
Larger fraction of Local government spending in and formal user charges, and some aLso use infor-
ECA than in many other parts of the worLd. The mal user charges and entrepreneurial activities to
point is that earmarking education expenditures raise money.
in ECA has the potentiaL to reduce Local fLexibility
more than it would if heaLth care expenditures Possibilities for generating funds for education

had not already been earmarked. with local taxes are limited. As pointed out above,
local tax bases are extremeLy weak in the region,

Second, in most ECA countries, whether centrally and as a consequence, this source of funds is not
generated funds for education are earmarked or terribly important. It is difficult to make precise
not, local governments spend more on education comparisons among countries because they report
than the amount of the education transfers that their local revenue and spending data on different
they receive from the center. In such circumstances, bases, just as OECD countries do. A report from
earmarking presumably wouLd not change spend- the OECD in 1999 concludes, inter alia, that
ing patterns. '...the state and local tax share of subcentral

AccordingLy, earmarking education funds is Likely to governments is a measure of only limited value

be either confining or inconsequential. Therefore, when assessing the tax autonomy of Lower layers
earmarking education spending in ECA countries of government", and "...subcentral levels of
under normaL circumstances is not desirabLe. government may have limited or even no influ-

ence over taxes which-for reporting purposes-
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are assigned to their jurisdiction." Accordingly, ALL ECA countries also use various cost-recovery
measuring the precise contribution of local taxes mechanisms to supplement tax revenues for the
to education revenue in ECA countries is beyond sector. These include user charges and entrepre-
the scope of this book. neurship at the leveL of the school. For example,

box 3.1 shows the variety of cost-recovery
There are two dangers in overreliance on local mechanisms that Hungary is using.
taxes to generate revenue for the education
sector. First, as mentioned earlier, differences in In some cases these cost recovery measures
the fiscal capacities of local jurisdictions may have merit. They can increase the total resources
transLate into major regional differences in educa- available to the sector and help cushion abrupt
tionaL opportunities. Second, consolidation of changes in any one funding source. They can
schools is an extremely important issue through- increase quality and efficiency (for example, by
out most of ECA. People are extremely resistant to expanding the role of the private sector) and a
allowing the school in their jurisdiction to cLose, sense of ownership (by increasing the burden
and they will be even more resistant if they on the direct beneficiaries). However, all these
perceive that "their" taxes are going to support strategies carry risks, a shared one being that
.someone else's" school in a neighboring town total spending on education will not increase if
or village. the national education budget is cut to offset

funds fully or is partially raised through supple-
At the same time, some local taxes in the revenue mentary sources.
mix may increase the sense of local responsibility
and thereby strengthen Local governance. Also, Exercise caution with user charges. User charges
it would be futile, and perhaps undesirable, to are payments by recipients for identifiable
restrict the amount of "own revenues" that rich elements of educationaL services. Tuition for
localities can spend on education, just to pull preschool students, charges for textbooks or
them down to spending levels in the poorest areas. laboratory materials, and tuition and dormitory
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fees for university students are exampLes. A dents and their parents. Box 3.2 gives examples
variant is public funding for education saLaries, for Azerbaijan, Hungary, Poland, and Russia.
with user charges to cover nonsalary inputs.
ParticularLy in very low-income countries or Politically, it is probably prudent to increase user
regions, schools and jurisdictions are relying charges for universities gradualLy, with the sched-
increasingly on user charges to supplement public uLe of increases announced well in advance.
education spending. For exampLe, students couLd be asked to bear 2

percent of the cost of their education in 2001,
Families of students already help support schooLs with the share increasing 2 percent per year for
through their taxes. The rationaLe for user charges all students to 20 percent in 2010. ALternativeLy,
is that individuaL students receive a Large part of each successive matriculating cLass couLd be
the benefit from education and that therefore asked to bear a higher proportion of costs. For
they (their famiLies) shouLd bear part of the cost example, students born in 1982 could be asked
directly. A family with no children does benefit to bear 2 percent of the costs of their education,
from the education system, but not nearly as students born in 1983 could be asked to bear 4
much as a family with children. User charges may percent, and so on, up to 20 percent for students
aLso give parents a sense of ownership in their born in 1991. The advantages are that no students
schooLs that they might not otherwise have. User aLready in university would face the new regime
charges can potentially improve the quality of and that the burden wouLd not be increased after
education beyond what would be possible with a student matricuLated. The disadvantage is that
government financing aLone. different students in university at the same time

wouLd face different user charges.
Yet there are two dangers to overreLiance on user
charges. First, internationaL studies show that An important complication is that many ECA
user charges discourage chiLdren and youths from countries have constitutionaL provisions that
poor famiLies from attending school. For example, guarantee free education at aLL Levels beyond
when countries have eLiminated fees for primary preschooL. If higher education enrollments are
school, enrollments have increased, often dramat- to increase, countries have to change or find
icaLLy. Means-tested education vouchers for the ways to circumvent such provisions. As a former
poor are one way to deaL with this probLem at minister of finance from an ECA country observed,
pretertiary levels; scholarships and student loan "These countries have constitutions that they
schemes can work at the tertiary level. Second, cannot afford." The clash between a constitutional
the schools best positioned to raise money guarantee of free education and today's fiscal
through user charges may be in richer jurisdic- reaLities can resuLt in bizarre behavior, as shown
tions where educational opportunities are aLready by the case of PoLand (see box 3.2).
the best. ReLiance on user charges, Like reLiance
on Local taxes, may increase regionaL disparities. User charges for higher education shouLd be

compLemented by student Loan schemes and
The case for user charges for education is strongest means-tested scholarships. However, creating an
for universities, where individual students reaLize effective student loan and schoLarship program
the greatest share of the benefits of education. requires overcoming several formidable obstacles.
Several ECA countries have aLready introduced or First, applying a means test to identify students
are considering introducing tuition and fees to who are eligible for state subsidies is difficult.
shift a share of costs from the taxpayer to stu- Countries that operaite subsidized student loan
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schemes and scholarship programs rely on reports sense that the lender has a Legitimate cLaim on
of income and weaLth to the tax authorities to the borrower. This sense of obLigation derives
estimate ability to pay for schooling and capacity from a recognition that the Loan has supported
to repay Loans. However, tax compLiance in ECA the purchase of something of vaLue and that the
countries tends to be Low, and seLf-reporting terms of the purchase were fair. The history of
tends to be inaccurate. highLy subsidized higher education in the region

undermines this sense of obLigation.
Second, since consumer credit is underdeveloped
in most ECA countries, there is little tradition of ImpLementing a student Loan scheme also requires
voLuntary repayment of credit and little onus solving the problems inherent in [ending Large
attached to default. Third, enforcement of loan sums of money on a Long-term basis without
repayment is usuaLLy faciLitated by the borrowers collateral. Students generally do not have an
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estabLished credit history that might be used to foundations, which parents or economic
assess their character. In addition, double-digit organisations are weLcome to support financialLy.
inflation in most ECA countries makes nominaL Education foundations in Hungary provide a
interest rates on fixed rate loans very high. These businessLike, legitimate mechanism for schooLs
rates impose large risks on borrowers if inflation- to manage nongovernment money.
ary expectations are not realized. Innovative
Lending products that index the unpaid principal InformaL education payments are sufficientLy
amount of the Loan to a price index or that adjust important in ECA countries that they shouLd be
interest rates frequentLy might be considered. studied systematically, just as informaL heaLth pay-
Application procedures that identify a network of ments are now receiving anaLytic attention.
famiLy members might be empLoyed to simpLify To the extent that the incidence of informal pay-
the tracing of defauLters. A variant combining ments for education is unfair, limits the education-
features of a schoLarship program and a loan al opportunities of the poor, or increases regionaL
scheme is an income-contingent repayment disparities, corrective measures may be needed.
scheme (possibly associated administrativety with IdeaLly, informaL payments shouLd be Legitimized
the sociaL security system) and a program of by Law or reguLations and speciaL provisions intro-
forbearance for persons who are unempLoyed, duced for poor regions or poor students.
disabLed, or faced with exceptionaL financiaL
crises. This kind of hybrd might be used to avoid Entreprene rould cotribute to ed

rormL deauLtandto icreae te prbabiityoutcomes. Confronted with rising costs and
formal default and to increase the probabiLity inadequate budgets, head teachers in some
of eventual repayment. schools have resorted to renting school space to

Avoid or legitimize 'informol" user charges. enterprises, using vocational training equipment

InformaL user charges are payments that are to produce goods for saLe, or charging businesses
neither expLicit nor public. They can take severaL for using schooL computers. Universities have an
different forms. Parents may have to pay teachers even greater range of opportunities:
for extra tutoring to compensate for Low teacher

saLaies.Legiimat coss ofeduction suc as * The provision of short-term or speciaLized
theacosts oegitati schossol bducidn, mayhbe teaching services, such as extension or con-
the costs of heating schooL buiLdings, may be tiun ore o origautsuet
pushed onto parents or the community because tinuing courses for working aduLt students
pushd renus parentsor iaqthe. communitybecaus * The saLe of education- and research-reLated
tax revenues are inadequate, products, such as books, inventions, and farm

"Informal" user charges are probLematic. Because products
they are "hidden", the access of poor famiLies to * The sale of consuLtant services and appLied
education may be reduced because the need to contract research
subsidize famiLies that cannot afford these pay- * The privatization of various noneducation-
ments is not confronted. Hidden payments invite reLated services such as dormitories, cafete-
corruption. FinaLLy, money raised outside govern- rias, and health care
ment channeLs is not aLways handLed in a * The use of assets, such as land and faciLities.
businessLike way. In Russia, for example, head
teachers do not even have bank accounts for their "Entrepreneurship" entails benefits and risks. It
schools. Hungary has arrived at a soLution that increases the resources avaiLabLe to the schooL-if
may be reLevant for other countries in the region. the education budget is not cut to offset entre-
Most schools in Hungary have formed their own preneuriaL profits. It does not harm educationaL
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quaLity if it is pursued without distracting school easily smooth out demographic waves by,
authorities from the business of education, reduc- say, retraining teachers and shifting them
ing the avaiLabiLity of faciLities to students, or between leveLs.
detracting from the quality of their education in
some other way. However, if these conditions Note that the recommendation here is different
are not met, entrepreneurship can be inferior to than it would be in a region where there is a
budgetary financing. The key point is that such need to expand the number of schooLs. Capitation
entrepreneurial activities shouLd be within the alL the way down to the schooL Level might make
framework of the institutional mission and should it easier for a group of parents and teachers to
support educational outcomes. organize a new schooL by ensuring that funding

would follow students to the new school. In ECA

Resource distribution: the problem is schooL consolidation, and capita-
"Money follows student' tion at the level of individuaL schools would

aLmost certainly sLow this painful but inevitabLe

If most funds for education are generated centrally, and probabLy necessary process.

countries face two basic choices. First, wthat Second, what mechanism should be used to

shouLd the spending unit be-in other wiords, determine how the money is distributed among
how far down shouLd the money go? Should

how~~~~~~~~ fa.onso[ hemnyg?SoL spending units? Three obvious choices are to
money be aLlocated to the individual student, the sedn nt?Treovoscocsaet

money be a.tocated to the individual student, the perpetuate historical patterns, use centrally deter-
individual school, townships, provincial regions, mined norms, or aLocate via a capitation system.
or what?mienom,oaLoaevaacpttosye.

TraditionalLy, funding in ECA countries was

In generaL, the money should go to a jurisdiction allocated on the basis of norms for inputs.
that is small enough to be politically accountable Jurisdictions with the most school buiLdings and
to the local population and yet large enoigh to teachers generaLly received the most money. It
create possibiLities for shifting resources among is almost universally accepted now that "money
schooLs. It is impossibLe to set precise liniits; folLows student" (demand-side financing) is the
every country is different. However, a spending preferred alternative. "Money follows student"
unit with a popuLation of, say, 1 milLion may be simply means that funding for education is a
"too big", whiLe a jurisdiction with a population function primariLy of the numbers of students.
of 20,000 is aLmost certainly "too small'. Units Such systems are sometimes said to be based on
of perhaps 100,000 seem small enough tc be capitation, or unit cost, or average cost.
politicaLly responsive but large enough to allow The funding formuLa per student can be adjusted
fLexibility. Allocating the money alL the way down for factors that result in differences in costs, such

to individual schools (corresponding to a jurisdic- popufato n d iffernces in usuch
tion with a popuLation of onLy a few thousand as popuLation density (rural schooLs are usuaLLy
tiople) erasethea fLexibiion tyf tonlya sife ousand more expensive per capita because fixed costs are
people) erases the flexibiLity to shift resources distrbuted across smalLer numbers of students)
among schooLs and creates resistance to school distredcrss sae nue ofatuents)
consolidation. Assigning competence for (lifferent student bodies present. The formuLa must be

leveLs of schools to different LeveLs of government, simpLe and transparent, preferably with only a few
as Poland does, also reduces flexibility. If one (less than six) adjustment factors. TypicaLLy these
LeveL of government receives funding for basic factors are summarized in funding algorithms for

education and another for upper secondary educa- each level of schooling.
tion, for example, the system's managers cannot
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Demand-side financing has particular appLication government schools, on the rationale that public

in higher education. In most ECA countries higher schools are available to all and that they play a

education funds are allocated on the basis of valuabLe socializing and nation-building role in
inputs used-for example, on the basis of the addition to their purely educational function. If

number of faculty, as in Poland, or on the basis parents wish to use nongovernment schools, they
of courses offered, as in the Czech and Slovak are welcome to do so at their own expense.

Republics. In a capitation or demand-side financ-
ing scheme, public funds are allocated as "block" In a few ECA countries nongovernment schools
or "lump sum" grants according to a formula receive subsidies from the government, usualLy in
based mainly on the number of students. The for- proportion to the number of students they serve.
muLa can aLso be designed to reward educationaL In PoLand, for example, nongovernment schools

quaLity or the efficiency with which the institution may receive a reimbursement of up to half the
uses inputs. Institutions then have the flexibility average cost of educating their students in a
to reallocate resources as they see fit. Such government school. T-he rationale is that non-
approaches have the potential to improve efficiency government schools lighten the pubLic fiscal
in the use of public resources, since institutionaL burden and that this net saving for government
managers have the freedom to make decisions shouLd be rewarded and encouraged. Even with a
that reduce costs and increase quality. Box 3.3 subsidy of 50 percent of the average cost of the

describes how Romania is introducing demand- public schools (as in Poland), students who trans-
side financing in higher education. fer from a government to a nongovernment school

potentially reduce public spending on education.
Capitation financing raises the following three (Whether that potential can be realized depends

questions: Should "money follows student" apply on whether it is possible to close the excess

to private and parochiaL schools as welL as to capacity that the transfers create.)
government schools? How much school choice
shouLd be permitted? What are the advantages Of alL of the countries in the region, only Hungary
and disadvantages of paper vouchers? offers a subsidy to some nongovernment schools

equivalent to 100 percent of the cost of govern-

Should "money follows student" opply to private ment schooLs. (See box 3.4.) Obviously, 100
and parochial schools as well as to govemment percent subsidies to nongovernment schools do
schools? Every ECA country permits nongovern- not reduce public expenditures on education. The
ment schools to coexist with public schooLs. In strongest economic argument for full subsidization
practical terms most nongovernment schooLs in of nongovernment schools is that this is LikeLy to

the region are not-for-profit and are sometimes make high quality education in nongovernment
church-related, although commerciaL schooLs for schools more avaiLable to students from poor fam-
subjects such as languages, computer sciences, ilies that cannot afford to pay fuLL or even partiaL
and accounting aLso exist. Although the non- tuition. Other arguments for a 100 percent subsidy
government schooLs' Legal basis for existence tend to be politicaL rather than financial. Some
is shaky in a few countries, there is universal stakeholders may believe that church schools

agreement that they shouLd be allowed. promote famiLy values better than government
schools, for example. In some countries antiunion

Questions about the pubLic fiscal relationship to forces may argue for full subsidization of non-

these schooLs then have to be answered. Most government schooLs (which tend not to be
ECA countries provide no pubLic funds for non- unionized) as a way of undermining the strength
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of the education unions. Others may wish to the students. This generates a vicious circLe:
weaken local governments by eroding one of their the best schools attract the best students, who
most important programs. achieve the best test scores, which resuLts in the

best school ratings, which attract the best stu-
Governments can reaLize some of the equity bene- dents. Even in urban areas, for aLL but superior
fit of subsidizing nongovernment schooLs without students school choice may have Little significance.
sacrificing aLL of the pubLic financiaL benefit from
having a share of students in nongovernment What are the advantages and disadvantages of
schooLs. Nongovernment schooL vouchers for paper vouchers? De facto, in a schooL system
students from poor famiLies, with the subsidy where money follows students, there is a choice
eLement a function of income, achieve these joint of whether to use a voucher system. The advan-
objectives. For exampLe, there could be a 50 per- tages of moving beyond capitation financing
cent subsidy for the generaL student body, with to physical paper vouchers seem politicaL. The
students from poor famiLies being subsidized at disadvantages seem financial.
75 or 100 percent, depending on income.

* Paper vouchers that may be "spent" at either
Whether or not nongovernment schools receive public or private schools are a way of pushing
public funding, central authorities have an oblig- public spending for private and parochiaL schooLs
ation to regulate them to protect the nationaL up to 100 percent.
interest in educationaL quality and social cohesion.
As discussed in chapters 1 and 5, this regulation v Paper vouchers in the hands of individuaL
can take the form of accreditation, licensing, students remove discretion from Local govern-
learning standards, learning assessments of ments about how much to spend on education
students, and a core national curriculum. and on individual schooLs.

How much school choice should be permitted? * Paper vouchers add to administrative costs
In theory, school choice shouLd provide students and lessen the amounts avaiLable for true educa-
with the opportunity to "vote with their feet" tional purposes.
by leaving weak schooLs and enroLLing in strong
ones, and more schooL choice is generaLly desirable. Because of the costs of administration, ECA
However, the importance of school choice shouLd countries wouLd be weLL advised to pursue the
not be exaggerated. The average share of the voucher principLe (schooL choice combined with
popuLation that Lives in rural areas in ECA is 41 "money folLows student") without using paper

popuatio tht Lies n ruaL reasin CA i 41 vouchers. This option does not require a compLi-
percent. For rural students, school choice has no cheds com ptized not rere aycom.
practicaL significance because there is usually cated, computerized "virtuaL voucher" system.
Only one schooL within manageabLe range. SchooL The voucher principle is preserved through a tech-
choice has the greatest value to students who nique as simpLe as basing each year's budget on
choie inaurbanareatswith vauLtipe tostudents what a the previous year's enrolLment. The pubLic debate
Live in urban areas with multiple schools that are abuppevocrshuLinudanoet
geographically accessibLe. Even so, its vaLue to abuppevocrshulinudanoet
geogsmraphicaLy aestribted. A ten , points vtueto disclosure of the costs of administration, so that
consumers is restricted. As chapter 5 points out, if the public does choose paper vouchers, it is an
where population density or availability of trans- iforme chice.
port alLows students to attend any of severaL informed choice.
schooLs, it is not the students who choose the
best schools; it is the best schooLs that choose
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Allocation of resources: Reconfigure BASIC EDUCATION. International experience
the product line and optimize the provides some guidelines for setting priorities.
input mix Most international education experts agree that

universal compulsory basic education (grades 1
Given available funding, how should it be used? through 8 or 9) should have first claim on pubLic
Four kinds of choices must be made: wio should education resources, simply because a sound
be the beneficiaries; what should be the product education in these grades Lays the base for subse-
mix; what should be the input mix; and how can quent Learning. Publicly supported mandatory
efficiency of input use be ensured? Choices should education is a fiscally achievable standard in all
optimize the sector's fiscal sustainability, quality, ECA countries. Increasing the efficiency of the
and fairness. input mix (see chapter 4) may secure adequate

financing for basic education, even in fiscallyThis chapter focuses primariLy, but not exclusively, stressed countries. However, in countries experi-
on the secondnd d third of these four choices: encing extreme fiscal pressures, meeting this
the Levels and types of education produced, the standard may require additional actions in the
inputs used to produce them, reconfiguring the form of two types of reallocation. One is realloca-
product line, and optimizing the input mix. tion to education from defense, money-losing
Chapters 2 and 4, respectively, focus or equitable state owned enterprises, and other state-financed
educational opportunities among beneficiaries and activities. The other is reallocation within educa-
on efficiency. tion-for example, from higher education to

Reconfigure the product line. In many cases the basic education.
costs of providing the educationaL services for When financing for basic education has been
which spending units are responsible exceed their secured, governments can expand pubLic services
resource envelopes. In these cases countries or in other directions.
localities must redefine the scope of pu.lic edu-
cational services. Many have been implicitly PRESCHOOLS. Accumulating neuroLogical evidence
redefining them by cLosing schools or converting shows that children are primed to learn during
to fee-based provision. However, these ad hoc the first years of life (e.g., Shore 1997). It is
adjustments are usually being made in ways that clear that children who receive developmentally
damage the nation's human capital stock or sub- appropriate stimulation before they are six years
groups of citizens, such as the poor. Resizing the old can be educated at lower cost and to higher
public responsibility has rarely been explicitly, levels than chiLdren who do not. The issue for
transparently, or strategically conducted. education systems is whether preschools are a

cost-effective way to provide that stimulation.Each country has to decide for itseLf what leveLs
and types of education it most wants to protect Restoring the former childcare system probabLy
and for whom. Decisions about reconfiguring would not be as cost-effective in improving edu-
pubLic responsibilities for education inevitably cationaL outcomes as devoting the same resources
involve decisions about the distributior of to basic education instead. In pretransition days,
educationaL opportunities among groups. The enterprises provided preschool services to their
impLications of these choices for fairly distributed employees, but the main purpose was childcare
opportunities have to be confronted aLong with that could free parents to work, rather than the
decisions about the scope of pubLicLy financed cognitive deveLopment of the chiLdren. Following
services.
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the coLLapse of communism, enterprises began tion streams earLy-typicaLLy, after eighth grade.
facing hard budget constraints that compeLled The percentage enrolLed in vocational/technicaL
them to cut spending that did not contribute upper secondary education varied in 1997 from
directLy to profitabiLity. PreschooLs were earLy 16 percent in ALbania to 85 percent in the Czech
casualties. In most cases attempts have been RepubLic. Although, as figure 2.4 shows, the
made to transfer the financiaL responsibiLity for vocationaL/technicaL share of upper secondary
preschools from enterprises to municipalities. enrollments has declined since the transition, in
However, municipaLities have often Lacked the most ECA countries more than haLf of the students
means to finance preschooLs, and they have had are enroLLed in vocationaL/technicaL, not general,
either to cLose them or to introduce user charges upper secondary education. (See annex tabLe AlO.)
to finance them. As a resuLt, only chiLdren from
families that can afford to pay are able to attend This has two consequences. First, early specializa-
preschool in most ECA countries. It is important tion, especiaLLy in narrowLy defined vocational
to bear in mind, though, that what has been Lost tracks, is inconsistent with survivaL in the dynamic
to lower-income families is chiLdcare, not a caLcu- market economies of the future (see chapter 1).
fated Learning experience. These markets are characterized by uncertainty

and rapid technoLogicaL and product change that
If it couLd be demonstrated that a high quaLity require workers abLe to learn and adapt. Workers
preschooL experience can make a Lasting difference need a command of the foundation skiLls-good
to a chiLd's educationaL attainment, an evidence- literacy and quantitative skiLLs that can be fLexibLy
based case for state support for quaLity preschooLs, depLoyed-and the higher order cognitive and
with a priority simiLar to that for basic education, metacognitive skiLLs. They do not need to acquire
could be made. So far, though, the evidence is in public schooLs detaiLed vocationaL skiLLs that
ambiguous. What little evidence there is suggests are rapidLy rendered obsolete by the rapid change
that quality preschools do give children an advan- characteristic of modern workplaces.
tage in the early years of basic education but
that this advantage tapers off after severaL years. Second, speciaLized secondary vocational educa-

tion tends to cost two to four times as much per
UntiL better evidence is avaiLabLe, it is not possi- student as general education. However, as noted
ble to concLude that preschooLs for the general in chapter 1, broad based vocational/technicaL
popuLation shouLd be given higher priority than training that strengthens foundation and higher
basic education. In the short term the emphasis order skiLLs in the context of reaL things that real
should be on increasing access to preschooL for peopLe do in the real worLd can repLace expensive,
poor famiLies by means of demand-side financing speciaLized secondary vocational training. This
techniques such as capitation financing, suppLe- strategy of integrating secondary academic and
mented as necessary by locaL funding. vocational training results in about the same unit

costs for academic and vocational training. For
The impact of preschool and other early chiLdhood countries that have not yet reformed their upper
developmental experiences on life-Long Learning is secondary vocational/technical systems, replacing
an important area for further research. specialized with broad based vocational/technical

training wiLL, in the Long run, yieLd savings that
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. SpeciaLized secondary voca-. 

can be used to finance increased upper secondarytionaL education is costLy in fiscaL and human erlmnsi onre hr noletgot
capital terms. In most ECA countries students
choose between academic and vocational educa- outstrips demographic decline.
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HIGHER EDUCATION. ECA countries are trying REALLOCATE RESOURCES FROM ENERGY TO OTHER EDUCA-

to expand university enrollments rapidly, a goal TIONAL INPUTS. EspecialLy in colder countries, the
consistent with the human capitaL demands of prime target for freeing up savings is energy. Now
the market economies that are emerging in the priced at market leveLs, it is
region. However, if governments are successful consuming between 30 and 50 percent of total
in rapidly expanding enroLlments, and if public education expenditures, as opposed to less than 5
spending per student remains constant, higher percent prior to the transition. Freeing up funding
education will absorb an increasing share of for other uses by conserving energy wiLL take
pubLic spending on education, endangering public sustained cooperation among sectors of govern-
spending on other Levels of education tiat should ment-and wiLl take time. As chapter 4 points
have higher priority. out, energy-conserving school designs can gradu-

ally reduce energy use as new schooLs replace oLd
Instead of alLowing public higher education ones. However, this process will take years.
spending to crowd out other levels, ECA countries Insulating school waLLs, doubLe-glazing windows,
can bring down the cost per student and increase and instalLing meters so schools are bilLed onLy
the portion of the cost that is borne by the for energy used wiLL reduce the energy bill some-
student. Bringing down the cost per student is a what faster.
matter of efficiency, as discussed in chapter 4.
Increasing the cost share borne by the student is RATIONALIZE THE TEACHING WAGE BILL. The generally
discussed in the earLier section on diversifying low wage Levels for teachers in the region do not
the sources of education finance. currentLy make the teacher wage Level a prime

target for freeing up savings. However, as price-
The chaLlenge is to expand the quality and quan- sensitive markets for Labor emerge, the region's
tity of this part of the education "product line" generaLly inefficient use of teachers will become
without allowing higher education to crowd out very costly.28 In the shorter run, if governments
other public spending on education. use teachers more efficientLy, thus reducing their

numbers, they can increase teacher wages.
Optimize the input mix. Coping with tightLy con- ObviousLy, the net effect on the budget of paying
strained resources requires that education managers more to fewer teachers depends on the size of the
consider very carefuLly the input mix andi themoetfwrtacrsdpnsnthsieftequaity very carefulLy thateg inputo mixami the ewage increases and labor force reductions.
quality of inputs that go into the education However, calculations show that
production function. In a number of coLntries reasonable labor force reductions and increases in
essential educationaL inputs such as text:books, wages should resuLt in a lower wage bill, Leaving
schooL maintenance, teachers' in-service training, some room for increasing spending on nonteaching
and supplies and teaching aids are being squeezed educational inputs.
between the education budget and utiLity costs.
As price-sensitive Labor markets develop, these As noted in the Introduction, school age cohorts
nonteaching inputs wiLl be squeezed out by an are declining in size, but there is nothing auto-
increasing wage bilL for teaching forces that are matic about realizing the potential savings from
often inefficiently used. this demographic decline. If governments do not

downsize the teaching force in accord with smalL-

28 Not aLl countries use teachers inefficientLy. FDr example, in ALbania in 1998 wage expenditures constituted 83 percent of the
total recurrent budget, 8 percentage points nore than the average for OECD countries. This left 17 percent of the recurrent
budget to cover all other costs of running the system, such as utilities, textbooks, teaching materials, school maintenance,
scholarships, welfare services, and in-service teacher training. The high percentage going to staff saLaries in Albania may
seem to reflect an inefficient use of teachers but in fact signals a highLy constrained recurrent cost budget (2.8 percent of
GDP). ReLatively high student/teacher ratios and a very low percentage of nonteaching staff place the total staff in the sys-
tem, as a percentage of the total employed population, well below the OECD average.
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er schooL age cohorts, teachers will be even less (number of classrooms, square meters of schools)
efficientLy used. If governments act to capture without regard for quality or durabiLity. Fifteen to
this "demographic dividend", they can use the 25 years later, this initialLy shoddy construction
savings to increase teacher wage rates and pay has combined with many years of deferred main-
for nonteaching educational inputs. tenance to resuLt in an infrastructure with rotting

window and door frames, deteriorating roofs, and
As with energy conservation, rigidities in the inadequate insuLation. Some of these schooLs are
system make it difficult to adjust the educational in such poor structural condition that they pre-
input mix by decreasing the number of teachers. sent a physical danger to the chiLdren and teach-
In some schools, for example, classes may already ers who use them.
be as large as the size of the classrooms permits,
so the only way to increase cLass size wouLd be to It is impossibLe to estimate the totaL vaLue of the
undertake major reconstruction projects. Some repairs required in the region, although estimates
schools may have only one teacher for a particular for ALbania ($270 miLlion) and Latvia ($850 mil-
subject such as biology or a foreign language, in lion) suggest the magnitude of the probLem. Data
which case it is difficult to adjust downward from these and a few other countries suggest that
when the number of students declines. correcting the infrastructure probLems resuLting

from deferred maintenance would absorb at least
Yet there are many cases in which some adjust- double or triple the annual education budget.
ment is, in fact, possible. If classrooms are not
fiLled to capacity, it may be possibLe to combine Continuing to negLect school maintenance
them. For example, four cLasses of 15 students amounts to borrowing from the future at exorbi-
couLd be combined into three cLasses of 20 stu- tant interest rates because it will cost much more
dents. It may be possibLe for teachers in speciaL to rehabiLitate schooLs in the future than it wouLd
subjects to divide their time between schooLs. to repair them in the present. Paying down the
For exampLe, a Language teacher might spend rehabiLitation bilL can be financed with a special
mornings at one schooL and afternoons at another. bond issue or by borrowing from an internationaL
In very smaLL schooLs it may be desirabLe to com- Lender such as the WorLd Bank in the context of a
bine grades, so that one teacher in effect covers broader reform program. ALthough governments
two or more grades. In some cases it may be may be reluctant to borrow for this purpose, the
possible to consolidate schooLs. These are all reality is that a liability already exists. Every day
difficult solutions, but without such soLutions, it that a roof Leaks resuLts in additionaL interest
is impossible to see how teachers can be given charges in the form of rotting timbers and other
pay raises and the tooLs to do their jobs. water damage. Unarrested deterioration is as

much a deduction from the national wealth as
ALLOCATE RESOURCES TO INFRASTRUCTURE, ESPECIALLY IN interest payments-in fact, a greater deduction
THE FSU. The underfunding-often nonfunding-of in cases where the impLicit interest rate on the
schooL maintenance has created an education deferred maintenance is higher than the reaL cost
infrastructure crisis in ECA, especiaLLy in the for- of expLicit borrowinq.
mer repubLics of the Soviet Union.29 SchooLs are
deteriorating. A major schooL construction drive ALmost aLl countries need a strategy for financing
started in these countries in the early 1960s and deferred maintenance and routinizing capital
Lasted about 20 years. Schools were constructed
quickly in order to meet quantitative targets

29 Education infrastructure in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and the Slovak Republic does not folLow the Soviet pattern. School
buildings, although oLd, are usually soLidLy buiLt. In fact, they are almost too solidLy built in that it is aLmost impossibLe to
reconfigure themTfor exampLe, to change classroom size.
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investments. Such a strategy might conl:ain this sis of one or all of their schools, but Localities
sequence of actions: with schooLs in minimally acceptabLe condition

wouLd not need to undertake this expense.
1. Define needs by measuring the physical

condition of education buiLdings and the Second, whatever approach is used to define
ways in which they are used. needs, the problem of setting rehabilitation prior-

2. Give first priority to cLosing or rehabiLitating ities remains. Ordinarily, first priority should go to
schools that pose safety hazards for chiLdren safety and second priority to stopping rapid dete-
and second priority to buiLdings that, rioration. (See box 3.5.) The fiscal responsibility
because of deferred maintenance, are rapidly for repairs may rest with leveLs of government that
deteriorating. lack the financial resources to pay for them. In

3. Develop the basis for making capital invest- this case central governments shouLd consider
ments and maintenance a routine part of estabLishing a national schooL repair fund to which
education finance. Local school authorities can appLy for emergency

assistance. In the absence of a tax increase, such
First, define the infrastructure problem. Measuring a fund will have to be financed through reductions
it is the first step toward managing it. ECA coun- in spending on other inputs or through borrowing.
tries with centralized education systems should
consider an architectural inventory of education Third, plan ahead. It is important to reach a
buildings, preferably in the context of creating a steady state where expenditures for education
school mapping database. A school mapping data- buildings, maintenance, and equipment are
base with architectural data on the physicaL routineLy integrated into decisions about educa-
status of each school and the ways in which the tion finance. The decision framework for capital
building is being used lets poLicymakers judge the financing should:
wisdom of using funds to repair a school. Census

. .. e* Make explicit the tradeoffs among all educa-data in the database may indicate that i- is wiser
.. . .... ~~tional inputs-for example, if a new buildingto close a school than to repair it, or, in anticipa- is to be constructed, what other inputs must

tion of closure in a few years, to invest only in
safety repairs, not in fundamental rehabilitation. be reduced?

and omana hae unertken rcFltectraL * Clarify the recurrent cost implications ofLatvia and Romania have undertaken archiitectural capitaL investments in a budget framework
surveys of schooLs, and Albania, in the context catalinvstments b r
of developing a school mapping database, is thatelinks the t do.

* Make explicit the tradeoffs across time-forstarting to add engineering information on
scol titdabse 3 0 example, what cannot be afforded later if aschooLs to its database."'

new building is constructed now? Expenditure
The architecturaL inventory approach can be criti- choices shouLd neither starve the present nor
cized because it centralizes control and because beggar the future.
it requires examination of all school buildings
when only a small fraction can actually te At LocaL Levels, capital expenditures are "Lumpy"
repaired. An alternative is to provide procedures over time. A smooth fLow of resources for capital
and standards for localities to use in defining expenditures can be created by setting up a
their own probLems and to invite proposals that centrally funded capital allowance based mainly
would be funded on a competitive basis. ILocaLities on the numbers of students. This smooth flow can
with serious probLems could commission zin analy- be transformed into Lumpy expenditures through
30 The Romanian survey covers structural soundness, student capacity, and total size, but it is not a true architectural survey

because it does not cover current use.
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Box 3.5
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borrowing. If private capital markets are not well the interest rate on loans from the revolving fund
developed, as is the case in most of the region, be below market interest rates in order to offset
a revolving fund that extends loans for education an inherent bias toward overspending on salaries
infrastructure is a mechanism for converting a and underspending on other essential education
smooth revenue stream into the lumps required inputs? Third, should a capital budget be
for capital outlays. The revenue stream is pledged earmarked exclusively for school buildings, main-
against future repayment of loans from the revolving tenance, and equipment? This strategy offsets
fund. If private capital markets are well devel- the political pressure that teachers might other-
oped, it is possible to hypothecate the revenue wise bring to bear on local authorities to use
stream as collateral for a commercial bank loan. the capital component for teacher salaries, but

it conflicts with any effort to decentralize
Many design questions would have to be answered aLlocation decisions.
for a "steady-state" system to work in practical
terms. First, would an adjustment be required to An alternative system that provides most of the
reflect different initial endowments of education same incentives is one in which private owners
infrastructure among schools and localities? One such as banks, insurance companies, and pension
way to do this would be to base an interest-free funds lease or rent buildings to the government
grace period and maturity structure on the initial (and the private sector) for educational purposes.
capital stock as revealed by an architectural In this case lease payments or rents become just
inventory of education buildings. Second, should another recurrent cost.
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CHAPTER FOUR Since it usually costs money to save money, gov-
emments must analyze the tradeoffs between the

SPEND RESOURCES MORE EFFICIENTLY initial costs of securing savings and the expected
savings. They will have to develop sophisticated
potitical strategies that will ensure affected stake-

Summary holders accept specific efficiency reforms.

In general, ECA education systems consume more rven countries in the region with expanding
resources than are required to reach their ioaols. Eeconomies have to manage scarce public
Depending on the country, the education sector may resources efficientLy. Efficiency in the education
consume at least double the resources employed per sector is defined as getting better student out-
basic and secondary student in the West comes (such as more Learning) for the same

Much of today's inefficiency is a legacy oa pretran- resources, the same outcomes with fewer
sition economies, when planners, not market resources, or better outcomes with a different
forces, determined wages, subsidies, and prices. input mix that costs less or the same.
These inherited inefficiencies interact with' new
realities. The sector has to pay much higher prices Why This Development Goal?
for some inputs, especiatly energy, and it has less

publc fiancig avilale fr th secor.In generaL, ECA education systems use more
publi finncingavaiablefor te setor.resources than they need to achieve their

Demographic trends will exacerbate today'; ineffi-
ciencies because ECA education systems are sized objectives. Countries of the FSU, such as Latvia,
for larger student cohorts than will be goiag Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine, have particuLarLy

egregious efficiency probLems.through them in the near and medium term. The
sector has responded with measures that can seri- These inefficiencies stem from the incentives
ousty affect teaming outcomes. Teachers' wages..ously affect learning outcomes. Teachers' wages of the pretransition period, when planners, not mar-
have been deferred or allowed to fall, textbooks ket forces, determined wages, subsidies, and prices.
and school maintenance are underfinanced, and There were no mechanisms for determining the
costs are shifted informally to parents. totaL costs of anything and therefore no incentives

to contain costs. Budgeting norms for different Lev-ECA governments must develop interpretable mea-
sures of outcomes, such as student leamirng, to eLs of education, in many instances adopted in the
monitor the efficiency of their education systemns. 1930s, were never tested for cost-effectiveness.

Meanwhile, govemments can improve efficiencies Space norms resulted in wasted space-for
by targeting action in four resource areas: facilities eexampLe, Large lobbies and highly specialzed
can be consolidated and rationalized; a la,ge, low- Laboratories and workshops that were, and
wage teachingforce can be replaced withfewer, remain, underutiLized.
better qualified, higher paid teachers; ene-gy
conserving measures can be introduced; ard goods Staffing norms encouraged inefficiencies. For
and nonteaching services can be contractedi out on exampLe, resources were aLLocated by cLassroom.
a competitive basis. Govemments should also re- Each "class" got a teacher and teaching aids.
examine four policies for their efficiency implica- These budgeting ruLes encouraged schools to min-
tions: curriculum, minority language instruction, imize cLass size in order to maximize the number
early specialization, and education of special of teachers and teaching aids. The regionaL
needs children. tradition of using, after grade 4, subject-specific
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teachers who had not been cross-trained in The numbers of teachers are two to three times as
cognate, or "adjacent", fields interacted with great, as a result of small cLass sizes, light teach-
smaller schools to create diseconomies of scale. ing Loads, and the practice of having teachers
Most teachers were certified to teach a single, trained to instruct in only a single subject after
narrowLy defined subject. For exampLe, a physics the primary grades. For exampLe, in Georgia for
teacher would not have been cross-trained to grades 1 to 11 the average student/teacher ratio
teach chemistry. As a result, except in the largest is about 10:1 for the country as a whole and onLy
schools, teachers might not teach more than two 3:1 for smaLL secondary schooLs (Perkins 1998).
or three hours per day. In Russia federal reguLations limit class sizes to

no more than 25 students, but it is not uncommon
Methods of capital budgeting did not allow, let for rural cLasses to have only 3 to 5 students.
alone force, tradeoffs between investment and Teachers in Russia are contracted for 18 instruc-
operational costs. The resuLts were designs that tional hours per week. Their annual load of 666
minimized construction costs by increasing instructional hours is light compared with that of
operating costs, especially for heating, lighting, teachers in OECD countries; for example, in the
and routine maintenance. Chapter 3 pointed out NetherLands the load is 1,000 hours per year, and
that the majority of school buiLdings now in in France it is 923 hours (World Bank 1999h;
operation throughout the region were constructed OECD, Educotion at a Glance, various years). Data
between 1960 and 1980 to energy-inefficient from Ukraine show the effects of singLe-subject
building standards, using prefabricated concrete teaching in grades 5-11. In 1993 the
panels, single-pane windows, and poorly seaLed student/teacher ratio in the primary grades (1-4)
windows and doors. was 20:1, but grades 5-11, which used special-

ized teaching, had an average ratio of 11:1.
Where Does This History Leave
ECA Today? Although data on nonteaching staff are not gen-

eralLy available, those data that do exist hint at
Depending on the country, ECA education systems further inefficiencies in the FSU countries.3 For
may consume at least doubLe the resources example, in 1993 Ukraine had a ratio of 1.37 non-
employed per basic and secondary student in the teaching staff to every teacher at the preschool
West. Schools that were not buiLt to conserve leveL and a ratio of 0.71 for grades 1-11. In 1999
energy consume, on average, between two and Moldova had a ratio for all levels of education of
three times as much energy as modern school 1.35 nonteaching staff to one teacher, in contrast
buildings in OECD countries. For example, the to the 1992 average ratio for OECD countries of
average Danish school consumes about 100 kilo- 0.58 nonteaching staff for every teacher at all
watt-hours per square meter per year, in contrast levels (OECD, Education at a Glance, various
to Latvia's typical 285 kilowatt-hours per square years). A quarter of Moldova's nonteaching staff
meter per year. Space per student is one-third to was at the preschool level, in a ratio of 3.6 chil-
two times higher than in the West. For example, dren to one nonteaching staff. For grades 1-12
in Georgia average total space per pupiL is 9 the ratio dropped to 0.83 nonteaching staff to
square meters, as opposed to an average of 6 one teacher.32

square meters for a number of OECD countries.

31 In contrast to the FSU countries, the Czech Republic and Hungary in 1992 had Lower ratios of nonteaching staff to teaching
staff than the average for the OECD countries (OECD, Education at a Glance, various years). Although much depends on how
nonteaching staff are used, lower ratios are generalLy preferable because they imply that the sector is reserving higher pro-
portions of its positions for the core function of teaching.

32 PersonaL communication, Claude Tibi, 2000.
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Inefficiencies permeate all in long production runs and facilities Larger than
levels of the system needed for training alone. Programs may rigidly

differentiate theory instructors, who must have
All levels of education are inefficient, but in dif- university teacher training and sometimes teach
ferent ways. Student/teacher ratios in secondary very few hours, from practical instructors, who are
vocational programs are reasonable, particularly technicians and work much longer hours. Common
given the safety issues inherent in vocational practice in the West is to use one instructor who
training and the fact that the staffing numbers can integrate theory and practice, thus improving
include technical support staff who set up and the elasticity of staffing assignments.
maintain equipment. For example, in Hungary in
the early 1990s the ratio was 17:1 for secondary Unreformed programs tend to have several hun-
vocational programs. dred specialties with associated equipment and

staffing demands. Common practice in the OECD
However, unless reformed, secondary vocational countries and in countries such as Hungary and
programs have inefficiencies. They were often Romania that have been reforming their secondary
set up to hanldle both training and production. vocational systems is to make instruction more
Production requires the expensive equipment used
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Figure 4.1 Total Fertility Rates Have Declined, 1989-97
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of birEs to a womran during th child-bearingyears, using the gvenyer's birthrate as a constant

Source. Authors' compilation based on averages in annex tabe A3.

general by reducing programs to a much smalLer Levy fulL cost recovery because they may have
number of broad curricular areas and by shifting no legaL way to amortize equipment costs. When
more specialized training to postsecondary pro- they are contracted to train the unempLoyed,
grams. These broad based programs require much payments are sometimes based on the numbers
less capital investment. contracted, not on the final numbers trained. This

arrangement means that these programs do not
Postsecondary vocational training that has not have incentives to increase the compLetion rates
been modernized has different inefficiencies. In of their students by offering occupational coun-
the pretransition period enterprises and secondary seling, using moduLar curricuLa that take account
schooLs provided this training. As state enterprises of prior experience or using open entry and exit
close or become privatized, the former system is programming. (See box 4.1 for examples of ineffi-
disintegrating. Secondary schooLs have governance, ciencies in higher ecducation in Hungary.)
administrative, and deLivery arrangements that
reflect public schooL norms for teacher salaries, Demographk trends will increose
time and method of delivery of instruction, and todays inefficiendies
type of pedagogy. These practices are often inap-
propriate for adutt students in that they faiL to As figure 4.1 shows, total fertility rates for all

take account of the individuals prior training and ECA countries decLined between 1989 and 1997,
work experience. The public school reguLatory although fertility rates for Albania, the Central
environment Limits the flexibility and responsive- Asian repubLics, and Turkey still exceed the
ness of these schools. The schools are not replacement rate of 2.1 children. In most other
organized to customize training for employers on ECA countries, fertility rates have dropped to welL
short notice, and, even if they were, they cannot
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beLow repLacement. As annex tabLe A4 shows, the bottom line is the same: more teachers in
the size of the region's preschooL age gioup (ages proportion to students. In some cases the number
3-6) is projected to decLine by about a seventh of students has decLined but the number of
between 1995 and 2020. The age group in basic teachers has increased-for exampLe, in the Czech
education (ages 7-14) is expected to decline by RepubLic, PoLand, Romania, and the SLovak
25 percent in this period. RepubLic. In other cases the numbers of both

students and teachers have declined, but student
Thus, at Least in the short to medium term, ECA numbers have decLined disproportionateLy to
education systems are sized for more chiLdren teacher numbers-for example, in Bulgaria and
than wiLl be going through them. These demo- FR YugosLavia. In stiLL other cases the numbers of
graphics may reflect only transient factcrs that both students and teachers have increased, but
could be reversed, such as transition-related the number of teachers has increased dispropor-
decLines in GDP. The current declines may aLso tionately-for example, in Armenia, Belarus,
reflect changes in the timing of births, resuLting and Russia.
in a deLayed, not a permanent, decline in births.
For example, an approximately 40 percent decLine Russia is one of the three ECA countries that uses
in the fertility rate of Latvian women aged 20-25 true decentralized financing in education. One
accounts for that country's overall decLine in might expect this practice to stimuLate efforts to
birthrates, but these women, like women in the increase efficiency. As box 4.2 shows, in some
West, may simply be deferring child-beaiing untiL cases it has. However, fiscal decentraLization in
their 30s. the region often does not aLLow true budgetary

autonomy at local LeveLs. Too frequently, Local

The sector has not adjusted to authorities stiLL have to use the oLd centraL norms
new economic realities by reducing in constructing their budgets. Thus, they cannot
inefficiencies even change the input mix to take advantage of

locaL conditions and changed relative prices
Chapter 3 pointed out that today's education (KLugman 1997a, p. 37).
sector has to pay much higher prices for some
inputs, especially energy; it has Less pubLic The sector is adjusting to new
financing; and its input LeveLs are stiLL generally economic realities in ways that will
excessive. Utilities are now being priced at market ultimately damage educational
levels, and the share of the education budget quality and fairness
being devoted to energy inputs has riser from
less than 5 percent at the beginning of l:he 1990s Educators' wages have been allowed to fall. The
to 25, 35, or 40 percent of the totaL education sector has generally adjusted to budget constraints
budget, depending on the severity of the climate. in two ways. One is to alLow the reaL wages of

staff in the sector to decline (see annex tabLe
One might expect the pressure of utiLity costs on A17). In Armenia teacher saLaries in 1990 were
education budgets to be accommodated by an 65 percent of the average wage in the country;
increase in student/teacher ratios. In fact, these by 1997, they had dropped to 44 percent of the
ratios have declined over the decade in rmost ECA average wage. In the Kyrgyz RepubLic teachers
countries. In 1989 the average ratio was 16.2:1; were paid 75 percent of the average wage for the
by 1997, it was 14.4:1. (See annex tabLe A16.) country in 1990, but by 1997 their wages had
The dynamics underlying these decLines ciffer, but
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Box 4.2

RUSSIA'S SAMARA OBLAST REDUCES KR STUDENT COSTS

The senio edckation administation staff d Russias Samara ob(ast conduded that the root causes of unfavor-
able staffing ratios and high per stWu t cots were (1) the formulas by which the obst was allocating budget
to schools, (2) the fungibility of obast subvention to raions (districts), whih left aions free to divert to
other sectors aLlocation intertded fbr education; and (3) the small size of many schools, especialLy those in
very rurat an mrete p,at'of the rgion. The tradona system of education finance was 'supporting the
proce but not the resultsd of educatio t lv of financing going to an individual school being more a
reflection of hist than of ratioa thoices based otn evaltis of economic tradeoffs. The region decided to
expeiment with a capitation system, wher money follows students, the per student allocation being modified
by a smaL numbe of :factors, known to affec p'e sudent costs, such as rural location. ALthough raions and
school directr were give more flexibitt in how they spent their subventions, these funds were eamaked
for education and- coud hot be spent-in otlr ses After carful costing, the region started -a tong-term
prog of conso g scho ito dusies in order to benefit frm the ecnomies of scale of larger classes
(Worid Bank 1999h).

dropped to 61 percent of the average. Wages for adverseLy affect the Learning achievements of sev-
teachers in Tajikistan dropped from 88 percent of eraL generations of students.
the average wage in 1990 to 49 percent in 1996.
Analyses of Labor markets and poverty in BuLgaria The sector is seriously underfinancing nonwage

found that being in a sociaL service job, including inputs, with consequences for the maintenance of
education, rather than in a manufacturing job infrastructure, the provision of textbooks, and
doubLed the risk of Low wages (Rutkowski 1995). private costs to parents. The second adjustment
Lengthy delays in the payment of saLaries, coupled by the sector is that it has scaled back budgets
with very high rates of inflation, have further to the vanishing point for inputs other than
eroded the value of saLaries and wages. labor. In some cases it is shifting the costs to

famiLies. Several ECA countries have almost eLimi-
When unemployment Levels decLine and teachers' nated budgets for building maintenance, textbooks,
wage expectations adjust to new market rates for other teaching materiaLs, in-service training, or
educated Labor, the sector's primary means of heat. Either these inputs are not being provided,
absorbing the fiscaL consequences of inefficiencies or parents are paying the costs.
wiLL no Longer be available. Governments aLso run
the risk of igniting processes of "adverse seLection" Chapter 3 showed that by deferring maintenance,
in which wages are too low to retain teachers of the region is accumuLating a very Large biLL for
quality, thus Leaving the field to poor performers. rehabiLitation. The estimated biLLs for Albania and
The anaLyses of the teaching force needed to Latvia have already been cited. In Georgia more
assess whether these processes have started in than 75 percent of all schooL buildings are now in
the region have not been done but should be urgent need of rehabilitation or reconstruction-
done. International studies show that once these up from Less than haLf in 1992. The costs of nec-
processes start, they are very hard to reverse. essary rehabilitation are now estimated at about
Since teachers tend to stay in the occupation $250 miLlion (Perkins 1998).33
until retirement, Low quatity teachers aLso
33 AnaLyses for other countries show that routine maintenance of schools is cost-effective over time. One study estimated that

routine maintenance saves 13 percent per school over a 21-year period.
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The textbook story is similarLy troubling, especiaL- affected countries that are attempting to readopt
Ly for the FSU countries. the national Language of instruction and to rein-

troduce teaching of the history and cuLture of the
* Latvia's budget for textbooks now ccvers the nation into the schooL curricuLum.
costs of one-third of one textbook per student.

* In Georgia parents are responsible fcr the fulL Strategic Paths for Governments
costs of textbooks. As a result, 90 percent of the

Cross-national studies show that student [earning
required textbooks are availabLe for children up to

outcomes and per capita gross nationaL product
grade 3, 50 percent are available for chiLAren up (GNP) are not closeLy reLated. This implies that
to grade 8, and only 15 percent are available up governments at comparable income LeveLs can and
to grade 12. do make policy choices that differ in their effects

* In Azerbaijan the government pays for text- on Learning outcomes (Mingat and Tan 1998). In

books for grades 1 to 4, and parents pay for text- making these choices, governments should con-
books in the Later grades. OnLy 30 to 35 percent sider both sides of the equation (inputs reLative
of the required textbooks end up being p ovided. to outcomes), since the efficiency of an education

system is measured by resource use relative to
T The BeLarus government funds all textbooks, the outcomes achieved.

but budget constraints resuLt in only about haLf
of the required textbooks being provided. Focus on the relationships between

the resources consulmed and the
e The Moldovan government has started a text- tcomes cured
book rental scheme. However, the unwiLLingness of

the government to place rental fees in hard cur- In general, the ECA region stilL focuses on inputs,
rency accounts that will protect them against not on outcomes and not on the relationships
future devaLuations of the local currency jeopar- between inputs and outcomes. The region does
dizes future textbook provision. Poverty Levels measure some outcomes, such as enroLLment and
preclude pricing textbooks at leveLs that will com- comptetion rates, but the bottom Line of an edu-
pensate for the devalued local currency, aid the cation system is what students know and know
government cannot afford to cover the shortfall. how to do. Most ECA countries lack interpretabLe

measures of student Learning. This means that
* In Russia the percentage of textbooks p)rovided motEAcurishvnobisfroioig

by oblst bugets vHes fom 6 prcentmost ECA countries have no basis for monitoring
bCheyaobiast udgets varies6frm percent (the system's efficiency, as measured by resources
(CheLyabinsk) to 65 percent (Irkutsk).ue eaiet lann civd

used reLative to [earning achieved.

* In Tajikistan the government pays for text -Even in the absence of measures of student Learn-
books, but this financing arrangement results in ing, internationaL experience shows that a number
onLy 5 to 15 percent of the required textbooks of efficiencies can be achieved in ECA systems

being provided (information provided by without hurting (and in some cases probabLy
International Book Development, Ltd., 1998). improving) learning outcomes. In their efforts to

SmalL or niL budgets for teaching materiaLs and increase educational efficiency, governments
in-service training of teachers have made it diffi- should focus on four types of resources: faciLities,
cult to introduce new curricula and teaching teachers, utilities, and goods and nonteaching
methodoLogies. These constraints have particuLarLy services. They should revisit four poLicies in terms
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of their broad effects on efficiency: curriculum, In other words, averages can be misleading. If
minority Language instruction, early specializa- the average class size is 16, the apparent effi-
tion, and poLicies on special needs children. ciency solution may be to increase the average to

25 students. However, in reality the average cLass
There are numerous opportunities for reducing size in urban areas may be 35 and in rural areas
costs, and two points need to be kept in mind: 10. The objective has been more than achieved in

urban areas and wiLL faiL to be achieved in ruraL
* Except for energy use, the potentiaL savings areas unless schools are consolidated.

from singLe interventions are generalLy modest.
Better efficiency is achieved by taking a
number of interreLated actions that cumuLate Focus on four resource targets
into substantiaL savings. These interventions Facilities. Three strategies for managing the phys-
cannot be used to 'buy" countries out of ical stock are proposed:
macroeconomic crises, even though the edu-
cation sector consumes a significant share of * ConsoLidate existing schooLs.
the public budget. * Identify Least-cost alternatives for managing

* Many efficiency measures cost money before changes in the size and geographic distribu-
they can save money. Some, such as adopting tion of the schooL age cohort.
energy-efficient standards for new construc- * Improve the efficiency of buiLding standards
tion, wiLL save money onLy over many years. for new schools.
Most wiLL take time to impLement.

The first two strategies require the existence of
Given these reaLities, improving efficiency requires school mapping databases. These show the geo-
good databases about inputs-for instance, graphic distribution of schooLs in the country,
school mapping databases shouLd be used to with each schooL described by its construction
make schooL cLosure decisions. Cost-effectiveness type, the number and dimensions of cLassrooms
or cost-benefit anaLyses are needed for alL deci- and other spaces, the number of students by
sions. These analyses may reveal unexpected grade, the numbers and types of nonteaching
cost-benefit (cost-effectiveness) tradeoffs. For staff, the numbers and types of teachers, and so
exampLe, the numerous smalL ruraL schools typicaL on. They show distances between schooLs, the
of many ECA countries are inefficient. However, in state of roads, and census trends by age for each
view of the costs of the road infrastructure and catchment area.
transport required to consoLidate students in
fewer schools with better economies of scaLe, it The efficiency of the existing infrastructure can
may be cheaper to maintain a large number of be increased by cLosing smaLL schooLs and consoLi-
smaLL schooLs for the present. Over the Longer run dating students in Larger schooLs. For exampLe,
economic considerations that affect individuaLs' in Russia's Novgorod obLast about 70 percent of
residential choices will soLve the probLem by schooLs and 50 percent of teachers are Located in
depopuLating these smaLL viLLages. ruraL areas, whereas only 25 percent of students

Live in ruraL areas (WorLd Bank 1999h). CLosures
Cost-benefit (cost-effectiveness) anaLyses must save on utiLities, maintenance, teachers, and non-
refLect the fact that inputs into the delivery of teaching staff, incLuding administrators. Where
education can be "Lumpy". You cannot cLose 1.5 possibLe, managers should cLose the Least energy-
cLassrooms; you can onLy cLose 1 or 2 cLassrooms, efficient schools, those in the worst physicaL
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state, and the smallest and therefore least efficient shifts of this magnitude require frequent estimates
schools. Decisions to operate minority language of the population by location and age structure
schools, distances between population settlements, and projections of internal migration patterns if
the availabiLity of public transport, the state of governments are to keep the education infrastruc-
the roads during winter, and options for disposing ture approximately aligned with population
of unneeded schooLs alL affect opportunities to numbers and their geographic distribution.
use this strategy.

In terms of future construction, the strategy is to
Efficiencies can aLso be increased by using each change space norms and construction standards
buiLding for a particular Level of education- to conform to international standards for space
primary, middle secondary, or upper secondary. utilization, energy efficiency, and minimized

Many schooLs now cover grades 1 to 11, but this maintenance costs. Experiments and costing
arrangement does not make the most ef9icient use under local conditions can clarify cost-benefit
of specialized facilities, such as laboratories, or of (cost-effectiveness) tradeoffs for a given standard.
subject-specific teachers. Obviously, this strategy For exampLe, the Moldovan ministry responsible
is most feasible in Large towns and cities with for schooL buiLdings found that double-gLazing
muLtiple schools. the windows in a cLassroom increased room tem-

perature by 8 degrees CeLsius, relative to the
Maintaining the efficiency of the infrast-ucture same room with singLe-gLazed windows.
across changes in the size and geographic distrib-
ution of the school age cohort requires t:hat ways Teachers. Inefficient student/teacher ratios do not
be found to resize infrastructure at minimal cost. translate into large shares of the public education
Right now, given declining birthrates, governments budget because the job of a teacher has become
need to assess the fiscal benefits of selling redefined as part-time with poor pay. These con-
schooLs relative to the costs of 'mothballing' ditions are not conducive to a professional ethos
them if they cannot be redeployed. If the number or to attracting and retaining high quality teach-
of schooL age children increases, policynrakers can ers.34 Governments need to consider graduaLly sub-
increase class sizes up to a point, introduce double stituting a much smaller, better paid, full-time
shifts, rent faciLities, or, if the increase ir students teaching force for a larger, poorly paid, part-time
is expected to be short-term, buy mobiLE' class- teaching force. This change may not save money,
rooms that are inexpensive, can be consl:ructed but it shouLd improve efficiency by improving stu-
on-site in a week, and Last 5 to 10 years. ALL dent outcomes via the higher quality of those
these strategies are cheaper than investing in attracted into teaching.
new permanent infrastructure, aLthough at some
point it becomes more efficient to build a There are a number of strategies for reducing the
new school. number of teachers:

Policymakers have to adjust not just to periodic * Use multigrade teaching in smaLl schools.
shifts in birthrates but also to varying degrees of * Postpone specialized curricula to postsec-
internal and external migration. For example, in ondary education.
Albania birthrates are declining, citizens are emi- * Increase class sizes by consolidating schools
grating legally and illegally to other countries at or classes.
unknown rates, and villagers are moving out of * Increase teaching loads in exchange for
the mountains into periurban areas. Population better pay.

34 To survive on Low pay, teachers have incentives to take actions that can damage the integrity of the system. They are
encouraged to seek opportunities to give private Lessons to augment income, even to the same students that they teach dur-
ing the pubLicly financed part of the day. They also tend to become dependent on "gifts" from parents and thus indebted to
the better-off famities able to afford these gi-ts.
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* Cross-train teachers in reLated subjects. Again, decisions to retrofit a schooL need to be
* Use high quaLity distance Learning to augment based on cost-benefit (cost-effectiveness) anaLy-

or substitute for subject-specific teaching, ses that take into account the expected life of the
especiaLLy in rural areas.35 schooL and its current physical state. They need to

* ReLate government subsidies of teacher train- be cLoseLy coordinated with pLans to cLose schools.
ing colleges to the projected supply of and
demand for teachers over a 10-year period. Construction, goods, and nonteaching services.

This action ensures that money available for Construction incLudes new construction and major
preservice training buys what the nation repairs. Goods include textbooks, workbooks,
needs. By not subsidizing the training of teacher guides, teaching aids such as maps and
many more teachers than the system needs, laboratory equipment, vehicles, computers, and so
it aLso reduces politicaL pressures on the forth. Nonteaching services incLude maintenance
government to hire excess supply. services for buildings and equipment, medical

staff, cooks, cLeaners, teacher trainers,

Restructuring the teaching force as a smalLer, full- and guards.
time, better paid force requires a sophisticated The one efficiency rule for aLL these goods and
political strategy, information, and anaLyses-for services is that the government should contract
exampLe, projections of expected retirements from

them out on a truLy competitive basis whenever
the teaching force, estimates of the costs of lay- feasible. For example, urban preschooLs, instead
off and early retirement packages, and models
that caLculate the recurrent costs of a smaller, of having nurses and cooks on staff, can contract
better paid force. for medicaL and food services. (RuraL areas proba-

bly do not have the alternative sources of supply

Utilities. The earLier discussion about facilities required for competitive contracting.)
identified energy-efficient construction standards Privatization of the textbook industry should be
and space norms as a way to conserve energy in encouraged. However., if the domestic publishing
new construction. Several strategies can improve and printing industry is poorly developed, con-
energy use in existing buildings: tracting out may mereLy repLace a public with a

private monopoLy, producing few (if any) efficiency
* Better insuLation of schooLs (walls and roofs) savings. In that case a staged strategy, using
X Double-glazed windows international competitive bidding, can be intro-
* ProperLy seaLed doors and windows duced to stimuLate the development of a truLy
* Meters (for biLLing individuaL schooLs for competitive domestic textbook industry.

their energy use)
* Revised schooL year (school cLosed during To secure efficiencies, the contracting process

the coldest months and open during the has to be transparent and competitive, and the
warmer months) government has to rrionitor and enforce the con-

* A reduced schooL week (from six to five tracts. The intent to contract for services must be
days), with totaL annuaL instructionaL hours wideLy advertised; requests for proposaLs must
maintained either by increasing the number specify exactLy what the contractor wiLL be
of instructionaL hours per day or by extending expected to provide and when and speLL out the
the school year into earLy summer penaLties for Late or poor performance; the evaLu-

ation criteria for seLecting the winner must be

35 At the postsecondary LeveL, open universities serve a simiLar function.
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clearly specified in advance; and the evaluation encourages a supefficiat acquisition of skills and
committee must not include individuals with a knowledge.36 Each of the many subjects also
vested interest in the outcome of the competition. requires a subject-specialized teacher and a text-

book. Governments should consider reducing the
Governments must monitor the performance of number of subjects now covered in each grade,
the contractor. Terminating the contract is usualLy thereby enhancing the depth of students' [earning
not the optimaL penaLty for poor perforrnance and saving on subject-specialized teachers
because, unless the services or products being and textbooks.
purchased are not needed soon, the government
pays a price in lost time in service or product Minority language instruction. Governments
provision. Better options may include reducing support minority language instruction for sound
payments to the contractor in proportion to the poLicy reasons. One is to demonstrate respect for
lateness of the delivery of the service or product. ethnic differences as a way of keeping the sociaL
For example, if a publisher gets the textbooks to peace; nothing is more damaging to a country's
the schools two months Late, payments due the economic development, its education system, or
contractor are cut by a percentage specified in its people than ethnic warfare. Another reason
the contract. Another option for unsatisfactory is educational. Studies show that starting the
performance of a service, such as maintaining schooling of the child in his or her mother tongue
school grounds, is to truncate the contract. For can enhance the child's educational progress
exampLe, a two-year contract might be reduced to
one year. In serious cases of poor performance However, as noted in chapter 1, there are down-
the contractor can be declared ineligibLE for con- sides to this policy. Unless the minority language
tract renewal or for bidding on other coiitracts policy can be designed to move minority children
with the government. from their mother tongue to fluency in the

national language, minority language students

Revisit four policies can face reduced labor market access and mobili-
ty. The policy can, aLthough it does not have to,

Certain policies affect the efficiency of the system maintain social division.

fairly broadly, in that they increase the iieed for This policy also broadly affects educational effi-
facilities, staff, and textbooks. The educational ciency. Depending on how the provision of minor-
wisdom of some of these poLicies is not ity language instruction is organized, it can
always clear. increase the number of less efficient, small

Curriculum. Compared with other regions, the schools.37 It requires aLL textbooks to be published
curriculum at each grade in the ECA regi3n tends in each of the minority languages, reducing the
to include a large number of subjects, some Length of print runs and raising unit costs.38 It
addressed for only one or two hours a week. complicates the deployment of teachers because
Chapter 1 points out that this policy fragments the teacher's and the school's language of instruc-
the instructional focus of the classroom and tion have to be matched.

36 Fragmented curricula seem to lower student performance. For exampLe, the anaLyses of science and mathematics curricuLa for
over 40 countries suggested that one reason for the weak performance of American students in the Third International
Mathematics and Science Study was the curricula in these subjects, which were a mile wide and an inch deep'. American
eighth grade science curricula typicaLLy covernd 50-60 topics, in contrast to Japanese and German science curricuLa for these
grades, which covered Less than 10.

37 Minority language instruction can be offered in more efficient ways. For exampLe, Romania and Hungary try to integrate
minority language instruction into schooLs where the general curriculum is taught in the majority language. Only some sub-
jects are taught in the minority Language, such as language classes in the minority tanguage students' classes.

38 For example, the Romanian Ministry of Natioral Education funds some textbooks in all minority Languages, for a totaL of 11
Languages, including the majority language, Romanian.
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ALthough minority instruction is an important require boarding, it requires retaining boarding
(and volatile) poLitical issue, civic groups and faciLities but using regular schools to provide
governments should confront the Labor market educational services.
and efficiency implications of supporting multiple
minority Languages of instruction. In the debates Summary of the important alternative
about this issue, a consensus may emerge that strategies: What will they save,
sociaL cohesion can be enhanced in ways that what will they cost, where might
are less costly to individuals, the society, and they not work?
the taxpayer.

TabLe 4.1 summarizes the main strategies discussed
Specialization of programs. As was discussed in above in terms of the types of savings they can
chapters 1 and 2 minimizing speciaLization untiL generate, what it will cost to achieve these sav-
the postsecondary LeveL Lets individuaLs strengthen ings, and locaL conditions that may Limit their
the foundation skilLs required for adapting to usefulness. As the table shows, it often costs
unpredictable skilL demands. Moving in this direc- money to save money. For this reason and as
tion also increases efficiency, in that the facility argued earLier, the tradeoffs between initial costs
and equipment costs associated with highly and expected savings must be anaLyzed to see if
specialized vocational training at the secondary the strategy ultimateLy saves money. Poorer ECA
level diminish. In fact, a poLicy of broad based countries face a limit on alL costly interventions:
vocational training at the secondary Level resuLts finding the money to impLement them.
in about the same unit costs for both academic
and vocationaL training. Politically, efficiency reforms are hard to manage.

The poLiticaL economy of securing efficiencies is
Special needs children. These chiLdren include difficult in any context. Efficiency reforms usualLy
orphans, children who have been removed from involve concentrated losses and diffuse benefits.
abusive or dysfunctionaL families, and physically When benefits are diffuse, beneficiaries are
and mentalLy handicapped children. In all countries unlikely to mobilize for change, and losers are apt
they cost more to care for and educate. However, to organize against the change. Those LikeLy to
in the ECA region the care of these children is not bear the costs include teachers' unions, vilLagers
always humane or efficient. For example, Romania whose schools are being closed, and education
uses 70,000 staff for 98,000 special needs chiLdren. officials who have to acknowledge failings in the
An orphanage in Syzran City, Samara oblast, system. Others are also likely to bear costs:
Russia, had 85 staff and 67 children (World Bank monopoly providers of goods and nonteaching
1999h). Misdiagnoses, especially of minority chil- services who now have to compete to win con-
dren, also seem common in the region. Aside from tracts, and education officiaLs who run poLiticaL
the effect of a misdiagnosis on a child's life, it risks to secure savings without those savings
adds considerably to the cost of educating that necessarily accruing to the sector.
child. In addition to re-evaluating the staffing
norms that now prevaiL in special needs institu- In many countries around the world inefficiencies
tions, governments should consider mainstreaming coincide with the need to expand chiLdren's
the most able special needs chiLdren. Introducing access to education, making it possible to combine
this policy requires retraining teachers in those politically popuLar reforms and unpopuLar reforms.
methods of child-centered teaching that are in For exampLe, if enrollments increase and the num-
fact preferabLe for aLl children. For children who ber of teachers remains the same, student/teacher
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Table 4.1 Increasing System Efficiency: Main Strategies, Costs, Savings, and Limits

lljs u 1@ IR t. M] 1.I W I M M

Consolidate schools * School mapping databases * Administration costs * Minority language poLicy
* New roads/road repair * UtiLity costs * Distances too great to consoLidate schools
* Transport * Maintenance costs * Lack of roads and/or transport to
* Expansion of schools used to * Fewer teachers consolidate students

consoLidate students * PoLiticaL constraints: teachers' unions;
* Layoff packages for redundant teachers Leaders of viLLages whose schools wiLl cLose

Use Larger classes, double Rental costs Elimination of costs of * PoLiticaL constraints: teachers may
shifts, and rentaL space to buiLding new schooLs resist larger cLasses; parents may resist
handle enroLlment increases doubLe shifts

Use energy-efficient * A~~~~~~~taption o~~~ ~ , a ~* Rental spc ma o e available

Use muLtigrade teaching Training teachers in muLtigrade teaching Fewer teachers Useful in very smaLL schooLs that cannot
in smraLL schooLs be consoldated; difficuLt to use in upper

Increase cLass sizes * See ConsoLidate schooLs above Fewer teachers PoLiticaL constraints: resistance from
U Layoff packagers in mutgadt teachie r redundant facuLty and from teachers with

Larger cLasses
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Cross-train teachers in Costs of incremental preservice training More efficient use of subject- Cross-training best compLeted during
c related subjects specific teachers preservice training. Converting the

practicing teaching force to a cross-trained
force will therefore take years

; .. * Csts of equi nt r red to. Fewer teachrs; .epends .n *iM r yterI, ',j te
4istp e " ''m ';' ' ' deMver dstne learing ' bete temig ''''re 7:are 1e' lmtis to'"w4ehVFs'

"'.'t of'' cuFMiUm and maten-rta-s
Extend government subsidies Projections of teacher suppLy and demand Training costs onLy for PoLitical constraints: resistance from
to teacher training colLeges number of teachers needed teacher training colleges if number of
on basis of projected subsidized enrolLees reduced
teacher demand

Change instructional Few Utilities May be limited to nonagricultural districts,
'4 calendar to conserve energy depending on the effect of an extended

school year on a farm family's need for
children's Labor

-t*arningt'I, u ad, Servics w diu

Source: Authors' compilation.



ratios increase without anyone having to be fired. * Reasonable layoff or earLy retirement
Unfortunately, inefficiencies in ECA education packages for redundant staff
systems coincide with demographics that argue for * In the context of a good Labor redepLoyment
shrinking the system, at Least over the riedium program, retraining of teachers who are
term. The region is also running relatively high already weLL educated and can be retrained for
LeveLs of unemployment. other professional services

* A phasing in of broad competition for the
These factors suggest that compensating Losers provision of goods and nonteaching services
will be key to gaining efficiencies. Uncoinpensated . Free and reliable transport for students
losers, even if they cannot prevent the introduc- whose village schooLs have been closed
tion of poLicies designed to increase efficiencies, * Flexibility for policymakers at different
wiLL attempt to circumvent or dissipate them during LeveLs of government in allocating resources
impLementation. This evasiveness is why efficiency between different inputs
gains may be briefLy realized, onLy to vanish with . Return of savings to the sector
time-eventualLy, losers find ways to minimize for reinvestment.
their Losses. Incentives to pursue or acquiesce in
efficiency measures can incLude:
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CHAPTER FIVE The state is intimately involved with education
I systems. It provides educationaL services,

REINVENT GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT, finances and regulates them, and coLLects and
AND ACCOUNTABILITY pubLishes information on them. The private sec-

tor, both profit-making and nonprofit, aLso pro-
vides services, and private financing plays a

Summary greater or lesser roLe in paying for education,

depending on the country and the level of educa-Most ECA countries have just storted to confront ting o n mos countre and certai
the demanding requirements of govemance, * ' i
management, and accountability in the efficient ECA, the state is the dominant player.
delivery of educational services. Since the state takes these actions on behalf of

Governance refers to the steeringfunctionfor the itS citizens and taxpayers, questions immediately
arise as to how well it represents their interests.

educaion yste-seting oalsand onitring Is the education sector doing the right things?39

the sector's progress in achieving them. Management Is it doing the hght way?
refers to the effective implementation of goals.
Since processes for setting goals are undeveloped What mechanisms do stakehoLders have for moni-
in so many ECA countries, the basic tasks of sector toring the state's performance and holding it

accountabLe for its actions?managers are ill defined, and in general, the sec-
tor's management falls far short of good public The sector's governance, management, and
management standards. Accountability refers to accountability arrangements determine the
the mechanisms that stakeholders can use to answers to these questions. Govemance refers to
assess the sector's performance and pressure the the sector's steering function-how the goals for
state to represent their interests. In ECA, pretransi- the sector are set arid monitored; management
tion accountability systems are no longer valid refers to how the impLementation of goals is

organized. Accountability refers to the mechanismsRestructuringa the sector's governance, management, ta tkhlescnuet sestesco'
and accountability has to be the highest priority
for govemments. Goals set for the sector should be performance and to bring the state to honor
limited in number, measurable, and accepted by
stakeholders. Management of the sector can proba- These three dimensions are interrelated. The vigor
bly only be significantly improved in the context of of the accountability mechanisms in a country
a comprehensive public administration reform. In affects the transparency and inclusiveness of goal
the meantime, however, the sector can reallocate setting. The nature of the goals determines
functions among management levels, re-engineer whether managers of the system have clear signaLs
ministries of education where needed, and measure or directives-an issue of some importance, since
the sector's performance. Governments can too many or confusing goaLs undermine the efficien-
strengthen the sector's accountability through bet- cy of management and the basis for accountability.
ter checks and balances among rules and standord The management of the sector determines the
setting, competition (stakeholders' "choice"), and quality of the statistical and policy anaLysis capaci-
participation (stakeholders' "voice"). ties needed to increase the realism of reform goals

and to report on progress in achieving them.

39 'Doing the right things" is known as alLocative efficiency, which refers to the way resources are distributed among different
possible uses-for example, between health and education or between primary and higher education. Conceptually, alLocative
efficiency is similar to the idea of external efficiency in education.
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Why This Development Goal? ECA countries have not engaged in these
processes effectively.

Distortions in the governance, management, and
accountabiLity functions make the achievement of Goal setting and monitoring-the roles
other objectives problematic. Improving these of governance-are missing
functions seems to be a sine qua non for straight-
ening out other probLems. Except for the Baltic states and a few countries

in Eastern Europe such as Hungary, Slovenia, and,
Given this reaLity, it is unfortunate that ECAinrangyRona,oLsetgpocssae
education systems tend to fail on these three key increasingly, Romania, goal setting processes are

unfocused-or at best, nontransparent. Measuringdimensions. Although research on governance, how weLl goaLs are being attained is even rarer.
management, and accountability in the region,
especially for the education sector, is thin, there In the early years of the transition the ECA coun-
is substantial experience with ECA governments to tries tried to replace communist ideological
draw on. With notabLe exceptions, this experience content in curricuLa and textbooks. UnderstandabLy,
reveals the depth of reform that is needed, the rethinking of goaLs was based more on political
especialLy in countries of the FSU. reasoning than on sound analysis. Thus, public
The first of the next three sections eva[uates debates, to the extent that they occurred in the

pateno evlcouaties iregion, generated mainly political slogans, impor-
patterns of governance-hownwell cou es in tant as an impetus to education reforms but
the region are setting and monitoring goaLs for insufficient for effective goaL setting.
the sector. The second section, on management,
assesses how well the sector is being managed In the second haLf of the decade the most
and whether it meets the standards of good progressive countries moved toward goaLs that
pubLic administration. The third section expLores were clearer, better debated, and more frequently
the question of whether frameworks exist for monitored. In some ECA countries goal setting
improving the accountability of the state for debates have occurred for subparts of the system,
efficient service deLivery. especialLy vocationaL and technical education.

The Czech Republic is an example (Hendrichova,
Governance Svecova, and Slavikova 1999). However, in many

other countries of the region the historical tradi-
A country's political, economic, and social tion of setting goaLs as an ideal vision rather
environment frames what people need from an than as a practicaL tool for setting priorities for
education system. Major changes in context, such the sector has persisted. What have often
as ECA is experiencing, normaLly force countries amounted to scattered initiatives are not organized
to rethink and debate the goals for their education around a smaLl number of coherent, feasible, and
systems. As the implications of gLobaLization for measurable goaLs that define the reform direction
education began to register, the United States for the sector.
entered noisy debates about goals. Chile, as it
emerged from the repressive Pinochet regime, did Weak, absent, or nontransparent governance
the same. Tunisia, as it watched the ravages of seems related to management and accountability
Islamic fundamentaLism next door in Algeria, problems. As discussed later, managerial functions
rethought its goals for education to stress an that support goal setting and measurement are
education that emphasized tolerance. But many missing in most education ministries, specificaLly
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the poLicy analysis/pLanning and financiaL Management functions and powers have
management functions. not been rationalized

Another problem Lies in the sources of pressure A number of questions can be asked about func-
to rethink goaLs. Education bureaucracies are tionaL responsibilities and powers. Are functionaL
inherently conservative. Although occasionalLy a responsibiLities and powers allocated to plausible
minister of education with substantiaL vision levels of government? Are important responsibilities
leads a re-evaluation of the direction for the missing? Is authority over decisions ambiguous?
system, these pressures tend to come from out- Are responsibiLities and the resources needed to
side, not from within, ministries of education. meet them aligned?
Often, aLthough rarely in ECA, the pressure arises
from other government pLayers such as parLiamen- Allocation of functional responsibilities and powers

tary committees, ministers of finance, counciLs of among levels of govemment. This topic embraces
ministers, or prime ministers and their deputies. questions about centraLized and decentraLized

funding, operationaL responsibiLities, and decision-
Outside government, parents typicaLLy do not making powers. Since chapter 3 discusses the
exert pressure for change. Parents are conserva- aLLocation of funding responsibiLities, that issue is
tive-they want schooLing that Looks like what not discussed here except incidentalLy.
they received. More LikeLy sources of pressure are
empLoyers who need skiLLs that they cannot find Countries can distribute responsibilities and powers
and the dense networks of civic associations that among leveLs of government in various ways and
characterize democracies. However, most ECA still secure reasonably efficient service deLivery.
economies have not yet deveLoped to the point The size of the country-its popuLation numbers
where employers face important skill shortages- and territorial size--and the presence or absence
although when they do, if the experience in the of geographicalLy concentrated ethnic groups
West is any guide, they will probabLy become affect these distributions. For example, decentral-
vocal advocates of change. The associational Life izing certain responsibiLities may make sense in
of ECA countries is also stilL very thin, and the Large countries such as PoLand, Russia, Turkey, or
mechanisms by which citizens can register their Ukraine but not in small countries such as
preferences are poorLy developed. Albania, Estonia, or Slovenia.

A limited number of criteria can be used to judge
Management the distribution of responsibilities and decision-

The next two sections deaL with management from making among leveLs of government in ECA
two points of view. One anaLyzes the functions countries. Does the distribution:

and decisionmaking powers in the sector: their * Protect nationaL interests in creating human
completeness, their distribution among levels of capital, in keeping variances in human
government, their clarity, and their consistency. capitaL Low (fairness), and in promoting
The second assesses how functions are conducted sociaL cohesion?
reLative to standards of good public administration. . Secure economies of scaLe (supply efficiency)?

* Maximize opportunities for competition or
customer choice?'4

40 Choice is one key to hoLding the state accountabLe for efficient service delivery: it gives customers, such as families and
employers, options among service providers. Choice presumes competition among what have often been monopoly providers,
and competition is theoreticalty assumed to improve the efficiency of services.
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Table 5.1. Where Should Densionmaking Responsibilities and Powers Be Lodged?

Iil il 10i I II iii li ii S .il i 1 

Intermediate (provinciaL LeveL) *Making economy-of-scaLe decisions for regionaL LeveL
institutions (e.g., to open, close, or consolidate
institutions across smaLL locaL jurisdictions)

*Making such decisions for other issues most efficientLy
resoLved across spaces larger than small locaL jurisdictions
(e.g., aLLocation of teachers among schooLs.)

Sour-ce: Authors'conipilation

* Maximize opportunities for "voice"-that is, locaL elections that are the obvious mechanism
the participation of users and beneficiaries in for registering voice on issues of sociaL poticy

decisions about the system?"1 may in reaLity be decided on grounds of personaL,

* Align responsibilities and the resources need- tribatl or political party [oyatties, not on civic

ed to meet them? grounds (Prud'homme 1995). In other words, the
verdict is certainly not in on centralizing versus

Depending on country-specific conditions, achiev- decentralizing decisionmaking powers as a way of

ing one objective may undermine the achievement increasing voice.

of another. For exampLe, nonexperimental evidence
suggests that Locat decisionmaking, aLthough it TabLe 5.1 suggests one distribution of functional
may increase voice, can aso decrease equity and responsibiLities and powers among government
sociat cohesion (Prud homme 1995; Lockheed levels that is consistent with the objectives

1997). DecentraLization is expected to increase just ( isted.

civic voice. However, in developing democracies

41 Voice is another key to holding the state accountabLe for efficient service delivery. It is defined as citizens or customers
wiLlingness and abiLity to exert pressure on service providers to perform. Voice can take various forms from LocaL eLections to
comxmunity power over the selection of schooL headmasters.
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The assignment of decisionmaking responsibiLities These are functions that belong at the central
is very fluid in the region. However, severaL prob- level, but they are often missing even in central-
lems associated with the distribution of functions ized systems in the region. For example, in
and decisionmaking powers among leveLs of gov- Romania performance monitoring is nominalLy
ernment have emerged. In basic and secondary lodged at the central level but appears to be no
education a number of countries still centraLize more than a paper function. Although this is now
educational decisionmaking; exampLes are Croatia, being remedied, thus far there is no standardized
FYR Macedonia, and Uzbekistan.2 HighLy central- reporting, performance grading, data anaLysis, or
ized systems, usually overwhelmed by operational other feedback information. Inspection reports
decisions, are unable to focus on strategic planning and academic performance results are confidential
and issues of nationaL poLicy. They are not easily (Ivan and others 1999).
held accountable by civil society. For exampLe, in
Croatia, where the Minister of Education appoints In countries that have decentraLized responsibiLities
school principals, when ministers change, so do for basic and secondary education, such as Russia
principals, especially heads of important sec- and Ukraine, the ministries of education have Lost
ondary schooLs. SchooLs are accountable to the many of their former functions to subnationaL
party in power, not to the civiL society, except levels. At the same time, they have not assumed
very indirectly via nationaL elections. responsibiLity for functions that manifestLy belong

at the center.
Although recent legislation is expected to remedy
the probLem, the Czech Republic has lacked an The information responsibility of the central level
intermediate (regional) management level. The is particularly important for accountabiLity-a
central leveL has been overLoaded with adminis- society cannot hold its education sector accountabLe
trative tasks and has been unabLe to focus on without credibLe information on its performance.
strategic issues. The country has lacked that Level ALI countries in the region have education statistics.
of government best able to manage a restructuring However, the statistics in Albania, Bosnia-
of vocational/technical education that refLects Herzegovina, Georgia, FYR Macedonia, MoLdova,
subnational economic realities and economies of and Turkey are judged to be rudimentary (WorLd
scale (Hendrichova, Svecova, and Stavikova 1999). Bank 1999c). Most ECA countries measure inputs

to the sector, not outcomes; they rareLy measure
Missing functions. An analysis of management private sector educational activity; and financing
arrangements shows that important functions may data may aggregate expenditures on educationaL
be missing. The most obvious are: services that differ in their costs-for exampLe,

secondary academic versus vocational/technical
* Leading the sector's improvement education. In other words, statistics in the region
* Setting learning standards and ensuring do not support policymaking well.

educationaL quaLity
* Monitoring performance, especiaLLy by The statistics that clo exist are often not made

publishing information on the system's pubLicLy availabLe, especiaLLy by the FSU countries.
performance and measuring it against perfor- Ukraine is flagrant in maintaining the secrecy of
mance in countries seLected as comparators data on the sector, and Romania has recentLy

* Ensuring educationaL fairness.

42 Other leveLs of education can have patterns of centraLization and decentralization that differ from those at the basic and
secondary LeveLs. For example, even in countries with centraLized decisionmaking for basic and secondary education, deci-
sionmaking for preschools may be decentralized. Decisionmaking for secondary vocationiaL education conforms to that for
secondary education, but decisionmaking for postsecondary vocational training differs markedly from that for secondary
vocational education. The postsecondary vocational LeveL is governed in muLtiple ways and tends to use one of three generaL
modeLs or all three models in the same country. Universities tend to have substantial autonomy.
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increased the "confidentiality" of information on Since some accountabiLities properly lie at subna-
student Learning and the managerial pefformance tionaL leveLs, highly centralized systems vioLate
of schooLs. the principLe of aLigning decisionmaking powers

and accountabiLities. By definition, they do not
Contradictory, unclear, or overlapping allocations of give these leveLs the powers they need to meet
powers to different or to the same levels 9f govem- their responsibiLities. An important exampLe is
ment. Is authority over decisions ambigLous? As accountabiLity for student Learning. Since Learning
discussed Later in this chapter, the incertives probLems uLtimateLy have to be solved at the level
prevaLent in the region are ruLes that are hierar- of the cLassroom and school, the schooL is the
chicaLLy imposed and enforced. The resuLt is often naturaL unit to hoLd accountable for learning
excessive numbers of rules that are poorly coordi- outcomes. A centralized system means that the
nated, contradictory, unclear, and therefore school has no control over decisions that affect
idiosyncratically interpreted. In Romania intricate, its abiLity to deliver on its obligations.
paraLLeL, and overLapping responsibiLities among
the many boards under the jurisdiction of the Money, Like decisionmaking authority, does not
Ministry of NationaL Education result in "endlessly always follow responsibiLity. As state owned
contradictory information' (Ivan and others 1999). enterprises shed preschooLs and vocationaL

schooLs, Local leveLs of government are assuming
Case studies show overlapping responsibilities for responsibiLity for preschools, but often without
the same function between two or more Levels of the resources they need to cover costs. With
government without rules for adjudicating shared similar effect, countries have responded to fiscal
authority. For exampLe, in Russia both the oblast pressures at the center by alLocating inadequate
and central Levels organize textbook production bLock grants to LocaL governments for basic and
and distribution; the centraL, obLast, and school secondary education. Countries of the FSU,
leveLs deveLop teaching and assessment methods, however, generally have vertical fiscal imbaLances,
design school programs, and set performance created by nationaL responsibility for revenue
standards (KLugman 1997a, p. 19). The Hungarian generation but Local responsibility for spending
education system shares responsibilities between (KLugman 1997a, figure 2, p. 8; WetzeL and Dunn
LeveLs of government for a number of fun:tions, 1998). Thus, in Kazakhstan in 1994 LocaL educa-
such as teacher appointments, salaries, aiid tion expenditure as a share of local revenues
in-service training. The resuLt has been problems ranged from 23 to 204 percent, 6 of the 21
of ambiguous boundaries and a need for oblasts having education expenditures that
coordinated action. exceeded their total local revenues (Klugman

1997a, tabLe 4, p. 10). Transfers from the centerThe same Level or unit can aLso be assigned t untoa eesadfo batt ao
responsibilities that constitute a conflict of . . .
interest. In Romania, for example, school inspec- (district) levels reduce revenue disparities at local
itoraest. rn Romandreds oforxa e schooLs d a sspheir levels (Klugman 1997b; Stewart 1997; Wetzel andtorates run hundreds of schools and assess their Dunn 1998), but final revenues at local levels are
own management (Ivan and others 1999). low relative to the costs of educational services

Misaligned responsibilities and resources. This that have to be provided.
problem shows up in most ECA countries, Chapter 4 pointed out that budgetary responsibility
aLthough it takes different forms.

may be decentralized, but with budget rules still
set by the center. These include wage rates for
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teachers, student/teacher ratios, and minimum tev- exampLe, in a number of countries schooL princi-
eLs of expenditure. These centraL norms undermine paLs have been seLected not on merit but on the
opportunities for local government to improve basis of loyalty to the party in power or have been
technicaL efficiency or to use its fiscaL resources elected by teachers. Thus, managers in
to reflect the preferences of locaL beneficianes. primary and secondary schooLs, as weLL as in

higher education, can benefit from professional

Management of the sector falls far management training.
short of standards for good publc
administration Accountability

Even where functions and decisionmaking powers "Accountability" in education refers to the mecha-
are complete and are sensibly alLocated among nisms that stakehoLders can use to assess the sec-
Levels of government, functions may be performed tor's performance and to bring the state to honor
weLL or poorly. How weLL do ECA countries manage their interests.43 These interests have to be baL-
the sector, as measured by criteria for good anced to ensure the efficient and responsive detiv-
pubLic administration? ery of services. This section analyzes the three

conditions required to achieve this baLance.
To some extent, this question boiLs down to a
question about the effectiveness of the country's 1. A framework for the deLivery of educationaL
overall pubLic administration. PubLic sector admin- services with three mechanisms operating in a
istration can be judged on severaL dimensions checks-and-balances relationship to one
(World Bank 1999b), but the focus here another: ruLes and standards, competition
is on poLicymaking capacities and operational effi- (choice), and participation (voice)
ciency. Factors externaL to government (e.g., poLi- 2. Disaggregation of education into different
tics) affect government's management goods and services susceptible to different
performance, but governments do controL key sub- incentive regimes
systems. TabLe 5.2 shows one analytic framework 3. InvoLvement of multipLe stakehoLders, not just
for assessing how welL organisationaL functions are the state, in the design, deLivery, and moni-
performed (Joyce and Ingraham 1997). toring of services.

An anaLysis of individual countries, using the cri-
teria in tabLe 5.2, conveys how far short of good Condition 1: The incentive framework
internationaL practice the public administrations of has three mechanisms operating in
most ECA countries falL. Even the Czech Republic, a checks-and-balances relationship
Estonia, and Hungary, aLthough they have made to one another: rules and standards,
considerabLe progress, still have to traveL some competition (choice), and
distance to reach international participation (voice)
standards (Nunberg and Reid 1999). Embedded
astheydares iNacountery'sd pRevaili. sndads The key to efficient and responsive service deLivery
as they are in a country's prevaiLing standards i hcsadblrcsrLtosi mn h.. . . ~~~~~~is a checks-and-baLances reLationship among the
for public administration, ECA education systems interests of three groups: the public sector (gov-
share the same failings. ernment and professionaL educators), the private

At the same time, the education sector can sector, and the civic society (taxpayers, users, and
independentLy improve its pub.ic management. For beneficiaries). Each of these three actors plays

43 There is a Large literature-e.g., the new institutional economics Literature-on the issue of accountabiLity. Papers that
reLate the impLications of this burgeoning titerature to service delivery problems include PauL (1991, 1994) and Girishankar
(1999). The framework used here reLies heaviLy on work by both Girishankar and Paul, especiaLLy the former.
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Table 5.2 Criteria for Competent Public Management

of merit; controLof hiring;maintenanceof ap r S S SkSi'

mi aog mpoee; bUt o re wardndudiscpiedManagement human resources CLear and understandabLe personnel system; insulation
from political interests and pressures; workforce planning
and strategic analysis of needs; timely hiring on the basis
of merit; control of hiring; maintenance of appropriate skill
mix among employees; ability to reward and discipline
employees appropriately; cooperative labor-management
relations

Capital management Strategic analysis of long-term capital needs; use of appro-
priate information and analyses to differentiate good from
bad capital purchases; integration of capital budget with
planning for operating budget; appropriate maintenance

priogitioes aligned finacia wtah re i nf p y pormati atpre-
ital subsystems around performance goals; those components
include leaders whose vision is clearly communicated to sub-
ordinates, leaders able to motivate employees to achieve the
organisation's goals, information technology systems well
integrated with other management systems, leaders who use
information to evaluate progress toward goals, and budget
priorities aligned with current policy priorities

Source:Joyce and Ingraham (1997).
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according to different ruLes. The public these some studies also show that efficiency and
sector uses ruLes and standards to estabLish the responsiveness decline if any one of these players
framework for service deLivery; the private sector dominates. Mechanisms for strengthening
uses competition and choice; and the civic accountabiLity carry their own distortions. Thus,
society uses participation or voice. it is the checks and balances among the three

mechanisms that resuLt in the most efficient and
* Rules and standards are used to reguLate the responsive provision of services.
goods and services provided. RuLes and standards
shouLd be framed in consultation with various Markets are not seLf-reguLating. In the absence
stakehoLders. However, the state, in the form of of rule setting and standard setting by the state,
bureaucrats, technocrats, and quasi-state groups, they cannot be counted on to suppLy educationaL
such as subject-matter associations of teachers, goods and services that respect nationaL interests
is usually the centraL pLayer. The aforementioned or the interests of taxpayers, beneficiaries, or
groups are better positioned to represent nationaL users. SimiLarLy, beneficiaries and users cannot be
interests and professional knowledge. trusted to represent communaL interests in the

absence of ruLe setting and standard setting by
* Competition (choice) can be used when the state. The state and professionaL groups
muLtipLe suppLiers are availabLe. Because it gives provide an important check on beneficiaries and
purchasers choices among goods and services, users for at least three reasons.
competition improves efficiency by forcing suppLi-
ers to reduce costs and improve quality. ALthough * In addition to the positive benefits of educa-
private sector players are those most likely to be tion captured by the individuaL, such as higher
subject to competition, capitation financing, wages, education has positive benefits for the
vouchers, and other mechanisms can be used to collectivity. These include lower crime rates,
create competitive markets among pubLic providers. better heaLth practices that Limit the spread of

infectious diseases, niore vigorous and better
Participation (voice) takes the form of stake- informed voter participation, contributions to

holder participation in the definition of input and economic growth that are not entireLy captured in
outcome standards; using information on the per- higher wages of individuaLs, and-depending on
formance of the pubLic or private sector to press occupationaL structures and labor markets-more
for improved performance; and using information equaL incomes and therefore Less chance of sociaL
to choose among educationaL options. The centraL unrest. However, neither children nor parents can
pLayers for exercising voice include beneficiaries, be trusted to invest sufficientLy in education to
users, taxpayers, and civic groups. Users wiLL vary realize its coLLective benefits. ChiLdren are too
according to the LeveL of education in question- young to make these choices on their own behalf.
for example, empLoyers are vocaL about ReLative to their parents, they are aLso powerLess
training services. to enforce choices that are to their benefit but

not to that of their parents. Parents' investments
TheoreticaL and anaLytic work shows that theintercldn'euaioaesgifaty
state cannot be trusted to suppLy educationaL d i their ownLeves'o education and

good andservceseffiienty o to espo to determined by their own LeveLs of education and
goods and services efficientLy or toerspon t their socioeconomic status. Thus, poor parents
the preferences of beneficiaries and users without wt iteeuainaeatt au h eei
the competitive checks of markets or the exercise to them of the child's labor in the fields more
of voice by beneficiaries and users. However, than the delayed benefit of education for the
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Figure 5.1 Checks and BaLances between Interest Groups and Mechanisms
Enhance the Deitvery of EducationaL Serices

FPayers and mechanisms

PUBLIC SECTOR (GOVERNMENT AND PROFESSIONAL GROUPS)'

Rules and standards

PRIVATE SECTOR: ERS, USERS,

Competition (choice) BENEFICIARIES:
Particpation (voice)

Source: Adapted from Girishankar (I 999).

child. To counter these choices, the state enacts the skills and knowledge that their children need.
and enforces laws that require families to send Professional groups are better positioned to see
their children to school up to certain ages. these links and to represent them in state regu-

Lated Learning standards.
The socioeconomic status of pardticipants

drives the exercise and effectiveness of voice. In Figure 5.1 shows the checks and balances among
the absence of state efforts to protect the inter- interest groups and the mechanisms that they

ests of the poor and minorities, wealthier and use to govern their interactions with the
more powerful parents will dominate ("capture") education system.
decisions about the allocation of services at the
expense of poorer families. Most ECA governments do not balance the use of

these three mechanisms, and the result is weak

* There are information asymmetries that favor accountability of the state to the civil society for

the state over beneficiaries, users, and taxpayers. the efficient delivery of educational services.
The Latter voice preferences based on what they Governments tend to rely almost excLusively on

can observe. For example, if teachers do not show hierarchical ruLes as incentives in the education

up for work, parents can observe their absence sector, bureaucrats and teachers usually being

and demand ways of ensuring teachers' commit- reduced to order takers with no scope for initiative.
ment to their jobs, such as giving communities Governments do not make much use of competition

or parent associations the right to hire and fire (choice) and participation (voice) to counterbal-
teachers. However, they are poorty positioned to ance rules and norms. Although governments bid

see or understand important dimensions of educa- out the provision of some services and goods,
tion. For example, in the absence of credible these are not always true competitions. State
assessments of student Learning, educational quality and private sector actors are too frequently in

is hard to judge. Parents do not readily under- collusion with each other.

stand the impLications of a market economy for
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Condition 2: Education is disaggregated education. Since students often expect to move
into different goods and services sus- to the Location of a university, this gives them
ceptible to different incentive regimes choices and creates competitive pressures on

tertiary institutions.
ECA's record here is not good. Most ECA govern-
ments treat education as a single bundLe of * How precisety can the desired characteristics
services instead of disaggregating the services of the good or service be specified and measured?
into activities according to the optimal arrange- Measurable goods or services favor the use of
ments for deLivering them. markets as a way to improve the efficiency of

service delivery. For example, it is easy to specify
The characteristics of goods and services vary good custodial services and to use visual inspec-
in ways that impLy the optimal mechanisms for tion to check on the quality of the service provided.
delivering them. The same framework is not opti- ("Is the school clean?") It is much harder to
maL for all of the inputs into service delivery. Nor, specify good teaching. In the absence of agreed
incidentally, is the same framework necessarily teaching standards, visual observation is not
optimal for all stages of an activity, whether much help in measuring teaching quality-
that stage be design, operation, or monitoring observers, whether parents or school inspectors,
(Girishankar 1999). For example, in a ports do not know what to look for or how to judge
project, government, in the form of its technical what they see.
experts, and voice, in the form of inputs by
shippers, may be the optimal arrangement for * Is information about the quality of the
designing the port. The market, in the form of a delivered service equally available to all players-
contract to a private firm, may be the optimal users, beneficiaries, and suppliers (often govemment
arrangement for operating the port. Government agents)? Beneficiaries and users may be able to
may be optimal for monitoring and enforcing observe quality better than government agents, in
the contract. which case voice is an important component of

the framework.
The characteristics of goods and services that
affect the choice of the mechanisms for providing In the interests of simplification, table 5.3 gives
them are expressed in the form of the following examples of educationaL goods and services that
questions and answers. differ only in terms of supplier choice and the

ease with which their quality can be measured.
* Can multiple suppliers compete to provide the These can be goods and services that a ministry
good or servce? If so, choice or markets can be of education or a district education office provides
expLoited competitively to improve the efficiency to itseLf, such as accounting services or informa-
of the goods and services delivered. For example, tion systems, or that government provides for
in the case of computers, a number of vendors the pubLic.
can provide the same equipment. Families in
small rural communities rarely have choices The items in type I are standardized goods or
among schools provided by the state, but some services. Providers of these goods and services
competition can be introduced by opening to can be changed without particular disruption to
competition the management of the school. the purchaser. Items in type II are services that
Urban famiLies have choice among the city's can be opened to competition, but the competition
muLtiple providers of primary or secondary is organized around bidding for the market. Once

the contract is signed or the concession let, choice
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Table 5.3 Educational Goods and Services Differ in the Multiplicity of Providers
and Ease of Measuring the Quality of the Product or Service

i~~~~~~~~~ BE; 1 * :- .** I 

Easily measured Type I Type II
* School furniture * Custodial services
* VehicLes * Food services
* Standard teaching aids * Book publishing
* Equipment * School construction services
* Supplies * Utilities, accounting, and
* Textbook printing payroLl services

Source: Adapted frorn Girishankar (I1999).

is severeLy reduced because those who tet the The nature of the good or service has impLications

contract incur monetary and time costs if they for the institutional arrangements that best

change providers. For exampLe a contract to con- ensure efficient service deLivery. TabLe 5.4 shows

struct a new schooL can be awarded on the basis that competition (the market) is the mechanism

of competitive bids, but once the contract is of choice for type I goods and services. Type II

signed, changing contractors in midstream entaiLs goods and services also rely on competition.

construction delays that may be unacceptable. However, the 'isunk costs" associated with type II
contracts-that is, the costs to the contractor

Condition 3: Multiple stakeholders, of switching suppLiers-mean that market

not just the state, are involved in mechanisms cannot be used as readiLy to eriforce

the design, delivery, and monitoring compliance. Public officials have to enforce the

of services contract by monitoring how weLL the suppLier is
meeting the contract provisions.

Again, the record of the education sector in most
ECA countries is not good. ECA governments tend Morkets and choice. Most countries in the region

to define government as the onLy intermediary use at Least Limited forms of pubLic competition
Sorde.ivering educational services, rather than to buA standardized (oods and services (type I)f

isr seLverey reducdbecauserthoseswh letne then Th naueo h odoeriehsipiain

defining the services as needing multiph e interme- However contracting out (type II goods and

diaries and stakehoLders. services) is stiLL in its infancy. Contracting out
does not automaticalLy increase the efficiency of
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TabLe 5.4 Incentive Arrangements for Different Categories of Goods and Services

Choice: availabiLity of multiple providers
QuaLity of desired good or service High Low

Easily measured Type I Type II
Markets: competition Markets and government:
in the market competition for the market
with contracting with audits of supplier

performance by government

Source: Adapted from Girishankar (1999)

service provision (Keefer 1998). SeveraL conditions The Laws of many ECA countries support the entry

have to be in pLace for contracting to benefit of private schooLs into the market, although
efficiency. For example, procurement practices countries differ in their obstacles to entry. The
have to be transparent if providers are to innovate. vigor of the private sector market aLso depends

Governments also have to be able to make credible on the extent of pubLic subsidy to private schooLs

commitments to compensate providers for and the reLative wealth of famiLies in the country
innovations that improve quality or reduce costs. (UNICEF 1998, p. 83). A number of countries
Credibility hinges on a secure environment for allow parents to choose among public schools
contract and property rights-again, a condition regardless of residence (UNICEF 1998, p. 82),
that many ECA countries do not meet weLl. aLthough tracking, which can sometimes start at

age 11, constrains parental choice. Parents may
Services of types III and IV depend heavily on aLso need subsidies in order to exercise choice,

checks and balances between ruLes and standards such as capitation financing, which can take the

and participation by the users and beneficiaries of form of vouchers, schoLarships, or even subsidized
the services. Type III services differ from type IV transport. With some exceptions in certain coun-

services only in that users have choices among tries or provinces, however, ECA as a whole does
providers. In other words, competition (choice or not use capitation financing; no ECA country uses

markets) can be used together with government vouchers; and, as noted in chapter 2, schoLarships

rules and user or beneficiary voice to ensure for the poor are diminishing.
efficient service deLivery for type III services. In
theory, urban famiLies have choice, or chances to The limited suppLy of university places relative to
"vote with their feet", by virtue of having more demand turns choice on its head after basic (and
access to private schooLing and chances to exer- sometimes after primary) education. Universities

cise choices among public schooLs. RuraL citizens and the lower and upper secondary schooLs that
in ECA have aLmost no choice of educationaL virtuaLLy guarantee. entry into university choose

services unless the school's management is students, not vice versa.
subject to competition or ruraL dweLLers migrate
to urban areas." As aLready noted, on average, Participation and voice. Voice is very weak in the

41 percent of the populations of ECA countries region. A variety of mechanisms can support
lives in rural areas (Wetzel and Dunn 1998). voice-for exampLe, parent-teacher associations;

44 Distance learning provides a type of exit in that it increases Learning options for students in ruraL communities.
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election of local government officials who have their expectations or dissatisfaction because
the authority and resources to respond to voice; they Lack the structure and culture of
complaint procedures; public hearings; legal participation. (World Bank 1998c)
chalLenges through the courts; elected oversight
boards for each schooL or each municipality; the Decentralization and voice are often equated.
community's right to fire the head of the school, However, they are not the same. Decentralized
publication of the resuLts of each schoo.s perfor- governance is more conducive to the exercise of
mance in local newspapers; citizen surveys of voice because clients have more access to those
corruption in the sector, with the results pubLished making decisions about the sector. However,
in national and local newspapers and discussed cLients need channeLs, such as Local elections, to
on television; and client service surveys that make themselves heard. These channeLs need to
assess consumer satisfaction with education.'5 be protected from capture by LocaL subgroups,

usuaLly the elite of a community."6 Unlike water
Beneficiaries in ECA countries, however, do not supply, where the quality of the supply in the
have a rich array of ways for expressing voice community is uniform, the quality of a community's
and Little tradition of using those means that do educational services can differ depending on the
exist. Several ECA countries impose legaL or polit- beneficiaries. Powerful members of the community
ical constraints on mechanisms for expressing can commandeer resources to create high quality
voice, such as constraints on the press. For example, schools for their children, leaving families with
BuLgarian Law stipulates that each schooL is to weak voice to fend for themseLves.
have a schooL board, but the working of the law
restricts the opportunities for voice. Only a limited Strategic Paths for Governments
number of schools have boards, and prircipals
who fail to establish school boards are not subject Since most ECA education systems have governance,
to sanctions. Even where school boards exist, management, and accountabiLity problems that
they have advisory powers only, in part because undermine the sectors abilities to soLve other
school policy is almost entirely determined by probLems, attending to them must be a priority.
decisions made at other Levels of government

(World Bank 1998a). Governance: Re-evaluate the goals

Citizens also need to have formed habits of using for the sector
available channels of voice, and these habits are
staiLabll weakninethe rgon. Fore, andthee R nitsan What do the leaders and citizens of the country
stitt weak in the region. For example, a Romanian ne rmteeuainsse?I tgvnneed from the education system? Is it givingworking group that anaLyzed the sector's gover- them what they need? Can this question be
nance and accountability noted:thmwateynd?Cnhiqusonb

answered at present? If not, how is it going to
The Romanian educationaL organisation get answered?
neglects the Legitimate interest and demands
of the beneficiaries because it functions in
a vacuum of external accountability. The the energies of all players in the system and for

... . . ~~~~~~~accountabiLity. Goals must be limited in numberbeneficiaries of education (students, parents, aconbityGasmuteLmtdinubr
bemmuneiciies, ofd enducaostu)denots xparents, (no more than five and preferably fewer) and sta-communities, and industry) do not express beoe esnbepro ftm.We ol

bLe over a reasonabLe period of time. When goaLs
45 CLient service surveys are primarily useful for evaluating visible dimensions of the school. Do teachers show up for work? Is

the school building in reasonable physicat condition? Do the children have textbooks? Is the physicaL equipment in the play-
ground kept in safe condition? Client surveys are not as usefuL for less visibLe dimensions such as learning achievement.

46 Especially at the community Level, beneficiaries with naturally stronger voice-the better educated and wealthier-are often
also providers or are connected to them in networks. They have disincentives to use voice or exit and are inclined to prevent
others from using these options. See PauL (1091).
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muLtipLy, managers responsible for achieving them the capacity of the country's education statistics

are forced to ignore some or to vaciLLate between unit. Statistics staff should be (or shouLd

them, with the result that progress in reaching become) familiar with new data coLLection
goaLs is ragged. When goaLs shift rapidLy, managers standards, methods, and tooLs. They shouLd be

do not have enough time to achieve any one of protected from political pressures. They shouLd

them, and reforms that are prematureLy abandoned use computers and software to process, store,

simpLy mean wasted time and effort. GoaLs shouLd share, and disseminate information efficiently.

be targeted on ends, not means, and progress in Depending on the results of the assessment,

achieving them must be measurable and measured. develop a strategy for heLping the unit reach
internationaL standards for statistics agencies.

GoaLs must be understood and accepted as
legitimate by aLL the parties that are key to their Evaluate how education policymakers use statistical

achievement. StabiLizing goaLs across governments information in their decisionmaking. A country's

and ministers of education requires a broad politi- education statistics system is onLy as strong as

caL consensus. And a goaL-driven reform requires the information and analytic demands pLaced on

that the wide range of pLayers who implement it it by education poLicymakers. Demand drives qual-

understand its objectives. This means conducting ity. Using donor aid, a Middle Eastern country

extensive and inclusive debates about goaLs. It buiLt a respectabLe education statistics system,

aLso means investing in a communications strategy but since education poLicymakers did not use the

that cLarifies the nature and reasons for agreed data in their poLicymaking, the system graduaLLy

goaLs. In the absence of a shared understanding feLL into disrepair. As one observer noted, 'They

among the major pLayers about the direction for built a statue without a head."
the sector, they wiLL be unabLe to coordinate and
effectively target their efforts. Design and implement a system of performance

indicators. SeLection of performance indicators

Management: shouLd be based on broad consultations with

Mfeasure, measure, measure stakehoLders and poLicymakers to identify the
information that they want for judging performance.

Trusted information on the performance of the The OECD countries have substantiaL experience in
sector is the key to realistic goal setting, better identifying such indicators (OECD, Education at a

management, and greater accountabiLity. Without Glance, various years). OECD policymakers and

reLevant data on the sector, all the pLayers are stakeholders can attest to the poLicy relevance of

flying bLind. What does not get measured does different candidate indicators.

not get fixed. ECA countries shoutcl expLoit the substantiaL

Start with an audit. Put together a working group technical experience of participants in the OECD's
of users, bureaucrats, and education professionaLs Indicators of Education Systems (INES) project to

to assess what is known about the sector at each heLp them with the ltechnicaL work of validating
LeveL of education. What information on perfor- measures, coLLecting and anaLyzing data, and
mance is pubLicLy available? pubLishing resuLts. ECA countries need to bench-

mark the performances of their education sectors

Assess and strengthen the capacity of the educa- against those of other countries. The OECD frame-

tion statistics unit. An internationaL expert in work for some core performance variabLes wouLd
modern education statistics systems should assess allow comparisons with other nations, incLuding
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some ECA countries. The Czech Republic. Hungary, * Overlapping responsibilities for the same
Poland, and, for a few variabLes, Russia are function between two or more leveLs of
aLready participating in the INES project. government without ruLes of the game to

govern shared authority
Special international assessments provide other * Misalignment of responsibilities and the
chances to benchmark the performances of resources required to meet them
education systems (see chapter 1). SeveraL ECA * Allocation of functions to an inappropriate
governments have already participated ii some of level of government.
these assessments: the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, and Slovenia participated in the IALS, as Build a consensus around reallocating, eliminating,
did East Germany before reunification (see chapter or addingfunctions. The anaLysis of the sector's
1); a larger number of ECA countries have partici- governance arrangements will reveal both
pated in the Third International Mathematics and egregious and minor distortions. The strategy for
Science Study (TIMSS). The OECD has also con- reallocating, adding, or eliminating decisionmaking
ducted reviews of nationaL poLicies for education powers has to refLect a careful, country-specific
in severaL ECA countries, incLuding Poland, Russia, assessment of the winners and Losers from a
and Slovenia. management reform. Some players benefit from

distortions; some lose. Attending to the politicaL
Management: Reallocate functions economy of reforming sectoraL management wiLL
among levels of government and increase the chances of its success. Look for a
reinvent the ministry of education window of opportunity. Politically, changes may

be best made in the context of broad discussions
Again, start with an audit. Since the distribution within the government and the parliament about
of functions among governmental leveLs is very centralization versus decentraLization and pubLic
country-specific, rationaLizing this distribution sector management reforms.
first requires an audit of decisionmaking by level
of government and by Level of education Working If necessary and possible, start at the top by rein-
groups for the audit should include those empow- venting the functions of the ministry of education.
ered to change current arrangements and those Many ministries in the region have become empty
now affected by them. Several ECA countries, shelLs. They no longer do what they used to do;
such as Albania, Bulgaria, the Czech RepjbLic, they do not now do what they should be doing;
Hungary, Poland, and Romania, have either com- and, by virtue of not having redefined their roles,
pleted or are now completing such audits. they are unable to lead change in the sector.

For each educational level, the audit has to start Management: Support efforts to improve
with an analysis of who makes each of the major the administration of the
decisions. Using this database, working groups public sector
should examine the data for evidence on
the following: Since the pubLic administration of the education

sector is so entwined with that of the whole
* Missing functions country, the sector is somewhat limited in its
* Contradictory or unclear allocations of powers abiLities to significantly improve its own practices
to different levels of government independently. However, the sector can participate
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Box 5.1

DECOMPRESSING CIVIL SERVICE WAGES IN GEORGIA

I 1997- eo began ctassifying teaches ito fur categris on grunds of their meured prfssinl
competece-. The fow Ategies ar nked to dife nces in sar the in the highest-catego make twice
the mont4 sataP ofhise in the lowest. These rew salary scales and the extesio of tsatary ge that
they eetwee part of a pubic administratin reform to decompress the salaries of pubtic sector employ-
ees and to reward employe on the basis of their performance (World Bank 1998b).

in broader efforts to modernize the nation's pubLic * The government knows the costs of public
administration. For exampLe, Albania's Ministry of provision. If the government does not know
Education and Sciences is a pilot ministry in that what it costs to provide the good or service
countrys civiL service reform. Box 5.1 describes a within the public sector, it cannot adequately
civil service reform in Georgia's education sector. assess bids from private providers to deter-

mine whether contracting would save money.

Accountability: Strengthen checks This ignorance is particularLy costly when

and balances between rule setting private competition is limited."
and standard setting, competition, * LegaL standards and judiciaL processes for
and participation to improve efficiency resolving commercial disputes are in place.
and accountability * There are enough private firms providing a

service or good to sustain competition.
This section suggests ways to improve stakehold- * The government is able to monitor contracts,
ers opportunities for choice (competition) and especially the quality of service provision.
voice (participation). Competition and a focus on less complex

services can substitute for significant
Increase use of competition. Contracting increases performance auditing capacity.
the efficiency of service delivery, but only under As noted earlier, many of these conditions are not

the following conditions (Keefer 1998): in place in ECA countries. For example, the budget

officers of education ministries or municipalities
* Procurement procedures for contracting are not trained to estimate the costs of public

foverngoodsnand seices arenot corrupt. proprovision. These realities argue for piloting con-
Government profficias who usenorrpt prefo- htracting with very simple services and for a focus
curement procedures will not press for high on getting required conditions in place.
quality and low cost provision of services and

are unlikely to share with the government Encourage school choice by capitation financing.
any cost savings that do emerge. Conditions needed for successful choice systems

* Officials do not use the procurement of goods include the foLLowing:
and services to gain the support of public
sector workers. Those who do are likely to * Meeting individuals' different preferences
oppose any reform that jeopardizes the status should not violate national interests in
of these workers. building human capital and social cohesion.

47 Because it has the capacity to evaluate costs, the U.S. Air Force was abLe to concLude that contracting out engine repair to
a major aircraft manufacturer would not save $4.7 billion, as the private vendor contended, but would cost the Air Force
$1.3 billion. (See U.S. GeneraL Accounting Office 1997.)
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* Families shouLd be motivated to shop aggres- apart from voice for discipLining service providers.

siveLy for schooLs that meet their preferences. However, it has been found that citizens with
* Families should be weLl informed about Lower incomes and Less education are Less apt to

the quaLity of education offered by use voice, and rural citizens are apt to be poorer

different schooLs. and Less well educated than urban citizens. In
* There shouLd be many suppLiers of thle service these cases externaL agents, such as nongovern-

competing or able to gain easy access to mental organisations (NGOs), can be used to
the market. mobiLize the Local public to demand and monitor

* The service should be purchased frequently better service delivery (Paul 1991).

enough that users (or networks to Mhich they
beLong) can learn by experience (AlLen and A number of strategies can increase the avenues
others 1989). for voice. These include conducting social

assessments that capture the perspectives of

As with contracting, few of the conditions for beneficiaries and users. Other avenues are parent-
effective choice are in place in most ECA coun- teacher councils with decisionmaking powers,

tries. CentraL ministries do not necessarily have employer-trainer counciLs with decisionmaking
the regulatory and standard setting structures to powers, report cards on the performance of each
protect national interests-for example, s3ocial school, and client surveys to assess citizens' per-
cohesion. Families Lack objective information on ceptions of educational services and of corruption
the quality of individual schooLs that they can in the sector. Countries such as ALbania, Georgia,
use to inform their choices. Again, these reaLities Latvia, and Ukraine, for exampLe, have conducted
argue for focusing first on getting imporlant citizen surveys to identify corruption in various
conditions in pLace. sectors, including education, thus beginning to

estabLish a public demand for accountabiLity and
Expand voice in the management of the sector. As transparency in the education sector.
observed earlier, ruraL famiLies have few resources
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CHAPTER SIX from coordinated activities, such as establishing
medium-term expenditure frameworks.

THE ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK The role of the WorLd Bank in the ECA education

Tsector is to use its services to help ECA gov-
Summary ernments mitigate the problems in the region

elaborated in chapters 1 to 5.
A country's will to change is a key determinant of
lending success. Whatever the need, the World
Bank should not lend to countries resistant to How Will the Bank's Education
change in the education sector. For such countries, Sector Set Proties for Lending and
the ECA education sector will limit its activities to Nonlending Services?
nonlending services that can help these countries The Bank's business opportunities in the education
benchmark their education systems against those sector emerge out of the interaction of each
of other countries. Countries low on need will be country's need for change and its propensity to

tapped to act as benchmark countries. change. Countries differ more in their wiLL to

Lending to the education sector in ECA will be change than in their need to change. They differ
based on six principles. markedly in their recognition of the issues dis-

cussed in this strategy paper and their will to

The Bank will help clients achieve the five deaL with them.
development objectives of this paper.
No level of education is out of bounds for AnaLyses of Bank investments across time and
lending as long as lending at a given level pro- sectors show that a country's wil to change is
motes rationalization of the whole system. one of the two key determinants of Lending suc-

* Lending will start where clients are and build cess, the other being institutional capacity. Thus,
from there. whatever the need, the Bank has no business

* The Bank will not lend for humanitarian emer- in countries that are resistant to change in the
gencies but will tend in postconflict and post- education sector. The fact that often the need is

disaster situations. greatest where the wilL is least is painfuL but does
* The Bank will only lend for infrastructure in not change the reality of the preconditions for

the context of supporting poLicy change. lending success. This reality impLies the priorities
* Lending will reflect the Bank's comparative for intervention shown in table 6.1. The general

advantage, relative to its partners. rule is to analyze comprehensively but
lend seLectively.

Lending to the ECA education sector has higher The sector's lending and nonlending services will
than average risks because of volatile fiscal, legal, be concentrated in countries with high propensity
and policy conditions and the Bank's limited and need to change (type I) and in countries

experience with ECA education systems. with high need but low propensity to change

The Bank's business strategy in ECA education is (type III). As pointed out below, any categoriza-
about changing concepts, rules of the game, incen- tion of countries by celLs in table 6.1 has to be
tives, and capacities. To accomplish these ends, understood as dynamic. Countries move among
the Bank's education sector is working with other the categories over time and depending on the
teams and sectors in the Bank to realize payoffs education issue.
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Table 6.1 Priorities for Bank Intervention
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Source: Authors' compilation.

A country is not one type for aLL dimensions of reforms that fit pretransition habits, such as reg-
the sector. Experience with assessing a country's ulating higher education. Ministries do not always
will to change shows that will is component- think through what they expect an initiative to
specific. A country may be type III relative to achieve or the conditions required for its success.
one domain or one Level of education but type I For example, the concept of vouchers is popuLar
reLative to another. The government may be com- with ministries of finance, but they usually have
pLeteLy unwiLLing to introduce efficiency and cost not determined what they expect vouchers to
recovery measures but very interested in buiLding achieve or the conditions required for achieving
capacity to assess students' learning outcomes. It those policy goaLs. Their objective may be to use
may be willing to modernize its vocational/tech- vouchers to create the competitive conditions
nicaL training system but unwilLing to disturb its that wiLl improve educationaL quaLity. However,
university system. the usuaL absence of interpretabLe information in

ECA countries about the Learning produced by the
A country is not one type for alL seasons. Type I school means that customers (parents) have no
countries can shift to type III, and vice versa. way of choosing among schooLs on the basis of
The first reaLity (I-III) impLies the need to man- quaLity. Similarly, ministries of finance have usu-
age risk (see below). The second reaLity (II14) alLy not considered whether aLternatives such as
implies the need for the Bank to be readyt to con- capitation financing might achieve the same
struct an intelligent lending response quickLy. This resuLt as vouchers but at less cost.
means having up to date knowLedge about the
country in the form of Bank-financed sec:or work, The type II cell is probably an empty set in the
pubLic expenditure reviews, poverty assessments, region for most dimensions of the sector. Today's
and studies financed by other organisations, rapid changes in the poLiticaL, economic, and
such as UNICEF, the OECD, and the Asian sociaL contexts for education mean that no educa-
DeveLopment Bank. tion system in any region stays Long in the type

II or IV categories.w Where an ECA country falls
Lending to type I countries is noncontentious. into the type II category for a major dimension of
Perhaps the greatest contribution that the Bank the system, the roLe of the Bank is to monitor
can make to type I countries is to chalLenge the that the country is not undoing what were satis-
pubLic poLicy goals of the changes that they want factory soLutions.
to make. Although these countries are trying to
improve, they understandabLy often seize on

48 For exampLe, Western education systems now strongly need to change in response to the economic implications of globaliza-
tion and, in the context of the increasing demscratization of institutions, pressures for decentratizing decisionmaking.
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The Bank has a responsibility toward type III (voice). The alLocation of functions to different
countries. In some ways type III countries present Levels of government has not been coherent, and
the greatest challenge to the Bank. The Bank's bureaucrats and poLicymakers in the ministries of
emphasis on being demand driven, not supply education of many countries have LittLe idea what
driven, might seem to impLy doing nothing with modern pubLic management Looks like.
regard to type III countries. Certainly, Lending is
iLl-advised. However, nonLending services orga- The Bank is a development institution. One of its
nized to heLp a country compare (benchmark) its jobs is to ensure that poLicymakers bring more
education system with those of other countries realistic premises and information to the decisions
seem indicated. ECA countries were isolated for that they make about their education systems. In
decades. This isolation insuLated poLicymakers' the context of nonLending services, the diaLogue
concepts and perspectives from the questions between government and the Bank can aLter a
inevitabLy raised by opportunities to compare government's perspectives, causing it to move
and benchmark.49 from a type III to a type I country. The Bank's

primary job in type III countries is to multiply
Today the mentaL constructs within which policy- chances for policymakers to benchmark and com-
makers view their education systems stiLL tend to pare their education systems against those of
refLect pretransition values and standards. The others. Scattershot comparisons wilL not buy
lack of market-based prices meant that there was much; there has to be a strategy based on concepts
no basis for concepts of efficiency. EducationaL of aduLt Learning.
quaLity was defined academically as it was in
sports: via Olympiads, where a few were nurtured One part of the strategy consists of creating
to win, and winning by a few pLaced the seaL of opportunities for stakehoLders to see what "good"
quality on the whole system. ALthough fairness Looks like.50 These are similar to apprenticeships,
was a concept during the communist era, it was with chances to create a mental modeL of a good
based on ideoLogicaL views of the reLationships outcome. A Long-term strategy for accompLishing
between economic cLasses. Its connection to this objective is to use mechanisms such as joint
human capital, market economies, and intergener- Japan-World Bank graduate scholarships to create
ational poverty was neither relevant nor a cadre of education poLicymakers for the future.
well understood. Shorter-term strategies incLude:

A tradition of cradLe-to-grave care by the state * Study tours to ECA and non-ECA countries
did not prepare poLicymakers and citizens for dis- that are further advanced in improving a
tinctions between pubLic versus private finance particuLar function or LeveL of education
or for limits on pubLic finance and on the services * Courses on education for clients, now being
that could be pubLicLy supported. Thus, severe piloted by the World Bank Institute
limits on pubLic budgets have mistakenLy been * SmaLL working seminars, in partnership with
construed as temporary fiscal crises. European bilaterals, the Open Society

Institute, and ministers of education with
In many countries governance of the sector has special credibility to ECA ministers of education
changed. However, it is stiLL dominated by gov- * Miniseminars given by mission consuLtants
ernment, with inadequate counterweights in the * Dissemination of in-country good practices
form of competition (choice) and participation

49 The rapid reformation of the Eastern European countries is almost certainly reLated to their shorter periods of communist
domination and to the fact that prior to the communist takeover after WorLd War II, these countries functioned within
essentially Western conceptuaL frameworks.

50 In this context stakeholders include not just the ministry of education but also ministries of finance, labor, and public
administration, and teachers' unions.
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The second part of the strategy is to gather the (c) Analyses of videotapes of teaching practice
necessary information on the sector's pe-formance in three countries.
to allow actors in individual countries to make
policy decisions. This means Bank-financed sector * Intemational Association for the Evaluation
work, country economic memoranda, public of Educational Achievement (IEA) Civics Education
expenditure reviews, social assessments, and Study. The CIVICS Study wiLl evaluate the civic
poverty assessments. It means working with and poLitical knowledge of 14 year oLds in 28
countries to create databases of importait infor- countries. It will use 38 cognitive items deveL-
mation needed by management-for example, oped by expert paneLs from the participating
school mapping databases. It means encouraging countries. The study aLso includes student,
countries to participate in international efforts to teacher, and school questionnaires that tap con-
collect comparative data, such as the foLLowing: cepts, actions, and attitudes having to do with

democracy, nationaL identity, sociaL cohesion and
* The OECD's Indicators of Education Systems diversity, economics, the media, and environmen-
(INES) project. This project has deveLoped a test- taL protection.
ed framework for defining variables, collecting
data, and anaLyzing data on education systems. * Progress in Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS).
Indicators include comparisons of public and pri- This IEA program will assess reading literacy at
vate costs of education and inputs (e.g., stu- the fourth grade. In contrast to an earlier IEA
dent/teacher ratios, teaching/nonteaching staff reading literacy study that empLoyed a somewhat
ratios, teachers' instructional time, and annuaL narrow concept of literacy, PIRLS wilL buiLd on the
instructional time). These indicators aLlow policy- reading literacy framework of PISA (see below),
makers in participating countries to compare the an assessment targeted at 15 year olds.
efficiency with which they use inputs with that of
other nations. Even if ministries of education are * Program for Intemational Student Assessment
not interested in these data, ministries of finance (PISA). This is planned as an on-going OECD pro-
usuaLly are. gram to monitor the learning achievements of

students in reading, mathematics, and science. It
* Third Intemational Mathematics and Science focuses on all 15 year olds in a country, incLuding
Study (TIMSS and TIMSS-Replication). In the first those in work-based programs. The test items of
round of TIMSS, nine ECA countries participated PISA reflect key skills that young adults shouLd
in Learning assessments for 13 year olds. Twelve have mastered to participate fuLLy in their soci-
ECA countries are participating in the second eties and economies. It wiLL be administered on a
round, which includes 40 countries from different three-year cycLe, starting in 2000. ALthough each
regions of the worLd. This ambitious internationaL administration wilL include all three domains, it
study has three main components: will focus on one of the three, reading being the

(a) Assessments of students' Learning in mathe- focus for the first administration. The Czech
matics and science at ages 9 and 13 and for RepubLic, Hungary, and PoLand wiLL participate as
the final year of secondary school members of the OECD in the first round. Countries

(b) AnaLyses of the characteristics of mathe- other than OECD countries may participate, but so
matics and science curricula, such as con- far Russia is the only non-OECD country in ECA
tent, content sequencing, and performance that is doing so.
expectations, in 48 countries
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* OECD Problem Solving Project. Network A I countries, such as Hungary, Romania, and
of the OECD's INES project is planning an assess- Slovenia, are increasingLy assuming the role of type
ment of students' problem-solving capacities. IV countries in the se!nse of becoming benchmarks
After developing and testing items, this instru- for the sector in the ECA region. Where possible,
ment will be incorporated into the PISA. the Bank should work with these countries through

nonLending services to expand the perspectives of
* Intemational Adult Literacy Study (IALS). policymakers in type III countries. In the context
Whereas the TIMSS was constructed around the of [ending services, the Bank should finance type I
common denominator of the national curricula of countries to alLow them to use type IV countries for

participating countries, the IALS measures the support and guidance. For example, when ALbania's
information-processing and interpretive abilities of Ministry of Education and Sciences prepared its
16-65 year old adults in reaL-worLd work and con- strategy for improving the sector, policymakers
sumer probLems. Four ECA countries have partici- within the ministry visited their counterparts in
pated in the first and second rounds of the IALS. Romania to evaluate a range of reforms undertaken

by that country.
* Intemational Life Skills Survey (ILSS). The
ILSS, an OECD survey, buiLds on the IALS but is What Should the Bank Lend for-
designed to assess a broader range of skiLLs and Not Lend for?
among aduLts in OECD countries than the IALS
does. These skilLs include prose Literacy and docu- Sectoral decisions tco Lend wiLl be based on several
ment literacy, numeracy, problem solving, team- criteria, starting with the five priorities for Bank
work, practical cognition, and computer Lending identified in this document:
familiarity. These skill areas will be assessed
through direct performance or through behavioral * ReaLign education systems with market
reports. A full pilot survey is scheduled for 2001 economies and open societies.
and the main survey for 2002. * Combat poverty through educational fairness.

* Finance efforts to improve sustainability,

Having good comparative data is not the same as quaLity, and fairness in education systems.
internaLizing, reflecting on, or using the resuLts. * Spend resources more efficiently.
Policymakers in type III countries have to 'own' * Reorient governance, management,
any comparative data colLection exercise that they and accountability.

enter if they are to change their premises about
their country's education system. Where possible, This book specifies the interconnections among
policymakers should be encouraged to heLp design these priorities that must be protected. For exam-
items. At the least, they should pLe, countries should reform the financing of their

participate in internationaL poLicy and training ses- systems or their upper secondary curricuLa in ways
sions surrounding the exercise. that protect the access of alL chiLdren and young

adults to education. FundamentaL conditions have
Type IV countries can serve as benchmarks for type to be in pLace for these priorities to be properLy
III countries. Type IV (and probabLy type II) coun- pursued through Bank Lending. For example,
tries have gotten much right or are in the process involving the private sector in the provision of
of doing so. As countries within the region, they educationaL services and products has to be done
have a special credibility with their neighbors. With in ways that do not simpLy shift the lack of
almost a decade of active reform behind them, type accountabiLity from the state to markets.
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No level of education is out of bounds for lending accountabiLity. However, not only may these
as long as lending at a given level promotes ratio- problems be attacked better in a public sector
nalization of the whole system. ALL Levels, from reform program than in sector lending, but they
preschooL to higher education, are potentiaLLy may be among the last problems that the cLients
eLigibLe for lending if lending at that Level can become aware of. They are not visible in the way
Leverage rationalization of the system. Relative that decaying infrastructure is. If they are to be
to comparators, virtually all countries alLocate perceived, cLients need to understand what, for
resources inefficiently; a few countries alLocate many, are stiLl aLien concepts of the roLe of the
too little to education (Georgia, Armenia, and, state and performance standards for the public
recentLy, ALbania), some aLLocate too much sector. Starting with famiLiar and visible problems,
(Belarus and Moldova), and some misallocate such as reforming curriculum and textbooks, cre-
by level (e.g., Albania's high unit costs at the ates an environment for moving to conceptualLy
tertiary level). Adjustment Lending and pAbLic and politically tougher problems.
expenditure reviews are better mechanisris for
dealing with intersectoraL misaLLocations. The sector should not get involved in lending for
However, lending by educational Level gives lever- humanitarian emergencies. It should, however, be
age over inefficiencies and misallocations at a active in postconfLict and postdisaster periods.
given level, potentiaLLy freeing up resources for The Bank's mandate precludes providing the
LeveLs that are underfunded. immediate heLp needed in humanitarian emergen-

cies, and the Bank's processes are too slow to
The type of Lending will differ by leveL because provide emergency assistance. The Bank, never-
the role of government should vary by level. For theLess, can help stabiLize the economies of coun-
some levels, such as higher education or voca- tries that border confLict areas and that absorb
tionaL/technical education, government shouLd and provide services for refugees, as was done in
progressiveLy reduce its provision and financing Albania.5' As in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Bank can
roLes in favor of the private sector. For these cooperate with other internationaL agencies and
[evels, Bank Lending should be focused on helping bilateral donors in rebuilding after wars and nat-
governments and the private sector create frame- uraL disasters.
works for private sector or mixed pubLic-private
sector provision and financing. These frarneworks Wars and natural disasters spotlight factors that
shouLd address problems of governance, standards precipitate conflict or magnify the effects of a
for provision, financing, fiscal sustainability and natural disaster. For exampLe, a confLict based on
efficiency, management, equity, and accouintability the flaring of ethnic hatreds may reflect the fact
of providers to customers. that the dominant ethnic group used the society's

institutions, incLuding its textbooks, to denigrate
As long as lending is consistent with the E'ank's ethnic minorities. An anaLysis of the devastating
broad priorities for the sector, lending will start earthquake in Turkey showed that Turkey's lax
where the client is and buildfrom there. Cften, construction standards (or their Lax enforcement)
lending cannot start with the Bank's highest jeopardized the structural integrity of buildings,
priorities for the sector until cLients themselves incLuding schooLs, in earthquakes. The period that
recognize the need. For example, several countries immediateLy foLLows a conflict or a disaster pro-
in the region, especiaLLy in the FSU, exhibit egre- vides a rare window of opportunity for new policy
gious probLems of pubLic sector managemant and precedents. The Bank should be at the tabLe to

51 FFor exampte, at the height of the Kosovar ref igee crisis, it was estimated that the presence of refugees housed in host fam-
ities and collective facilities (not in the camps) meant that the Albanian government faced a 20-25 percent increase in its
student population when schooL opened in September. Had the refugees not returned to Kosovo so rapidly, the budget
impact for the ALbanian government of financing (Let alone providing) these additionaL services wouLd have been substantial.
In the absence of budget support, Albania's atiiLity to provide educationaL services for its own chitdren would have suffered.
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support the development of better ruLes and the Bank, and not just in the education sector, to
better enforcement of them. slip inadvertently into taking on activities that our

partners conduct more effectively than we can.
Except in situations of natural disasters or wars
that destroy large numbers of schools, the sector For example, the Bank has neither the experience
should not lend justfor infrastructure. The Bank's nor the staff to deal effectively with handicapped
limited project preparation and supervision bud- chiLdren. Taking on issues better handled by others
gets should be used primarily to achieve policy detracts from the Bank's ability to focus on areas
changes in the education systems of the region. in which its strengths lie. It also sows the seeds
Lending for infrastructure can be part of the of resentment. Our partners have had Long experi-
package, either to support poLicy change (e.g., ence with certain issues and wiL see the Bank's
consoLidating schools to improve the sector's (often clumsy) entry into these domains as an
efficiency or institutionalizing cost-effective attempt to establish the Bank's hegemony.
school design and construction standards) or as Learning and innovation loans are the types of
a "carrot" to achieve policy change. interventions that might be better financed and

implemented by partners, and these need to be
Lending should reflect the comparative advantages carefully scrutinized early in the project prepara-
of the Bank, relative to those of its partners. The lion cycle. Thus, one task in working with partners
principle of working with partners is sensible and is to straighten out each institution's comparative
positive. Limited numbers of donors and Lenders advantages in a given country and to respect these
operates in the ECA region, and the Asian in a disciplined way. The Bank is uniquely suited to
Development Bank is active in Central Asia. A introduce issues otherwise best handled by our
number of partners are anxious to guide the partners into its policy diaLogues with governments,
Bank in Southeast Europe and the Balkans, but especially with ministers of education and finance.
they bring limited financing. The Soros In discussions with national governments, the Bank
Foundation/Open Society Institute is active in can help partners who have run successful pilot
most countries, but except in a few countries programs scale these up into national strategies. It
such as Albania, the scale of its programs is can work with partners to help governments devel-
small. The European Training Foundation (ETF) is op realistic change strategies and to integrate the
represented in most countries, but on a small actions of partners and the Bank around these
financial scaLe. The European Union's Phare and strategies. However, the Bank should not finance
Tacis programs have refocused their lending on EU and implement particular activities that its partners
accession issues. UNICEF and the United Nations conduct better than it can.
Development Programme (UNDP) have smaLl and
infrequent programs. BiLateraLs tend to have very How WiLL the Sector Handle
limited interests. However, the Bank and bilater- Lending Risk?
aLs have cooperated in using their nationals
as task team consultants paid by country The ECA region and its education sector both
trust funds. have higher than average risks because of a fiscal,

legal, and policy environment more unpredictable
The five priorities specified in this book were and volatiLe than that of most regions. A Bank-
selected in part because they represent the BanKs financed survey of the private sector found that
comparative advantages relative to those of its ECA was the worst or among the worst regions in
partners. However, there has been a tendency for the world in terms of the poLicy and reguLatory
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stability conducive to effective investments In ECA education Lending has often occurred
(Brunetti, Kisunko, and Weder 1997).j2 without sector work, or the sector work has been
Respondents noted unpredictabLe changes in Laws conducted concurrentLy with project preparation.
and poLicies, with the unpredictabiLity getting Both cases encouraged shaLLow poLicy diaLogue
worse over the last decade, and constitutionaL and priority-setting with governments and have
changes of government that produce Larqe led to "cookie cutter" project designs.
changes in ruLes and reguLations.

* Work closely with the country director and
The region is afflicted by civiL wars among ethnic country team to put "reinforcing" lending in place.
groups that delay or derail projects. The commu- Sector-specific Lending is more apt to succeed if it
nist regime papered over unresoLved ethnic is coordinated with cross-sectoral interventions
conflicts that are now re-emerging, the BaLkans that create incentives for a line ministry to
being the most visibLe exampLe. impLement a sector Loan. For exampLe, the objec-

tive of a new Loan to ALbania is to improve theExcept in a few countries such as Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Hungary, Romania, and Turkey, the management of the education sector. A second

Bank's education secto has done Little LenLoan and extension of nonLending services rein-
Baeregionk' educati ensetornhas done LittleaLining i force the goaLs of the education project. A civiL
projecth aregion,evenwh Sen soarye and adust traing service reform Loan focuses on conditions for bet-projects are included. (See tabLe 6.2.) Thus, the trscoa aaeet tblzn n mrv
Bank has few Lessons of experience on which to
draw. Most current education projects are with ing the quality of the civil service andstrengthening the core functions of the min-first-time borrowers. Both parties (Bank and istries, such as poLicy analysis and planning,
borrower) have misconceptions and inappropriate fiacLmngentadhunrsocea-
expectations of each other. The resulting commu- agementn wit hemank'sonLending

agement. In concert with the Bank's nonLending
nication problems, which are typical of new services, the Ministry of Finance has started medi-
reLationships, can be corrected, but often messlty. um-term expenditure framework exercises that

The Bank's ECA education sector is using several reward reaListic pLanning, costing, and perfor-
strategies for managing the risks: mance monitoring.

e Base project or program lending on good * Design around political risks during project
knowledge about the sector. By virtue of the crite- preparation, using political mapping and stakehold-
ria that it uses to assess the quality of Bank pro- er and institutional analyses. A weLL prepared pro-
jects at entry, the Bank's QuaLity Assurance Group ject takes into account anaLyses of whether the
(QAG) recognizes the importance of a base of sec- pLayers who have to take the actions required to
tor knowLedge. Projects based on LittLe sector reach the project's objectives have the incentives
knowledge suffer rather obviously-for exampLe, to do so. Political mapping, stakeholder analyses,
from inadequate identification of project risks, or and institutional analyses are the types of instru-
designs whose implementation is probLematic. ments that can be used to evaLuate the incentives
There wiLL aLways be extraordinary cases where that key pLayers bring to the project.
interventions cannot wait for a soLid base
of sector knowledge. However, in general, deci- * Encourage borrowers to manage the political
sions by country managers to intervene shouLd be economy of change by building a broad consensus.
based on reasonable knowledge about the sector. In addition to broad consultation and consensus

52 Central and Eastern Europe scored better than members of the CIS on these dimensions.
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Table 6.2 Education Lending in the ECA Region (FY84-FY02): Closed,
Portfolio, and PipeLine

Education and training components
Education/training Projects in noneducation projects

In Pipeline In Pipeline
Country Closed SM portfolio $M FY S M Closed S M portfolio $ M FY $ M

Atbania 1 9.6 1 12.0 1 5.0
(FYOO)

1 5.0

Azerbaijan 5.0 3.5

Bosnia- 1 S.O 1 11.0 1 10.0 2 5.6
Herzegovina (FYOO)_V

Hungary 218. 0. 

Ky gyz Repubi c 

Noteh:uanisal yer;TD,tTbBetrindTi-F WORLD BANK 09

Notes: FY, fiscalyear, TBD, to toe determined.
Source: Author's compilation based on SAP (Systems, Application, and Products).
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building by the Bank with government, the Bank corrections). The destination can be changed
can help borrowers alter the political risks them- (restructuring). And the project can be canceled if
selves. There is growing experience with. and the conditions for progress have deteriorated. (See
knowLedge about, how to build a broad consensus the folLowing discussion of exit strategies.)
for change. Devices include consultation. incLu-
sion of stakehoLders in major decisions such as * If all else fails, resort to exit strategies. In
goal setting, sociaL marketing, and publication of the context of the logical framework, project
credible data on the sector. preparation should include a careful anaLysis of

the conditions required to reaLize the
* With new borrowers, pursue modest reform project's development objectives. This analysis
objectives. should identify the "kilLer" assumptions-those

that, if not met, resuLt in a failed or derailed pro-
* Use learning and innovation loans (LILs) in ject. Even if the project is not under APL, the
new relationships. These Loans Let the Bank begin project appraisaL document shouLd be clear about
with a low-key relationship with new borrowers, the triggers for cancellation. This up-front anaLy-
giving both sides a chance to Learn about each sis of those changes in the project that wouLd
other before "going national" or taking on prob- nulLify its objectives can heLp prevent a sLide into
Lems that require higher levels of trust aid com- what might be, in effect, a different project of
munication. The danger is that the LIL may dubious value.
become a "foot in the door" instrument that does
not honor its intended purpose of experimenta- The Way Forward
tion, piLoting, and innovation. Its intent has to
be respected. As long as a LIL is organized The Bank's development objectives for the region
around its true purpose, it is a good way to start and their implications for country strategies indi-
reLationships with new borrowers. cate that the Bank's strategy is Less about buiLding

schooLs than about changing concepts, expecta-
* Use adaptable program lending (APLs). This tions, ruLes of the game, incentives, and capacities.
instrument alLows flexibility and thus helps the This puts a premium on fielding a staff of high
Bank manage politicaL and other risks. APLs let the quality and sustained commitment.
borrower and Bank adjust the pace to take account
of unforeseen changes. The triggers for moving to The Bank's ECA education sector starts from a
the next lending phase must incorporate tie condi- singular position. The quaLity of the portfoLio is
tions required for ultimate project success. If these acceptable, but as table 6.2 showed, education
triggers are properLy constructed, the Bank can ter- lending in the region has been limited and is
minate the project in the face of unacceptabLe mostly recent, and the professional staff has been
changes in the project's poLitical environment. smaLL. Except for a handfuL of countries, such as
Given the fact that so many borrowers are new bor- Hungary and Romania, the Bank's sector knowl-
rowers, APLs generalLy shouLd start small and ramp edge based on studies focused only on education
up over time. is very thin. (See table 6.3.) A larger number of

economic and social sector studies, such as
* Encourage proactive supervision. Proactive poverty assessments, have included education,
supervision is key to managing risk. Projects can be but they often pay only glancing attention to the
rerouted to reach the same destination (midcourse education sector.
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Table 6.3 Education Sector Work in the ECA Region (FY91-FYOO)

Contribution to other economic/sector
Studies work and poverty assessments

Country Closed Underway Planned Closed Underway Planned

ASerbaijan u (FY97)

Bosnia I (I:Y99)

Gergaia 1 (EfOY (FO)

Kaakstani

Georgia ~ ~~~~~ 1 {YY99 1 (FY96) 1(YO
2 (FY97)

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~wt poiia ecnm isus fiacn problems, | 

Ta ep e i i t d i (FY9a)
implyM ternd

cation. EA eutoscpiation prblsemso SAre noytes npliarrowly anPrdjucstigsilmx)n.h ubrfsafo
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exampLe, it has added sociologicaL capacity to * Using methodologies developed in the TIMSS,
guide the sector's work on social assessments and assess the contribution of curricuLar structure
stakeholder participation. It is constructing a and the organisation of teaching and Learning
strong core team for each country, consisting of an to the poor performance of some ECA countries
education speciaList, an education economist, an on the IALS.
operations speciaList, and a team assistant. Since * In the context of a broader study of
fieLd staff now report to the sector, they are being intergovernmentaL fiscal reLations, analyze
integrated into core teams. The sector is I.rying to the consequences of these reLations for the
minimize staff discontinuities within these teams provision of educationaL services.
and is starting thematic reviews by external panels. * By sampling countries and schooLs, assess

resource allocation at the school LeveL.
Recent findings of the Quality Assurance Group * To improve the Bank's work on poverty,
(QAG) have shown that the quality of the tradi- conduct studies that iLLuminate (1) the two-
tionaL peer review process is seriousLy uneven. way causaLity between Low education and low
The sector is rethinking this process witi an eye income; (2) the speciaL educationaL needs of
to strengthening it by encouraging each team the poor; and (3) the consequences of the
preparing a project or conducting sector work to recommendations in this document for
convene a mock QAG review (a quality enhance- serving the poor.
ment review) to critique the quality of the work * By synthesizing the resuLts of corruption
according to QAG criteria. surveys, buiLd a picture of the types and

extent of corruption in the education sector.
Regional sector work to fill * By sampling countries, buiLd a picture of
knowledge gaps informal payments by parents for education

as a percentage of househoLd per capita
Preparation of this report reveaLed important expenditure (in process).
hoLes in our regional knowledge of the sector. * By sampling countries, conduct studies of the
Several studies are needed. For example: teaching labor force to assess patterns of

human resource poLicies governing teachers
* Using the five themes discussed in this book, an t esure whether pocessesgofeadvers

conduct detailed anaLyses of the tertiary leveL to have sethin.seLection have set on.
Of education. * By sampLing countries, buiLd a picture of

school attendance rates, as distinguished
analyses of vocational/technical education from school enrollment rates.
at secondary and postsecondary LeveLs.

* By sampLing countries, assess the prnvision
of preschool. What types of services are Reflecting intersectoral considerations
being provided, for which subpopuLaLions,
and with what apparent effects on chiLdren's The reorganisation of the WorLd Bank estabLished
Learning and behaviors in the primary grades? the mechanism of the country team. The country

* In collaboration with UNICEF, expan(i the team is a forum for working out intersectoraL
TransMONEE database on the sector lo priority-setting in Lending and economic sector
incLude additionaL poLicy-reLevant variables work. In the country team context the Bank's ECA
such as alLocation of finances among levels education team should exploit reLevant intersec-
of education. toraL opportunities.
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The sector aLready prepares education components need to discard their unheLpful distinctions

for ruraL deveLopment, Labor market, and social between the productive (revenue-producing) and

protection projects. The Bank's ECA education nonproductive (non-revenue-producing) sectors.

sector is aLso working with pubLic administration Prior to the transition, education was defined as

members of country teams to improve the pubLic an unproductive sector, a distinction that persists

management of the sector in the context of and that makes ministries of finance reLuctant to

broader public sector or civil service reforms. borrow for the sector. Education ministries must
understand the need for fiscalLy responsibLe man-

The sector needs to be invoLved in decentralization agement of the sector. A better dialogue can Lay

and tax reform projects, as these affect the the groundwork for a badLy needed rationaLization

financing of education. It needs to be involved of the sectors financing, for improved efficiency,

in civiL service reform projects to heLp rationaLize and for appropriate investments in the sector.

the staffing and functioning of the sector. It
shouLd work more closely with the IMF and with Managing the portfolio
Bank economists in preparing structuraL adjust-
ment credits and loans and poverty reduction The education sector is entering a new phase. The

strategy programs to ensure that conditionaLities portfoLio is growing, but many of these new pro-

and poLicy goaLs fit educationaL realities. Since jects are with first-time borrowers. In addition to

education usuaLLy absorbs a Large share of the the knowledge and Communication problems that

public budget, the sector needs to participate in new reLationships face, many of these borrowers

public expenditure reviews (PERs). Poverty rates suffer from fiscal and political volatility, ruLes of

and Levels of human capitaL are closeLy related, the game that distort incentives, and weak man-

and the sector needs to colLaborate on country ageriaL capacities. Fcir the foreseeabLe future, the

economic memoranda (CEMs), poverty assess- Bank expects a higher than average percentage of

ments, and poverty reduction strategy programs. projects at risk, probLem projects, and supervision

costs. As the portfolio buiLds, the percentage of
The sector shouLd use vehicles such as PERs to staff time used in project preparation wilL drop

strengthen the dialogue between ministries of and that used in supervision wilL increase.
finance and of education. Ministries of finance
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Table Al Total Population (thoLisands, mid-year)

Centr-Hal 2ao2

Hungary10,481 0,365 1,346 10324 1024 10,26 10,229 10,8193 10,155Rommaaania: a: 23,161 23,202 23,002:::: 22,795 22,763 22,730 22,6843 22,619 22,554StS2:t3 i'00f2> 30 f 2268:S :2 619 f02g4540

aDeueb.18 90etmtsaofMrh31oethYuolvrpbiofBosnia-Heizegovina;b 49457m4,49ea,259tim-te- 2,254 s2,34

Faedertonia ofR Bona-Hreovn.c 21191 jr nuaaa 2,095a2,11 31 - 1992 9 47eur 1,966 1,983at. Uni 1,997 ii

zeso h omrYugoslavirepublia 10,47 10mae,52 eidnc 1 i49 10,45 10,486 fSon;sic 109,51 10,552ant 1058 10,604wih era

f s X ;\ f::f f::J: ;S0 Ff::f0V000Xtf f 10,i001802SX: 1j0,212C;:;S 10,223 ff;fS10,265 f 10il,30 100Sl,30:8 0 df10,281 : 10,,250 10,220

Rusint Fesderatio f 199cnuaa 14734 147,913 148,245timteh 148,30 148,146 147,968fato) 149774 147,373ata 146,hd 38dea

- / Not avalbe.
Notres: Misdya tondtale fao/present-In-areanspopultion Oamidyear Cucaluatof bas oed on varuasyepopulatIon dtatComite,I99a).

(1994 Webpage).
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Table A2 School Age Population (percentage of population aged 3-24)

Country Note 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Centmr Eunroe

Hungary 30.8 31.0 31.0 30.9 30.8 30.7 30.6 30.4 30.2

Sovak RepubLic 36.0 35.9 35.9 35.8 35.7 35.7 35.6 35.4 35.1

Albania 43.8 

35.3 35.5 35.9 35.9 35.3 34.6 34.0 33.6 33.2

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Macedonia, FYR - - - - - 36.5 36.2 35.9 35.6

Yugoslai FR 33.5 33.4 33.2 33.1 33.0 32.9 32.6 32.4 32.2

Estonia 31.4 31.4 31.6 31.8 31.9 31.9 31.7 31.4 31.0
_l~~~~~~~~~~~~a

Lithuania 33.0 32.8 32.8 32.9 32.8 32.8 32.7 32.5 32.1

Bearus 32.2 32.3 32.4 32.5 32.7 32.8 32.8 32.7 32.5

Russian Federation 31.7 31.8 32.0 32.2 32.4 32.6 32.6 32.4 32.1

Caugcas us

Azerbaijan 44.9 44.7 44.4 44.1 43.9 43.8 43.8 43.8 43.8

Central Asfan rewblics

Kyrgyz Republic 46.7 47.0 47.3 47.6 48.0 48.5 48.8 49.0 48.8

Turkmenistan 50.2 50.3 50.3 50.3 50.3 50.5 50.9 51.0 51.0

- Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: number ofpopulation in 3-24 age group divided by total population.

a. Figures for 1989 and 1990 from SlS (1994, table 1.10); for 1994-97 from SIS (1995, table AS-1), based on a projection assuming
net reproduction rate (NRR) = 1.00 in 2005; figures for 1991-93 interpolated. The NRR is the average number of daughters that would
be born to a woman if she passed through her lifetime conforming to the age-specific fertility and mortality rates of a givenyear. An NRR of
1 means that each generation of mothers is having exactly enough daughters to replace itself in the population.

Sources: Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE database; SIS (1994, 1995).
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Table A3 Total Fertility Rate

Central E

Stovak dRepublicV 0 ;t : 2.08 2; ::: Z.09 : 2.0500 ; :1.980 : 1.920 1.66 1.52 1.47 1.43

Abania2.6 303 - 2.-0 2.64 2.58 -

R*mania -. 20 1.84 1.57 1.2 _1.44 1.41 1.34 1.30 1.32

Macedonia:, FYRf 0 :A: 0 w: 2.09 2. 206 20 .18 2.16 2.08 197 190

Yugos[avia, R 2.06 2.08 .08 1,91 1.1 1.85 1.88 1.83 1.74

2.21 2.05 1.79 1,69 1.45 1.37 1.32 1.30 1.24

Lithuania: ) :: : 1.98Sf ;: S l f2.00 t X 1.97; V S 1.89 f 1.69 1.52 1.49 1.42 1.39

Belarus 2.::X ::e03 1. 0£91 :: 1. 80 1.75 :1.61 :1.51 1.39 1.31 1.23

Russian Federation 2.01 1.89 1.73 i 1.55 01.39 1.40 1.34 1.28 1.23

Azerbatan 2.79 2.77 2.89 2.74 2.70 2.52 2.29 ~2.06 2.079Central Asian republics : g : :

T _ _mni 4 4 4 - 4 - 3.75 3. -

- Not available.
Notes: The total fertility rate is the sum of age-specific birthrates over all ages of the child-bearing period. It represents the theoretical number of

births to a woman during the child-bearingyears using the given year's birthrate as a constant.
a. 1989-93 data from SIS (1995); 1994-97 data from OECD (1 998a).

Sources: Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Database; Council of Europe (variousyears); World Bank, World Development Indicators (vari-
ous,years); SIS (1995), OECD (1998a).
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Table A4 Demographic Projections by Region (percentage change from previous year)

1995-
Country 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2020

Middle East -0.84 -1.30 -1,99 0.07 0.62 7.93 9.83 0.62 -0.61 14.5

South Asia -0.43 -0.78 -1.45 -0.11 0.17 2.65 -6.80 2.60 2.93 -1.60

and the Caribbean

High-income countries -0.21 -0.19 -0.15 -0.25 -0.25 -2.33 -4.58 -2.48 3.71 -6.70

Sub-Saharan Africa 2.56 2.58 2.50 2.39 2.34 11.17 11.28 9.26 6.65 62.9

and North Africa

Latin America 0.44 0.33 0.21 0.08 -0.04 -0.48 1.02 -2.12 -0.17 -0.a

East Asia and Pacific 2.78 2.56 2.05 1.29 0.30 -7.27 -2.48 -4.71 0.04 -5.8

Europe and central Asia -0.25 -0.69 -1.21 -1.80 .- 2.47 -15.67 -7.12 0.57 0.58 -25.7

Source: World Bank data provided by Human Development Network.
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Table A5 Preschool Enrollment Rates (percentage of relevant population)

Mbania a b 56.7 51.9 48.9 36.8 36.1 36.8 ~~~~~~~39.2 38.9 3.

Romai,ia 63.3 54.3 51.9 53.3 50.2 55.2 ~~~~~~~~58.4 55.1 52.8

Yugoslavia, FR 24.1 23.8 21.9 20.5 218 24.6 26.3 28.1 29.2

Azerbagjan 2. 97 1. 80 ~ . 55 1. 35 1.

Kyrgyz Repbi d 13 3. 67 2. 34 88 78.2 7.0

- Not available.
Notes: Definition oftitle: net rates, percentage of3-6 a,e group enrolled in kindergarten. Gross enrollment rates for the ECA region must be

treated cautiously. The age-specifc population numbers are somewhat suspect, since the last credible census was conducted in 1989. (Most
countries will conduct a new census within the next twoyears.) In the intervening decade civil registration of births and deaths has declined
sharply, and mobility across borders has increased. Enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.
a. 3-5year olds. b. Gross rates; Palomba and Vodopivec (2000). c. Gross rates in public schools. d. 7 -6year olds. e. 1992-97: enroll-
ments exclude Transdniestr. f 6year olds; figures r-efer to the schoolyear starting in theyear indicated. World Bank estimates based on
enrollment figures through 1996 and for 1997 obtained from SIS (1999, table 1) and Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998,
table 18), respectively, and on population figures ftr sixyear olds for 1990, 1994, 1995, 1996, and 7 997 from SIS (1995, table A5- 1),
based on the assumptions that the 6year old population = .2 x population 5-9years and that the net reproduction rate (NRR) = 1.0 in
2005. Population for otheryears interpolated and extrapolated.

Sources: Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Database, CIS StatCommittee (1998b, 1998c); Turkey, Ministry of National Education
(1998); SIS (1995, 1999); Palomba and Vodopivec (2000).
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TabLe A6 Basic Education EnroLLment rates
(gross rates, percentage of 6/7-14/15 age group)

Country Note 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Central Europe
R - .- -- i: 92 -k ') 99.- *91- - .4 -9 -992 99.4

Hungary b 99.0 99.2 99.2 99.2 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.2 99.2
Pola> . ic -.- F91.9 -97.5 - 7.; 3 97.-1 972 97.1 - 972 97.4 98.0
Slovak Republic a 96.8 97.2 98.0 99.8 99.5 97.0 96.5 96.3 -

Albania b 90.8 90.7 88.5 85.9 86.7 87.6
Buga . - :a- a . : 98.4 - 98. . 97.3 95.1 94.0 94.3 93.7 93.6 94.0
Romania c 93.6 89.5 89.4 89.6 90.3 91.4 92.6 93.9 95.0

Bosnia-Herzegovina - - - - - - - - -

Croatia - c d 96.0 94.0- 81.0 79.0 85.0 89.0 8840 8.0 -

Macedonia, FYR c - 89.4 87.1 86.2 86.2 86.8 86.5 86.9
SLoveia - - ec - 96.1- 97.1 962 97.6 97.8 - 967 - 973 99.8 99.-
Yugoslavia, FR c e f 95.3 95.0 94.4 72.7 74.3 72.5 71.6 72.7 71.8
Baltit stat- -
Estonia 9 96.2 94.9 93.6 92.3 91.7 91.3 92.2 92.8 93.7
lza p g - 952I -9t4& 95.2 90 898.5 4 S 89.5 903 907
Lithuania c 94.0 93.0 92.6 92.8 91.9 92.2 93.2 93.6 95.8

Belarus 9 95.8 94.9 94.2 94.2 93.7 93.6 94.1 93.8 94.1
t4oltdva- - h 95 -8: .45.6 94.4 920 91.6 91.3 91.6-. 91.5 91.6
Russian Federation 9 93.0 93.6 94.4 93.3 91.9 90.7 91.3 91.4 90.8
Ukrahne - : : .Z. - § :9223 -Ž- 92.32 91.5 91.1 90A4 90;6 902 9t.2 90.

Caucasus
Ar.eM . :9"-9.5- 9- .- 912 914'- 86.4 822 ' 814A 82.8 . -2.9
Azerbaijan g 89.5 90.5 90.5 91.4 92.4 94.2 94.4 95.4 96.6
Georga» ./ ,, ., ' . .o s.' -3 9 i ' 95t> 99.3- - -92.5 .. 803.3 -8.. 4 -V80 7l.t8 -AW7
Central Asian republics
Karakhstatu> 8-< ' "9' 93~ 4 - ' .7 9$.7 .-t5 90.9 . , 9 - . Z
Kyrgyz Republic 9 92.5 91.8 90.6 90.3 89.7 89.0 89.1 89.3 89.2
bja ' > .>W'AAg-. . 1-; A. A4JX 2 - 954-- 85t;1 MA 8X UnrO .04t 88 8
Turkmenistan 9 94.3 94.9 92.5 91.7 92.0 91.8 83.9 83.2 83.1
L1zb)ekstan ;-t 9Ki1ZŽ tt 'VA +- : 87.9 - 8735 W 19.0 ",89.7

Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: gross rates, percentage of 6/7-14/15 age group enrolled in basic education. Gross enrollment rates for ECA region must

be treated cautiously, since the last credible census was conducted in 1989. (Most countries will conduct a new census within the next two
years.) In the intervening decade, civil registration of births and deaths has declined sharply, and mobility across borders has increased.
Enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.
a. 6- 14year olds. b. 6-13year olds. c 7-l4year olds. d. 1991-96: some areas not reported; estimated rate 9S percent. e. Net rates. f
1992-97 excludes ethnic Albanians in Kosovo-Metohija. g 7-15yearolds. h. 1992-97 World Bank estimates based on age-structure
data obtained for a pension project in Moldova. i. 1992-96: enrollments exclude Abkhazia and Tskhinvali. j. World Bank estimates based
on enrollment figures for 1989-90 and 1997 from SIS (1999, table 1) and Turkey, Ministry ofNational Education (1998, table 19),
respectively, and on population figures for 7-14 age group for 1990, 1994, and subsequentyears from SIS (199S, table AS- 1), based on
the assumption that the net reproduction rate (NRR) = 1.0 in 2005. Data for otheryears interpolated.

Sources: Based on UNICEF ICDC TransMONEE Database; CIS StatCommittee (1998c); U.S. Census Bureau (variousyears), SIS (1995,
1998); Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998).
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Table A7 General Upper Secondary Enrollment Rates
(gross rates, percentage of 15-18 age group)

Central Euroe

Slovak RepubLic 15.6 16.0 16.4 17.1 18.0 19 20.0 20.9 21.5

Albania : S 0 fe X f aSt 0 0 024.4 0 26.0: S ;280.30 f 29.6 2 30.1 29.7 29.1 31.6 33.9

Romariia 3.8 11.6 16.4 17.8 18.4 19.3 19.~~~~~~~~~8 20.4 20.5

Bosnia-Herzegovina ; : -X - - - X- - - -: -

Macedonia, FYR 0 ;?f C:- d 0-. Q- 0 - - 15.9 17.4 18.1 18.9

Yugoslavia,FR - 4.0 6.1 9.6 12.4 12.8 12.9 13.3 13.7

Es ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7. 636. 6. 70 3. 35 4, 51 4.8

hthuamaLi t X ; > 34.7 34.2 32.8 30.6 30.4 32.9 34.8 38.6 39.5

BeLarus 27.5 26.6 26.0 25.2 24.2 24.9 24.9 26.8 28.3

Russian Federation 24.7 22.5 33.9 22.9 22.6 23.7 24.6 26.0 27.7

Azerbaijan E : : 33.3 3 3.5 9 3 4.5f | 3 2.8: .28.9 27.0 25.8 28.1 32.2

Central Asian republics

Kyrgyz Republic: : :A 37.8 :: 37.1 ;:036.1 ::: 032.6it : S: 28.9 : : 27. 7 82 6.7 : 29.2 6 33.0

Tur9.0 35. 

Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: gross rates, percentage of 15- 8 age group enrolled in general secondary education-typically, two-to-four-year pro-

grams. In countries where the typical age range for enrollment is 15-17, coverage and rates may be underestimated. Gross enrollment rates
for the ECA region must be treated cautiously. The age-specific population numbers are somewhat suspect, since the last credible census was
conducted in 1989. (Most countries will conduct a sew census within the next twoyears.) In the intervening decade civil registration of births
and deaths has declined sharply, and mobility across borders has increased. Enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.
a. Palomba and Vodopivec (2000). b. 1992-97 tVorld Bank estimates based on age-structure data obtained for a pension project in
Moldova. cu World Bank estimates based on data suipplied by UNICEF-ICDC. d. World Bank estimates based on age-structure data
obtained from Turkey, Ministry ofNational Education (1998, table 1), 515 (1995, table AS-I; 1999, table 1), and Turkey, Ministry of
National Education (1998, table 23).

Sources: Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Databaie; SIS (1995, 1998); Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998); World Bank
estimates based on data supplied by UNICEF-ICDC; Palomba and Vodopivec (2000).
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Table A8 Vocational/Technical Upper Secondary Enrollment. Rates
(gross rates, percentoge of 15-18 age group)

Country Note 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Hungary 62.7 62.7 59.8 56.8 54.3 54.6 57.2 60.0 62.0

SLovak Republic 70.7 67.6 65.5 64.7 65.0 65.7 66.0 65.9 64.4

Albania a 54.1 53.1 30.0 17.4 12.3 8.4 7.5 6.9 6.4

Romania b - 79.2 59.8 49.3 45.1 46.4 48.5 47.6 46.8

Bosnia-Herzegovina 

Macedonia, FYR 41.8

Yugoslavia, FR 13.9 10.7 11.2 12.1 10.0 10.0 11.1 10.6

Estonia - 37.8 - 36.7 35.8 35.6 36.2 39.2

Lithuania 59.9 54.5 48.2 34.7 35.5 34.6 35.6 34,4 33.4

Belarus 51.0 48.5 47.5 47.0 46.4 44.3 42.2 41.2 -

Russian Federation 54.1 50.8 49.0 46.4 44.2 41.7 41,8 41.9 41.9

caucass

Azerbaijan 27.9 26.0 25.6 21.0 16.4 13.4 11.2 10.7 10.3

Central Asian republics

Kyrg z Repubtic 23.5 21.9 21.4 19.7 17.9 17.0 15.1 13.9 13.5

Turkmenistan Z5.5 24.3 24.0 22.9 21.1 14.8 10.7 10.7 7.2

- Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: gross rates, percentage of 15-18 age group enrolled in secondary vocational/technical education (typically, three-to-four-

year programs; includes fall-time, evening and correspondence courses). Gross enrollment rates for the ECA region must be treated cautious-
ly. The age-specific population numbers are somewhat suspect, since the last credible census was conducted in 1989. (Most countries will
conduct a new census within the next twoyears.) In the intervening decade civil registration of births and deaths has declined sharply, and
mobility across borders has increased. The enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.
a. Palomba and Vodopivec (2000). b. Based on 15-19 age cohort. c. Basedon 15-17 age group. World Bank estimates based on enroll-
ment figures for 1989-96 and 1997 obtained from 515 (1999, table 1) and Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998, table 23),
respectively, and on age-structure data obtained from SIS (1995, table A5- 1), assuming that the net reproduction rate (NRR) = 1.0 in
2005. Figures for 1989, 1991, 1992, and 1993 interpolated and projected from figures provided by S15.

Sources: World Bank estimates based on data supplied by UNICEF- ICDC; U.S. Census Bureau (variousyears); CIS StatCommittee (I 998a); SIS
(1999); Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998).
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Table A9 Overall Upper Secondary Enrollment Rates
(academic and vocational/technical secondary education)

Central Europe
QW, .6"~~~. . . 4. 7

Slovak Republic 86.3 83.6 82.0 81.8 83.0 84.6 86.0 86.9 85.9

ALbani;a 78.5 79.1 58.3 47 42.4 38.1 36.6 38.5 40.3

Romania - 90.8 76.2 67.0 63.4 65.7 68.3 68.1 67.3

Bosnia-Herze ovina

Macedonia, FYR i - 60.7

Yugoslavia. FR - 14.7 17.3 21.8 22.4 22.7 24.0 23.9

Estoni.a - 74.1 - 73.7 75.1 79.0 79.9 84.2

Lithuania 94.6 88.7 80.9 65.2 65.9 67.4 70.4 73.0 72.8

BeLarus 78.5 75.1 73.5 72.2 70.6 69.2 67.1 68.0
35 e

Russian Federation 78.8 75.8 72.9 69.3 66.9 65.4 66.4 67.9 69.5

Caucasus

Azerbaijan 61.2 59.5 60.1 53.9 45.2 40.4 37.0 38.8 42.9

Central Asian republics

KYrgyz Republic 61.3 59.0 57.6 52.3 46.8 44.7 41.8 43.1 46.5

Turkmenistan 67.9 67.5 64.7 61.2 60.0 50.6 44.8 35.0 31.7

Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: gross rates: percentage of 15-18 age group enrolled in general secondary education, including academic and

vocational/technical tracks. The calculation of enrollment rates assumes ages 15- 18 as the typical ages for upper secondary education. In
some cases the resulting numbers may underestimate actual enrollments. However, a somewhat arbitrary age range had to be selected
because countries differ in their typical ages for general upper secondary education, and across the decade some countries have changed their
typical ages for this level, vocational/technical programs vary in length within a country, and data on the distribution of students among these
programs of different lengths are not only fugitive but also shift during the decade. Gross enrollment rates for the ECA region must be treat-
ed cautiously. The age-specific population numbers are somewhat suspect, since the last credible census was conducted in 1989. (Most coun-
tries will conduct a new census within the next twoyears.) In the intervening decade civil registration of births and deaths has declined
sharply, and mobility across borders has increased. Enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.

Sources: World Bank staff estimates based on data for tables A7 and A8.
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Table AIO Share of Students in Upper Secondary Education (percentage of total)

Country Education Level 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

CntPI Eim e

HungaTy General secondary 23.9 24.0 24.6 25.6 26.1 26.8 27.0 27.1 27.6
VocationalVtechnical 76.1 76.0 75.4 74.4 73.9 73.2 73.0 72.9 72.4

Stovak Repubtk General secondary 18.1 19.2 20.1 20.9 21.7 22.4 23.2 24.1 25.0
Vocationat/technicat 81.9 80.8 79.9 79.1 78.3 77.6 76.8 75.9 75.0

Albania General secondary 31.1 32.9 48.5 63.0 70.9 78.0 79.4 82,1 84.2
VocationaVtechnical 68.9 67.1 51.5 37.0 29.1 22.0 20.6 17.9 15.8

Romania General secondary - 12.8 21.6 26.5 29.0 29.4 29.0 30.0 30.4
VocationaVtechnical - 87.2 78.4 73.5 71.0 70.6 71.0 70.0 69.6

30snia-Herzeg0vina General seconda ry -

VocationalVtechnical - - - - - - -

Macedonia, fYR General secondary - - - - - 31.2
VocationalVtechnical - - 68.8

Yugostavia, FR General secondary - 27.1 35.1 44.3 55.4 56.2 53.7 55.7 -
Vocationat/technical - 72.9 64.9 55.7 44.6 43.8 46.3 44.3 -

Estonia General secondary - 49.0 - 50.2 52.4 55.0 54.7 53.5 -

VocationaVtechnicat 51.0 - 49.8 47.6 45.0 45.3 46.5 -

Lithuania Generat secondary 36.7 38.6 40.5 46.9 46.1 48.7 49.5 52.9 54.2
Vocational/technical 63.3 61.4 59.5 53.1 53.9 51.3 50.5 47.1 45.8

(Table continues on following poge)
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Table A10 (continued)

Western CIS

Moldova GeneraL secondary 40.8 40.9 38.8 47.2 49.7 51.6 52.1 53.8
Vocational/technical 59.2 59.1 61.2 52.8 50.3 48.4 47.9 46.2

Ukraine General secondary 38.0 38.9 38.3 37.5 37.6 39.9 41.6 43.9 47.6
Vocational/technical 62.0 61.1 61.7 62.5 62.4 60.1 58.4 56.1 52.4

.tiiu,ca,,,s, , > g - g D

Armenia General secondary 53.2 54.2 55.8 57.9 63.1 67.3 72.0 71.7 73.7
VocationaL/technical 46.8 45.8 44.2 42.1 36.9 32.7 28.0 28.3 26.3

Georgia General secondary 67.6 70.4 70.6 69.4 62.8 63.3 61.7 64.6 63.5
Vocational/technical 32.4 29.6 29.4 30.6 37.2 36.7 38.3 35.4 36.5

Kazakhstan General secondary 42.9 44.8 45.5 44.6 44.9 45.5 45.9 52.5 -

Vocational/technical 57.1 55.2 54.5 55.4 55.1 54.5 54.1 47.5 -

DDoD ~ ~~~~~~ s,37Dl $ 7$ ct 3&3 D.O 3647? gPz 

Tajikistan Generat secondary. 67.3 76.7 80.4 64.8 76.0 77.0 65.6 - -

Vocational/technical 32.7 23.3 - 35.2 - - 34.4 - -

Uzbekistan General secondary. 53.7 56.2 56.8 53.7 51.4 - - - -
Vocational/technical 46.3 43.8 43.2 46.3 48.6 - - - -

Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: percentage of students enrolled by type of upper secondary education in the total number enrolled in upper secondary

education.
Sources: World Bank staffestimates based on data supplied by UNICEF ICDC.
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Table All Tertiary EnroLlment Rates (gross rates, percentage of 18-22 age group)

Country Note 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Central Europe
tCech Republi 12.7 13.6 13.1 13.3 13.6 14.2 15.0 16.6 17.3
Hungary a 13.9 14.2 14.8 15.7 16.8 18.5 20.7 22.9 23.8
PFoand b 11.6 12.4 13.0 14.3 15.7 17.0 18.1 19.7 20.6
SLovak Republic 13.2 13.8 13.3 14.2 14.4 15.0 15.6 16.8 17.6
svouteast Europe
Albania 4.8 5.8 6.0 5.9 5.2 4.6 - - -
Bolgada . c 16.4 18.8 18.7 19.8 20.9 23.0 26.0 27.3 27.1
Romania d 8.8 10.1 11.0 12.2 13.1 13.4 13.3 18.6 18.7
Frmer Yugoslfa
Bosnia-Herzegovina - - - - - - - - -
Croatia - - 13.9 14.3 16.0 16.5 16.6 - 17.2
Macedonia, FYR - - 14.4 14.4 12.6 11.3 - -
Slovda e 18,2 19.3 21.8 21.6 22.9 23.4 24.7 25.7
Yugoslavia, FR f 17.1 16.9 15.8 13.7 14.8 14.5 14.9 16.5
Baltic states
Estonia - 14.2 14.2 13.9 14.3 15.6 16.9 18.6 21.3
Latvia 15.2 15.5 15.6 15.9 15.8 16.4 18.5 22,8 24.6
Lithuania 17.7 17.2 15.6 13.7 13.3 13.1 13.9 15.4 18.2
Western cis
Belarus 16.5 16.7 16.6 17.0 16.1 17.3 17.8 18.7 19.5
Moldova 11.6 11.7 11.4 10.8 10.3 10.8 11.9 12.5 13.5
Russian Federation 16.7 17.0 17.1 16.9 16.4 16.1 16.9 17.6 18.7
Ukraine 15.3 15.3 15.2 15.1 14.6 16.0 16.8 17.9 20.1
Caucasus
Armenia 16,5 17.0 16.8 15.1 1Z.3 10.2 13.2 11.5 -
Azerbaijan 8.1 8.6 9.2 8.6 8.5 8.8 11.0 - 12.3
Georgia 14.3 16.4 15.7 13.4 12,7 13.7 2I.1 13.6 14.4
Central Asian republics
KazaIstan 12.9 13.0 13.4 13.1 12.7 12.6 12.5 12,9 13.4
Kyrgyz Republic 10.9 10.8 10.4 9.7 9.7 10.9 11.8 12.9 15.2
Tajikistan 9.0 9.4 9.4 9.3 8.6 9.2 - 9.4 8.9
Turkmenistan 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.4 7.4 - 7.4 - -
Uzbekistan 9.1 9.5 9.4 8.8 7.4 6.3 5.4 5X0 5.0

Turkey 15,0 16.0 167 18.5 22.6 22.5 23.1 - 26.70

Not available.
Notes- Definition of title: gross rates, percentage of 18-22 age group enrolled full-time in tertiary education. Gross enrollment rates for the ECA

region must be treated cautiously. The age-specific population numbers are somewhat suspect, since the last credible census was conducted in
1989. (Most countries will conduct a new census within the next two years.) In the intervening decade civil registration of births and deaths
has declined sharply, and mobility across borders has increased. Enrollment numbers for countries engaged in conflict are suspect.
a. Net rate. b. Based on 19-24 age group. c. Includes part-time andfull-time students in the 19-25 age group. d. 1996-97 includes stu-
dents at private universities .e. Excludes advanced degree programs; includes part-time and full-time students. f 1992-97 number of stu-
dents excludes ethnic Albanians in Kosovo-Metohija. g. World Bank estimates for 1989-96 and 1997 based on data from SIS (1999,
table 1) and Turkey, Ministry of National Education (1998, table 23), respectively, and on age-structure data from SIS (1995, table A5-
1), assuming that the net reproduction rate (NRR) = 1.0 in 2005. Figures for 1989, 1991, 1992, and 1993 interpolated and projected
from data provided by SIS.

Sources. Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Database; U.S. Census Bureau (variousyears); CIS StatCommittee (1998a, 1998c); Turkey,
Ministry of National Education (1998): Laporte and Ringold (1997).
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Table A12 Share of University EnroLlments by Field of Study,
SeLected ECA Countries (percentage of total enrollments)

Albania Humanities - 11.4 14.1 17.8 21.0 22.8 24.2 23.2 22.2
Sociat and

behavioral sciences - - - 0.3 0.7 1.0 1.5 1.8
Natural sciences - 14.4 16.4 16.4 16.1 14.8 12.7 9.8 11.3
Medical science - 7.8 8.0 7.0 6.6 7.1 8.9 7.3 6.7
Engineering - 17.5 16.2 12.4 10.0 8.6 7.0 5.4 5.3
Other - 48.9 45.3 46.4 46.0 46.0 46.3 52.9 52.7

Azerbaijan Humanities 34.3 33.0 33.9 35.0 37.2 38.3 39.7 37.3 32.1
Social and

behavioraL sciences 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.2
Natural sciences 4.7 7.3 8.5 9.2 10.9 12.3 16.8 20.1 27.8
MedicaL science 9.3 9.3 9.4 10.0 10.3 10.9 10.2 9.7 9.7
Engineering 40.7 39.1 36.7 34.7 31.1 29.0 25.1 25.1 23.5
Other 8.2 8.7 8.8 8.5 7.8 6.6 5.7 5.3 4.7

Bosnia-Herzegovina Humanities 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.4 4.0 2.4 1.8 2.5 5.9
Social and

behavioral sciences 37.7 37.3 37.2 37.0 38.6 49.7 57.0 58.5 65.9
Natural sciences 2.7 2.9 3.3 3.0 2.2 1.1 0.8 1.7 2.3
Medical science 12.8 12.8 13.4 15.9 19.8 12.7 12.1 8.8 9.1
Engineering 35.7 36.7 37.3 35.9 33.6 32.5 26.4 26.2 16.8
Other 8.8 8.0 6.3 5.8 1.9 1.7 1.8 2.4 -

Croatia Humanities - - - 19.0 19.7 20.9 21.5 21.6 24.7
Social and

behavioral sciences - - - 29.0 29.4 31.1 31.9 33.1 42.2
Natural sciences - - - 3.3 2.9 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.3
Medical science - - - 8.8 8.5 7.8 7.9 7.8 9.2
Engineering - - 37.0 36.4 34.1 32.4 31.7 47.1
Other - - - 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.4 3.1 10.3

(Table continues on following page)
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Table A12 (continued)

Country Subject 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 f

Czech Republic Humanities 23.7 24.5 25.5 27.1 28.1 27.8 28.3 28.4 28.1
Social and

behavioral sciences 12.1 12.6 14.8 16.0 18.6 20.8 22.2 22.7 22.7
Natural sciences 4.1 4.8 4.9 5,3 5.6 5.7 5.9 6.5 7.0
MedicaL science 11.6 11.8 11.4 10.7 9.5 8.5 7.6 6.9 6.7
Engineering 39.5 37.8 35.6 33.7 31.8 30.8 29.4 28.8 29.5
Other 9.0 8.6 7.9 7.2 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.6 6.0

'~~~~~~~~

Macedonia, FYR Humanities 6.3 6.4 6.3 7.7 7.7 8.3 8.6 8.9 9.5
Social and

behavioral sciences 17.6 16.9 15.6 15.3 15.2 15.7 16.9 17.0 18.6
NaturaL sciences 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.2 4.4 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.2
MedicaL science 5.3 4.4 5.9 6.8 7.5 8.9 9.7 9.7 9.9
Engineering 25.5 28.2 29.2 33.3 23.5 21.0 20.0 21.6 21.3
Other 31.4 30.4 28.0 23.2 31.8 30.7 28.6 27.8 36.4

Slovak Republic Humanities 1.3 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.2
Social and

behavioral sciences 30.7 34.1 36,8 38.9 40.8 41.7 42.2 43.0 44.0
Natural sciences 3.9 3.9 4.4 4.8 4.9 4.7 5.0 5.0 5.6
Medical science 8.3 9.0 9.1 8,9 8.5 7.7 7.1 6.3 6.1
Engineering 47.4 43.6 40.3 38.7 36.8 36.1 35.7 35.2 35.0
Other 8.5 7.9 7.5 7.1 7.1 7.9 8.0 8.4 7.1

Engineering 1. 1 1

Tuley~ Humannuesities 5o2 5.2 5. - -
Soc ia and

behavioral sciences 59.1 60.2 61.3 63.2 63.9 62.3 61.1 -

Natural sciences 9.2 9.1 8.9 8.6 7.6 8.2 8.7 - -

MedicaL science 8.0 7.6 7.3 6.7 10.1 9.7 9.0 - -

Engineering 14.8 14.0 14.1 13.5 12.5 12.4 13.3 - -

Other 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.0 2.4 2.5 2.5 - -

(Table continues on following page)
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Table A12 (continued)

Yugoslavia, FR Humanities 6.1 6.7 6.1 6.2 7.3 7.6 ~7.8 7.6 7,7

t ; behavioralcinces 0017.4 16.\i500 16.M+5, 17 }.600 :018.00 18.5 19.5 19.9 20.8
Na: 0 t0 000 ;tural s cs*0 09.1 \ t09.6 9.7 0 9.2 0 09.S ;:: i 8.90 f8.4 7.8 7.4

000;d;000W00000000 f; edicaL p00 scienceft0 fff0000;f00000000:9,200S0 09.:7200 010.0500 i10.3 0 l10.4 it ::10.0; 10.70 0 11.0 1t1.2
0000E0; Engineering 28.7 28.0 28.2 26-99 26.0 24. V12.8 11980 17.9

Other 29.5 29.5 29.6 ~9.7 28.8 31.0 3. 39 3.

- Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: students enrolled by field of university education as a share of the total number enrolled in university education.

a. SIS (1997).
Sources: UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Database; World Bank estimates based on data supplied by UNICEF-ICDC; SIS (1997).
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Table A13 Unemployment by Educational Level, Selected ECA Countries
(percentage of corresponding laborforce)

Country Note Education level 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Bulgaria a Total - 0.0 20.0 15.7 13.5 13.7
b Primary or less - 0.0 29.8 25.1 21.5 20.1
c General - 0.0 20.0 15.6 13.1 14.6
d Vocational - 0.0 15.6 11.6 10.7 12.0
e Tertiary - 0.0 7.7 5.3 4.9 5.2

zec Repulic - - .- 't-a-l- -.- -- 33-9 3J7 - 3.6 37 4.3
p-m -r less --. 8 .1 - 1(1.3 -11 13.4

.- - i; - --G .e- - - 237- :2X - - 2.1 2.- -Z8
-W.- l :a- -. . 3.6 3.7 3.4 34 3.9

.--- 1 .9 1-.4 11 0O.6 1.2
Hungary Total 9.7 12.0 10.8 10.2 10.5 9.3

Primary or less 14.3 17.4 16.0 16.0 16.3 16.0
General 6.7 8.6 7.8 6.8 7.2 6.1
Vocational 11.3 14.5 12.8 12.2 12.7 10.6
Tertiary 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.7 3.1 1.9

Lalvia .ot - - - - 222 15.9
- -m - -p e - - - - --33.9 19.4
Genrl - - i- - .Z6. 20.6

- ;_-.- - 9. z 0t
Poland Total 12.9 13.8 14.0 12.6 12.4 11.3

Primary or less 12.0 14.0 15.0 13.8 13.7 14.3
General 13.8 13.0 13.1 12.0 11.8 10.4
Vocational 15.5 17.4 17.4 15.7 15.4 13.5
Tertiary 6.6 6.0 5.2 4.1 3.6 3.7

Rornania f Total - - 8.2 8.0 5.9 5.5
- Ruessi - - ---7r0-.- 2 4.4 3.9

-h .---- .- 12-.-~~~~~~~~~~'L 14,i$ 82 7.7
-i- : 0#ww W - <X - ;7 6.3

-Te-ti-r: - 3.1 -- 2.2 1.9. 2.2
Russian Federation I Total 4.9 5.6 7.9 9.2 9.5 -

Primary or less 5.8 6.7 9.8 11.6 13.0 -

General 5.8 6.6 9.8 11.5 11.6 -

Vocational 4.3 5.1 6.8 8.1 8.5 -

Tertiary 3.2 3.4 4.7 4.8 4.4 -

Stovak Repubi TOal - 12.4 13.4 13.3 10.9 11.2
Primary or tess - 23.2 28.0 29.2 25.4 26.3
General - 11.6 12.9 12.7 12.5 13.5
VOatnat 10J7 12.2 11.9 9.7 9.6
Tertiary - 3.8 4.0 2.9> 2.0 3.1

Slovenia Total - 9.1 9.1 7.4 7.3 7.1
Primary or less - 10.8 12.2 9.5 10.6 9.2
General - 8.4 8.3 6.7 6.3 7.2
Vocational - 11.0 10.2 8.3 7.9 6.9
Tertiary - 4.3 3.5 2.1 3.0 3.8

Turkey k TOt - - - -

Primary or tss 7.8 - 7.8 5.6 5.4 -

Generat 17.4 - 23. 25.5 20.7 -

Vocata 232 - 33.8 259 16.5 -

Tertiary 7.1 - 6.5 5.6 5.3

Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: number of unemployed, by level of education, divided by the corresponding labor force for that level of education. Data

are seconid quarter labor force survey data
a. 1993 data are for third quarter b. 1994 data are for third quarter c. 1995 data are for third quarter d. 1996 data are for third quar
ter e. 1997 data are for third quarter f 1994 and 1995 data are for first quarter g. 1994 and 1995 data are for first quarter. h. 1995
and 1996 data are for first quarter i 1995 and 1997 data are for first quarterj . 1995 and 1998 data are for first quarter k. April for
eachyear Household Labor Force Survey Results, State Institute of Statistics. I 1992 95 data are for fourth quarter; 1996 data are for
first quarter

Source: Based on OECD-CCET Labour Market Database
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Table A14 Share of Registered Unemployed by Educational Level,
Selected ECA Countries (percentage of unemployed)

I . .I .. , I** ** L1 i

Azerbai3an Primary or Less - - 14.03 7.10 3.10 2.30 1.20 1.04
Lower secondary - - 48.68 41.19 36.40 41.90 60.70 53.15
Upper secondary - - 37.29 51.71 60.50 55.80 38.10 45.82

Ctoatfa Primary or less: : 36.18 36.73 37.27 35.97 35.80 36.62 36.26 35.82
Lower secondary 30.30 30.27 32.17 32.53 32.19 32.57 34.15 34.94
Upper secondary 23.86 23.50 21.64 22.47 23.30 23.05 22.68 22.50
T ; eRrtiary 9 V i U 0 g.670 :;0 9.50 8.91 9.03 8.71 7.76 6.92 6.74

Kyrgyz Reppu ic tPrmary or lessE2 V- Q - -X 0.0O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lower secondary - - - 8.02 8.62 7.95 9.00 11.37
Upper secondary - - - 61.19 65.80 75.45 78.71 78.40
Tertiary f : -E 9; - - 30.79 25.58 16.60 12.29 10.23

F:R YugosLavia Primary or less 42.37 42.13 41.73 41.10 40.73 40.23 40.84 41.42
Lower secondary 16.59 17.41 18.54 19.31 19.85 20.58 21.16 21.58
Upper secondary 34.85 34.13 33.03 32.35 31.76 31.36 30.96 30.52
Tertiary 6.19 6.33 6.70 7.25 7.66 7.82 7.04 6.48

Not available.
Source: Taken from labor surveys.
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Table A15 TotaL PubLic Expenditures on Education (percentage of GDP)

Country Note 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 UIkJ- IiM P tliYS

Central Eur4

Hungary 5.7 5.8 6 6. 6.6 6.5 6.4 5.5 4.9 4.3

Slovak Republic - 5.1 5.6 6.0 5.2 4.4 5.1 5.0 -

Albania 4.0 4.2 5.0 4.2 3.3 3.2 3.8 3.2 3.3

Romania 2.2 2.8 3.6 3.6. 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.6

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Macedonia FYR - 5.9 6.8 5.4 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.9 5.4

Yugoslavia. FR

Estonia - - - 6.1 7.1 6.7 7.1 7.3 

Lithuania - 4.5 - - 4.6 5.6 5.6 5.4 5.8

-e la rus - 4.6 5.3 6.0 5.8 5.5 6.1 6.6

Russian Federation - 3.7 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.5 3.6 3.8 4.2

Caucasus

Azerbaijan a 6.1 6.6 6.3 5.8 6.8 4.4 2.9 3.3 3.0

Central Asian republics

Kyrgyz Republic a 7.9 7.5 6.0 4.9 4.2 5.9 6.6 5.2 4.9

Turkmernistan

- Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: total public expenditures, current and capital, on education, using the 1995 definition of the United Nations

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).

a. World Bank data. b. GDP figures adjusted for 1989-94. c. GDP figures adjusted. d. Uzbekistan consolidatedgovernment budget GDP

figures adjusted for 1990-93.
Source: Based on UNICEF-ICDC TransMONEE Database
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Table A16 Student/Teacher Ratios in Basic Education

Hungary 13.1 12.5 12.1 1~~ ~~~~~1. 1.57 12 6 712. 1.2

Stovak Republic ~~~~~~~~~~20.0 19.41. 183 85 18. 1976 172 7.7Ptw-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1. -! --

K r 

19. 193; 18. 172 6. 17.80 17.8 18.1 0 18.6

=_~~~~~~~~~I

Note:19 anta 20 rmSI199,tbe1.0 16.7 16.6r rm uky,Mnstyo 15.7ti 5.4aio 15. 14.8,al 14.5 14.

Souces:Bsd orn UICEF 20.8 2rasMNE 20abs ,6 20, 200 9.8 19.91.6 9.

Vugostavia, FR 19.1 19.0 12 4 17E 16.A
WN3~~~1. 1. 131. 1. 161. 

Li-uni 126 1. 1. 11 1.0 1. 08 09 1.

Notes: 6aijan aefo 10.(999 al 10.5 1 0.51 r rm uky 1 iisro.3ioa 9.8so (9. 8 , ta.6 19.7).
Sorcs:Baedo U/CF-CD rasMNE Dtaae;SI (99)
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TabLe A17 Wages in Education in Selected ECA Countries
(percentage of average wage in economy)

Country 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Azerbaijan 86.9 88.1 14.1 94.0 97.2 91.4 73.0 71.6 73.1

BeLarus 85.0 71.2 77.5 - 82.8 78.7 80.2 78.7 83.8 82.5

Kazakhstan 75.a 67.4 72.7 53,9 61.9 52.1 61.6 73.7 75.1

Motdova 89.9 66.3 69.7 86.5 83.3 78.6 76.0 84.7 76.9

Tajikistan 104.3 88.4 79.7 85.2 74.7 81.2 61.3 49.1 -

Uzbekistan 94.7 79.4 77.0 85.1 79.2 64.7 64.1 73.9

- Not available.
Notes: Definition of title: education wage/economy wage.
Source: Based on CIS StatCommittee (1998a).
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GLOSSARY

Accountability. Mechanisms that stakeholder, can use to assess the pubLic sector's performance and to pressure the
state to honor their interests.

Adult education/training. IncLudes college, vocational, and occupational programs, continuing education and noncredit
courses, correspondence courses, and titoring for aduLts. These services are suppLied by employers, community
groups, and other providers.

Alignment. As used in this paper, the matching of the skilLs and knowledge created by the education system to the
skiLLs and knowledge required by a country's economic and political systems.

Basic education. Primary and lower secondary education combined. ECA countries vary somewhat in the organisation
of their education systems and in the ages and grades associated with each LeveL of education. However, in gen-
eraL, primary education can be grades 1-4/5, the normal age range being 6/7 to 10. The lower secondary level
can be grades 5/6-8/9, the normal age range varying from 10-14 to 11-15.

Block grants. Grants made to Local governments but not reserved exclusively for education.

Capitation financing; demond-driven financing. Funding for education that is determined primarily by the number of
students in a subnational unit, such as a schooL or district. Sometimes called "money foLLows student", these
financing systems are based on capitatiori ("headcounts"), unit cost, or average cost. The funding formula per stu-
dent can be adjusted for factors that resLIt in differences in the costs of providing education, as in small villages.

Categorical (or "earmarked") grants. Funding .hat can only be spent for a specific purpose such as education.

Choice. Giving customers for goods or services, such as educational services, alternatives among which they can select.
Although competitive market forces are normally used to provide options, the pubLic sector can structure service
delivery in ways that create alternatives for beneficiaries.

Civic mindedness. Playing by the rules of the (lame that govern communal life-for example, not cheating on taxes.

Cognition. The act or faculty of knowing, or the process of knowing, or knowledge and the capacity for it, or thinking.

Cognitive self-management. See Metacognitive skills.

Contact hours. The number of hours per week scheduLed for face-to-face contact between teachers and students.

Continuous education. The availability of educationaL and training experiences throughout life.

Diagnostic assessment of student leaming. Assessment of a student's strengths and weaknesses that teachers can use
to tailor instruction that addresses weaknesses.

Distance education. Programs in which student! and teachers communicate almost exclusively through correspondence,
audio or video links, or computer.

Document literacy. The knowLedge and skiLls required to locate and use information contained in various formats,
including job applications, payroll forms, transport schedules, maps, tables, and graphics.

Economies of scale. Realized when an increase in the size of an activity-for example, increased class size-requires
less than a proportionate increase in cost.

Educational attainment. The highest level of e(ducation completed.

Education mainstreaming. Policies aimed at limiting the grouping of students by ability or achievement in order to avoid
exclusion. Mainstreaming implies relaxing igid divisions between vocationaL and academic curricula and adopting
teaching methods and curricula that allow students in shared spaces, but of different aptitudes, to progress.

Efficiency. For an education system, measured by the relationship between the outcomes achieved and the resources
used to produce those outcomes.

Enquiry-based teaching. Method of teaching in which the teacher, instead of giving the learner verbal descriptions of
a concept or principle, structures the learming experience so that the student can develop the concept or arrive
at the principle himself/herself.
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Enrollment rates (gross and net). A gross enrollment rate expresses the total number of children of any age enroLLed
in a schooling LeveL as a percentage of the total number of chiLdren in the relevant age group for that level. Net
enrollment rates measure onLy the number of chiLdren of the reLevant age group enrolled in a schooLing LeveL as
a percentage of the totaL number of children in that age group.

Epistemology. Study or theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge, especialLy with reference to its Limits and vaLidity.

Evaluative skills. Advanced thinking skiLLs that alLow the individual to make judgments about the value of materials or
methods for a given purpose.

Fairness. In education, equitabLe opportunities to Learn, rather then equality of Learning outcomes; for exampLe, alL
students have the textbooks for a grade.

Foundation skills. The Literacy and quantitative skilLs that provide the base for subsequent learning and enhance the
efficiency with which it occurs.

General (academic) upper secondary education. One of three aLternatives for students in ECA countries foLlowing basic
education. The academic, or general, stream Leads to matricuLation from secondary education and Lasts two to
four years. (The other aLternatives are a technical/vocationaL stream that aLso Leads to matricuLation from sec-
ondary education and that lasts three to four years and a vocationaL program that does not lead to matriculation
and that lasts one to two years.)

Gini coefficient. Measures the degree of inequality of the distribution of earnings. It is equaL to 0 in the case of totaL
earnings equaLity and to 1 in the case of total inequaLity.

Govemance. In the education sector, refers to the process of goaL setting for the sector as it affects policy and process
and monitoring the progress of the sector reLative to these goals.

Higher education, or tertiary education, or postsecondary education. Education programs offered to students who have
successfuLLy compLeted prerequisite studies at the upper secondary leveL. There is usuaLLy opportunity for post-
secondary technicaL as weLL as university training. Program completion is marked by the awarding of a university
degree or a recognized equivalent quaLification.

Higher order thinking skills. As defined in Resnick (1987), higher order cognitive thinking is evidenced in soLving prob-
lems that have certain characteristics: the path of action is not fuLly specifiei in advance, nor is the path to a
solution mentally visibLe from any singLe vantage point; the probLem yields multipLe rather than unique soLutions
and requires nuanced judgment and the application of muLtipLe criteria that sometimes conflict with one another;
and not aLL of the information needed to soLve the probLem is avaiLabLe.

Human capital. Investments in knowLedge and skills of individuaLs that increase the individuals' future welfare by
increasing the efficiency of their future consumption and productivity. These investments incLude but are not lim-
ited to education and training.

Incidence of poverty. Percentage of the popuLation or of a particuLar popuLation group living below an estabLished
poverty Line.

Informal user charges. Payments by service users-such as payments by parents for educational services-that are
neither expLicit nor pubLic.

In-service teacher training. Professional deveLopment programs of varying duration for the existing teaching force, as
distinct from preservice training for students before they enter the teaching profession.

Knowing-how-ta-leam skills. See Metacognitive skiLLs.

Leaming outcomes. The knowledge, skiLLs, attitudes, and vaLues that students acquire as a resuLt of their schooLing
experiences.

Literacy. As defined in the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), information-processing skills, including numer-
acy, that aduLts need in order to perform tasks encountered at work, at home, or in the community. These skiLLs
incLude the ability to draw meaning from written symboLs-the defining characteristic of higher LeveL reading and
writing skiLLs being the abiLity to draw on an extensive repertoire of knowledge and experiences to expand and
interpret the meaning of verbal and quantitative texts.
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Lower secondary education. The upper grades of basic education, usualLy grades 5/6-8/9, with the normal age range
varying from 10-14 to 11-15.

Management. How the implementation of goals for a sector is organized.

Metacognitive skills (known also as executive thinking or cognitive self-management). The cognitive ability to observe
and reflect on one's thought processes and probLem-soLving attempts in order to improve their productivity.

Minority language instruction. Teaching subjects in a Language of a particular minority group.

Multigrade teaching. Teaching a group of students of different grades combined in a single cLassroom.

Net reproduction rate. The average number of daughters that wouLd be born to a woman if she passed through her life-
time conforming to the age-specific fertility and mortality rates of a given year. An NRR of 1 means that each
generation of mothers is having exactLy enough daughters to replace itself in the popuLation.

Paper voucher. A certified document stating the amount of public funding foLLowing a student to the school of his or
her choice.

Pedagogy. The principles and methodology ol: teaching and instruction.

Poverty assessment. One of the WorLd Bank's key instruments for anaLyzing poverty and the public poLicies, expendi-
tures, and institutions that affect the ircidence of poverty.

Preschool. Distinct from nursery care for chi dren ages 0-3; incLudes children from age 3 to ages 5, 6, or 7. When
preschool incLudes 7 year oLds, the curriculum for 7 year oLd preschooLers tends to approximate that of the first
grade in primary schools in other countries.

Preservice teacher training. Training provided to future teachers before they enter the teaching profession.

Primary education. The initial years of basic education, encompassing grades 1-4/5, with the normaL age range for
these grades being 6/7 to 10.

Prose literacy. As defined by the IALS, the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from texts,
including editorials, news stories, poems, and fiction.

Quantitative literacy. As defined by the IALS, the knowledge and skills required to appLy arithmetical operations, either
alone or sequentiaLLy, to numbers embedded in printed materiaLs. Such appLications incLude balancing a check-
book, figuring out a tip, and completinq an application for a loan or determining the amount of interest on a
loan from an advertisement.

Report cards. Periodic formaL reports made by a school to a parent or guardian on a student's performance, progress,
attitudes, and values, or the report made by a schooL district or central government to parents on the perfor-
mance of the schooLs attended by their chiLdren.

Social cohesion. Willingness of groups to cooperate across boundaries that normaLLy divide them (e.g., clan, ethnic,
or religious membership). Social cohesion increases economic deveLopment by reducing the risk of poLitical
instability and civil strife, both of which increase the risk and uncertainty of economic transactions.

Technical upper secondary education. Three- or four-year programs leading to a diploma and the opportunity to con-
tinue tertiary studies. Some programs require compLetion of general upper secondary education as a prerequisite
for enrollment in the program; others offer academic courses that Let students compLete academic upper
secondary schooL equivalency simultaneousLy with technical training.

Totalfertility rate. The sum of age-specific birtirates over aLL ages of the chiLd-bearing period. It represents the theo-
retical number of births to a woman during the child-bearing years, using the given year's birthrate as a constant.

Trust. The beLief that the other person wilL honor his or her impLied or explicit side of a bargain or a contract. Economic
development is based on human cooperation and exchange-on transactions. Trust enhances economic develop-
ment because it increases the efficiency of these transactions.

Tutor. (1) A teacher; (2) a teacher who works wiLh students individually, perhaps outside schooL hours, in return for a fee

Tutorial. A meeting between a tutor and a single student (or sometimes small groups of students) in which intensive
face-to-face teaching and discussion occur.
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Upper secondary education. The level of education that follows basic education and encompasses three tracks: general
secondary or academic; vocational secondary; and technicaL secondary. The normal ages vary from 14/15 to 17/18.

Virtual voucher. A computerized system of allocating public funding among schools based on school choice exercised
by students.

Vocational secondary education. One-to-three-year programs providing vocational training in specific occupations or
trades through school or work-based programs. Some programs of longer duration also offer academic courses that
Let students complete general secondary school equivalency along with vocational training, thus giving them
access to tertiary education.

Voice or participation. Opportunities for citizens or customers to exert pressure on service providers to perform. Users
and beneficiaries can participate in the definition of input and outcome standards. They can also use information
on the performance of the public or private sector to press for improved performance and to choose among educa-
tional options on the basis of differential performance. The central players for exercising voice include beneficaries,
users, taxpayers, and civic groups.

Voucher principle. Combines the principles of school choice and "money follows student". The voucher principle can be
implemented by basing each years budget on the previous years enrollment.
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